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Abstract
Whereas formal category theory is classically considered within a 2-category,
in this paper a double-dimensional approach is taken. More precisely we de-
velop such theory within the setting of hypervirtual double categories, a notion
extending that of virtual double category (also known as fc-multicategory) by
adding cells with nullary target.
This paper starts by introducing the notion of hypervirtual double cate-
gory, followed by describing its basic theory and its relation to other types
of double category. After this the notion of ‘weak’ Kan extension within a
hypervirtual double category is considered, together with three strengthen-
ings. The first of these generalises Borceux-Kelly’s notion of Kan extension
along enriched functors, the second one generalises Street’s notion of pointwise
Kan extension in 2-categories, and the third is a combination of the other two;
these stronger notions are compared. The notion of yoneda embedding is then
considered in a hypervirtual double category, and compared to that of a good
yoneda structure on a 2-category; the latter in the sense of Street-Walters and
Weber. Conditions are given ensuring that a yoneda embedding y : A → Â
defines Â as the free small cocompletion of A, in a suitable sense.
In the second half we consider formal category theory in the presence of
algebraic structures. In detail: to a monad T on a hypervirtual double cat-
egory K several hypervirtual double categories T -Alg(v,w) of T -algebras are
associated, one for each pair of types of weak coherence satisfied by the T -
algebras and their morphisms respectively. This is followed by the study of
the creation of, amongst others, left Kan extensions by the forgetful functors
T -Alg(v,w) → K. The main motivation of this paper is the description of condi-
tions ensuring that yoneda embeddings in K lift along these forgetful functors,
as well as ensuring that such lifted algebraic yoneda embeddings again define
free small cocompletions, now in T -Alg(v,w). As a first example we apply the
previous to monoidal structures on categories, hence recovering Day convo-
lution of presheaves and Im-Kelly’s result on free monoidal cocompletion, as
well as obtaining a “monoidal Yoneda lemma”.
Motivation
Central to classical category theory is the Yoneda lemma which, for a locally small
category A, describes the position of the representable presheaves A(–, x) within
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the category Â of all presheaves Aop → Set. More precisely, in its “parametrised”
form, the Yoneda lemma states that the yoneda embedding y : A→ Â : x 7→ A(–, x)
satisfies the following property: any profunctor J : A −7→ B—that is a functor
J : Aop ×B → Set—induces a functor Jλ : B → Â equipped with bijections
Â(y x, Jλy) ∼= J(x, y),
that combine to form an isomorphism Â(y –, Jλ –) ∼= J of profunctors. Indeed, Jλ
can be defined as Jλy := J(–, y).
The main observation motivating this paper is that, given a monoidal structure
⊗ on A, the above “lifts” to a “monoidal Yoneda lemma” as follows. Recall that
a monoidal structure on A induces such a structure ⊗̂ on Â, that is given by Day
convolution [Day70]
(p ⊗̂ q)(x) :=
∫ u,v∈A
A(x, u ⊗ v)× pu× qv, where p, q ∈ Â,
and with respect to which y : A → Â forms a pseudomonoidal functor—that is,
it comes equipped with coherent isomorphisms y¯ : y x ⊗̂ y y ∼= y(x ⊗ y). Thus a
pseudomonoidal functor, (y, y¯) : (A,⊗) → (Â, ⊗̂) satisfies the following monoidal
variant of the property above: any lax monoidal profunctor J : A −7→ B—equipped
with coherent morphisms J¯ : J(x1, y1) × J(x2, y2) → J(x1 ⊗ x2, y1 ⊗ y2)—induces
a lax monoidal functor Jλ : B → Â equipped with an isomorphism of lax monoidal
profunctors Â(y –, Jλ –) ∼= J . In detail: we can take Jλ to be as defined before,
equipped with coherence morphisms J¯λ : Jλy1⊗̂Jλy2 ⇒ Jλ(y1⊗y2) that are induced
by the composites
A(x, u⊗v)×J(u, y1)×J(v, y2)
id×J¯
−−−→ A(x, u⊗v)×J(u⊗v, y1⊗y2)→ J(x, y1⊗y2),
where the unlabelled morphism is induced by the functoriality of J in A.
The principal aim of this paper is to formalise the way in which the classical
Yoneda lemma in the presence of a monoidal structure leads to the monoidal Yoneda
lemma, as described above; thus allowing us to
(a) generalise the above to other types of algebra, such as double categories and
representable topological spaces;
(b) characterise lax monoidal profunctors J whose induced lax monoidal functors
Jλ are pseudomonoidal, and likewise for other types of algebraic morphism;
(c) recover classical results in the setting of monoidal categories, such as (y, y¯)
exhibiting (Â, ⊗̂) as the “free monoidal cocompletion” of (A,⊗) (see [IK86]),
and generalise these to other types of algebra.
Hypervirtual double categories
While the classical Yoneda lemma has been formalised in the setting of 2-categories,
in the sense of the yoneda structures of Street andWalters [SW78] (see also [Web07]),
it is unclear how the monoidal Yoneda lemma, as described above, fits into this
framework. Indeed the problem is that it concerns two types of morphism between
monoidal categories, both lax monoidal functors and lax monoidal profunctors,
and it is not clear how to arrange both types into a 2-category equipped with a
yoneda structure. In particular lax monoidal structures on representable profunc-
tors C(f –, –), where f : A → C is a functor, correspond to colax monoidal struc-
tures on f (see Theorem 6.15 below for the generalisation of this to other types of
algebra).
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The natural setting in which to consider two types of morphism is that of a
(pseudo-)double category, where one type is regarded as being horizontal and the
other as being vertical, while one considers square-shaped cells
A B
C D
J
f g
K
φ
between them. Double categories however form a structure that is too strong for
some of the types of algebra that we would like to consider, as it requires compo-
sitions for both types of morphism while, for example, the composite of “double
profunctors” J : A −7→ B and H : B −7→ E, between double categories A, B and E,
does in general not exist. While the latter is a consequence of, roughly speaking,
the algebraic structures of J and H being incompatible in general, composites of
profunctor-like morphisms may also fail to exist because of size issues. Indeed, recall
from [FS95] that, for a locally small category A, the category of presheaves Â need
not be locally small. Consequently in describing the classical Yoneda lemma for
locally small categories it is, on one hand, necessary to consider categories A,B, . . .
that might have large hom-sets while, on the other hand, the property satisfied
by the yoneda embedding is stated in terms of ‘small’ profunctors—that is small-
set-valued functors J : Aop × B → Set—between such categories; in general, such
profunctors do not compose either. This classical situation is typical: for a descrip-
tion of most of the variations of the Yoneda lemma given in this paper, one considers
a double-dimensional setting whose objects A,B, . . . are “large in size” while the
size of the horizontal morphisms J : A −7→ B between them is “small”.
In view of the previous we, instead of double categories, consider a weaker notion
as the right notion for our double-dimensional approach to formal category theory.
This weaker notion is extends slightly that of ‘virtual double category’ [CS10] which,
analogous to the generalisation of monoidal category to ‘multicategory’, does not
require a horizontal composition but, instead of the square-shaped cells above, has
cells of the form below, with a sequence of horizontal morphisms as horizontal
source. Introduced by Burroni [Bur71] under the name ‘fc-catégorie’, where fc
denotes the ‘free category’-monad, virtual double categories have also been called
‘fc-multicategories’ [Lei04].
A0 A1 An′ An
C D
J1
f
Jn
g
K
φ
· · ·
Both settings mentioned above can be considered as a virtual double category: there
is a virtual double category with (possibly large) categories as objects, functors as
vertical morphisms and small profunctors as horizontal morphisms, and likewise
one with (possibly large) double categories, ‘double functors’ and ‘small’ double
profunctors. These virtual double categories however miss an ingredient crucial
to the theory of (double) categories: they do not contain transformations f ⇒ g
between (double) functors f and g : A → C into (double) categories C with large
hom-sets. Indeed, for such transformations to be represented by cells of the form
above we need the small (double) profunctor K to consist of the hom-sets of C,
which is not possible if some of them are large.
In order to remove the inadequacy described above, we extend to the notion of
virtual double category to also contain cells with empty horizontal target, as shown
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below, so that transformations f ⇒ g, as described above, are represented by cells
with both empty horizontal source and target. We will call this extended notion
‘hypervirtual double category’; a detailed definition is given in the first section
below.
A0 A1 · · · An′ An
C
J1
f
Jn
g
φ
Overview
We start, in Section 1, by introducing the notion of hypervirtual double category.
Every hypervirtual double category K contains both a virtual double category
U(K), consisting of the cells in K that have nonempty horizontal target, as well
as a ‘vertical 2-category’ V (K), consisting of cells with both horizontal target and
source empty. We obtain examples of hypervirtual double categories by considering
monoids and bimodules in virtual double categories, just like one does in monoidal
categories, followed by restricting the size the bimodules. The archetypal example of
a hypervirtual double category, that of small profunctors between large categories,
is thus obtained by considering monoids and bimodules in the pseudo double cate-
gory of spans of large sets, followed by restricting to small-set-valued profunctors.
Given a ‘universe enlargement’ V ⊂ V ′ of monoidal categories, we consider the
enriched variant of the previous, resulting in the hypervirtual double category of
V-enriched profunctors between V ′-enriched categories. The description of the 2-
category of hypervirtual double categories—in particular its equivalences—closes
the first section.
In Section 2 and Section 3 the basic theory of hypervirtual double categories is
introduced which, for a large part, consists of a straightforward generalisation of
that for virtual double categories. Invaluable to both theories are the notions of
restriction and composition of horizontal morphisms: these generalise respectively
the restriction K ◦ (fop × g) of a profunctor K, along functors f and g, as well as
the composition of profunctors. As a special cases of restriction, the notions of com-
panion and conjoint generalise that of the (op-)representable profunctors C(f –, –)
and C(–, f –) induced by a functor f : A → C, and at the end of Section 2 we
characterise the full sub-hypervirtual double category of K, obtained by restricting
to representable horizontal morphisms, in terms of its vertical 2-category V (K). As
part of the theory of composition of horizontal morphisms in Section 3 horizontal
units are considered: the small unit profunctor of a category A exists, for example,
precisely if A has locally small hom-sets. Finishing the third section is a theorem
proving, in the presence of all horizontal units, the equivalence of the notions of
hypervirtual double category and virtual double category.
Having introduced the basic theory of hypervirtual double categories we begin
studying ‘formal category theory’ within such double categories. We start Section 4
by rewriting the classical notion of left Kan extension in the vertical 2-category
V (K), in terms of the companions in K, leading to a notion of ‘weak’ left Kan ex-
tension in K. We then consider three strengthenings of this notion: the first of these
can be thought of as generalising the notion of ‘Kan extension along enriched func-
tors’, in the sense of e.g. [Kel82]; the second as generalising the notion of ‘pointwise
Kan extension in a 2-category’, in the sense of Street [Str74]; while the third is a
combination of the previous two. Besides studying the basic theory of these notions
we will compare them among each other, as well as make precise their relation to
the aforementioned classical notions.
Being one of the main goals of this paper, Section 5 introduces the notion
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of yoneda embedding in a hypervirtual double category as a vertical morphism
y : A→ Â satisfying two axioms. As is the case for the classical yoneda embed-
ding, the first of these asks y to be dense, while the second is the ‘yoneda axiom’:
this formally captures the fact that, in the classical setting, any small profunctor
J : A→ B induces a functor Jλ : B → Â, as was described above as part of the
motivation. These two conditions are closely related to the axioms satisfied by
morphisms that make up a ‘good yoneda structure’ on a 2-category, in the sense
of Weber [Web07]. Slightly strengthening the original notion of ‘yoneda structure’,
introduced by Street and Walters in [SW78], a good yoneda structure consists of
a collection of yoneda embeddings that satisfy a ‘yoneda axiom’ with respect to a
specified collection of ‘admissible’ morphisms (informally these are to be thought of
as “small in size”). In contrast, our position of regarding all horizontal morphisms
as being small enables us to consider just a single yoneda embedding. We make pre-
cise the relation between the yoneda embeddings in a hypervirtual double category
K and the existence of a good yoneda structure on the vertical 2-category that it
V (K) contains. Given a yoneda embedding y : A→ Â, the main result of Section 5
gives conditions ensuring that it defines Â as the ‘free small cocompletion’ of A, in
a suitable sense.
In Section 6 we consider formal category theory within hypervirtual double cate-
gories in the presence of ‘algebraic structures’; the archetypal example being that of
monoidal structures on categories. Like in 2-dimensional category theory, algebraic
structures in a hypervirtual double category K are defined by monads on K; in fact,
any monad T on K induces a strict 2-monad V (T ) on the vertical 2-category V (K).
To each monad T we will associate several hypervirtual double categories T -Alg(v, w)
of weak algebras of T , one for each pair of weaknesses v, w ∈ {pseudo, lax, colax}
specifying the type of coherence satisfied by the algebra structures and algebraic
morphisms. The vertical parts V (T -Alg(v, w)) of these hypervirtual double cate-
gories are defined to coincide with the 2-categories V (T )-Alg(v, w) of weak V (T )-
algebras in the classical sense, while their notion of horizontal morphism generalises
that of ‘horizontal T -morphism’ introduced by Grandis and Paré in the setting of
pseudo double categories [GP04]. The theorem closing this section characterises
(op-)representable horizontal T -morphisms.
The remaining sections, Section 7 and Section 8, are devoted to describing the
creativity of the forgetful functors U : T -Alg(v, w) → K. Generalising the main
theorem of [Kou15a] to the setting of hypervirtual double categories, the main
result of Section 7 describes the creation of algebraic left Kan extensions by U ;
it can be regarded as extending Kelly’s classical result on ‘doctrinal adjunctions’
[Kel74] to left Kan extensions. As the main result of this paper, in Section 8 we
describe the lifting of algebraic yoneda embeddings along U , followed by making
precise its consequences, as listed at the end of the motivation above. We treat
in detail the lifting of a monoidal Yoneda embedding (y, y¯) : (A,⊗) → (Â, ⊗̂), as
described in the motivation, and recover Im and Kelly’s result [IK86] showing that
(y, y¯) defines (Â, ⊗̂) as the ‘free monoidal cocompletion’ of (A,⊗).
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1 Hypervirtual double categories
1.1 Definition of hypervirtual double category
We start by introducing the notion of hypervirtual double category. In doing so we
use the well-known notion of a directed graph, by which we mean a parallel pair of
functions A =
(
A1 A0
s
t
)
from a class A1 of edges to a class A0 of vertices. An
edge e with (s, t)(e) = (x, y) is denoted x
e
−→ y; the vertices x and y are called its
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source and target. Remember that any graph A generates a free category fcA, whose
underlying graph has the same vertices as A while its edges x → y are (possibly
empty) paths e = (x = x0
e1−→ x1
e2−→ · · ·
en−→ xn = y) of edges in A; we write |e| := n
for their lengths. Composition in fcA is given by concatenation (e, f) 7→ e ⌢ f of
paths, while the empty path (x) forms the identity at x ∈ A0. We denote by
blA ⊆ fcA the subgraph consisting of all paths of length ≤ 1, which we think of as
obtained from A by “freely adjoining base loops”.
Given an integer n ≥ 1 we write n′ := n− 1.
Definition 1.1. A hypervirtual double category K consists of
- a class K0 of objects A, B, . . .
- a category Kv with Kv0 = K0, whose morphisms f : A → C, g : B → D, . . .
are called vertical morphisms;
- a directed graph Kh with Kh0 = K0, whose edges are called horizontal mor-
phisms and denoted by slashed arrows J : A −7→ B, K : C −7→ D, . . . ;
- a class of cells φ, ψ, . . . that are of the form
A0 An
C D
J
f g
K
φ (1)
where J and K are paths in Kh with |K| ≤ 1;
- for any path of cells
A10 A1m1 A2m2 An′mn′ Anmn
C0 C1 C2 Cn′ Cn
J1
f0
J2
f1 f2
Jn
fn′ fn
K1 K2 Kn
φ1 φ2 φn· · · (2)
of length n ≥ 1 and a cell ψ as on the left below, a vertical composite as on
the right;
C0 Cn
E F
K1
⌢K2
⌢ · · · ⌢Kn
h k
L
ψ
A10 Anmn
E F
J1
⌢ J2
⌢ · · · ⌢ Jn
h ◦ f0 k ◦ fn
L
ψ ◦ (φ1, . . . , φn) (3)
- horizontal identity cells as on the left below, one for each J : A −7→ B;
A B
A B
(J)
idA idB
(J)
idJ
A A
C C
(A)
f f
(C)
idf
- vertical identity cells as on the right above, one for each f : A→ C, that are
preserved by vertical composition: idh ◦(idf ) = idh◦f ; we write idA := ididA .
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The composition above is required to satisfy the associativity axiom
χ ◦
(
ψ1 ◦ (φ11, . . . , φ1m1), . . . , ψn ◦ (φn1, . . . , φnmn)
)
=
(
χ ◦ (ψ1, . . . , ψn)
)
◦ (φ11, . . . , φnmn),
whenever the left-hand side makes sense, as well as the unit axioms
idC ◦(φ) = φ, idK ◦(φ) = φ, φ ◦ (idA) = φ, φ ◦ (idJ1 , . . . , idJn) = φ
and ψ ◦ (φ1, . . . , φi, idfi , φi+1, . . . , φn) = ψ ◦ (φ1, . . . , φn)
whenever these make sense and where, in the last axiom, 0 ≤ i ≤ n.
For a cell φ as in (1) above we call the vertical morphisms f and g its vertical
source and target respectively, and call the path of horizontal morphisms J =
(J1, . . . , Jn) its horizontal source, while we call K its horizontal target. We write
|φ| := (|J |, |K|) for the arity of φ. A (n, 1)-ary cell will be called unary, (n, 0)-ary
cells nullary and (0, 0)-ary cells vertical.
When writing down paths (J1, . . . , Jn) of length n ≤ 1 we will often leave out
parentheses and simply write A0 := (A0) or J1 := (A0
J1−7→ A1). Likewise in the
composition of cells: ψ ◦ φ1 := ψ ◦ (φ1). We will often denote unary cells simply by
φ : (J0, . . . , Jn) ⇒ K, and nullary cells by ψ : (J0, . . . , Jn) ⇒ C, leaving out their
vertical source and target. When drawing compositions of cells it is often helpful
to depict them in full detail and, in the case of nullary cells, draw their horizontal
target as a single object, as shown below.
A0
C
f gψ
A0 A1 · · · An′ An
C
J1
f
Jn
g
ψ
A0
C D
f g
K
φ
A0 A1 An′ An
C D
J1
f
Jn
g
K
φ
· · ·
A cell with identities as vertical source and target is called horizontal. A hori-
zontal cell φ : J ⇒ K with unary horizontal source is called invertible if there exists
a horizontal cell ψ : K ⇒ J such that φ ◦ ψ = idK and ψ ◦ φ = idJ ; in that case we
write φ−1 := ψ. When drawing diagrams we shall often depict identity morphisms
by the equal sign (=), while we leave identity cells empty. Also, because composi-
tion of cells is associative, we will usually leave out bracketings when writing down
composites.
For convenience we use the ‘whisker’ notation from 2-category theory and define
h ◦ (φ1, . . . , φn) := idh ◦(φ1, . . . , φn) and ψ ◦ f := ψ ◦ idf ,
whenever the right-hand side makes sense. Moreover, for any path
A0 A1 An′ An B1 Bm′ Bm
C D G
J1
f
Jn H1
g
Hm
h
K L
φ ψ
· · · · · ·
with |K|+ |L| ≤ 1 we define the horizontal composite φ⊙ ψ : J ⌢H ⇒ K ⌢ L by
φ⊙ ψ := idK⌢L ◦(φ, ψ),
where idK⌢L is to be interpreted as the identity idC : C → C in case K
⌢ L = (C).
The following lemma follows easily from the associativity of the vertical composition
in K.
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Lemma 1.2. Horizontal composition (φ, ψ) 7→ φ⊙ψ, as defined above, satisfies the
associativity and unit axioms
(φ⊙ ψ)⊙ χ = φ⊙ (ψ ⊙ χ), (idf ⊙φ) = φ and (φ⊙ idg) = φ
whenever these make sense. Moreover, horizontal and vertical composition satisfy
the interchange axioms(
ψ ◦ (φ1, . . . , φn)
)
⊙
(
χ ◦ (ξ1, . . . , ξm)
)
= (ψ ⊙ χ) ◦ (φ1, . . . , φn, ξ1, . . . , ξm)
and ψ ◦
(
φ1, . . . , (φi′ ⊙ φi), . . . , φn
)
= ψ ◦ (φ1, . . . , φi′ , φi, . . . , φn)
whenever they make sense.
Notice that by removing the nullary cells from Definition 1.1 (including the
vertical identity cells) we recover the classical notion of virtual double category,
in the sense of [CS10] or Section 5.1 of [Lei04], where it is called fc-multicategory.
Virtual double categories where originally introduced by Burroni [Bur71], who called
them ‘fc-catégories’. Likewise if instead we remove all horizontal morphisms, so
that the only remaining cells are the vertical ones then, using both compositions ◦
and ⊙, we recover the notion of 2-category. We conclude that every hypervirtual
double category K contains a virtual double category U(K) consisting of its objects,
vertical and horizontal morphisms, as well as unary cells. Likewise K contains a
vertical 2-category V (K), consisting of its objects, vertical morphisms and vertical
cells.
Every hypervirtual double category has a horizontal dual as follows.
Definition 1.3. Let K be a hypervirtual double category. The horizontal dual of
K is the hypervirtual double category Kco that has the same objects and vertical
morphisms, that has a horizontal morphism Jco : A −7→ B for each J : B −7→ A in K,
and a cell φco as on the left below for each cell φ in K as on the right.
A0 A1 An′ An
C D
Jco1
f
Jcon
g
Kco
φco
· · · An An′ A1 A0
D C
Jn
g
J1
f
K
φ
· · ·
Identities and compositions in Kco are induced by those of K:
idJco := (idJ)
co, idf := (idf )
co and ψco ◦ (φco1 , . . . , φ
co
n ) :=
(
ψ ◦ (φn, . . . , φ1)
)co
.
1.2 Monoids and bimodules
Our main source of hypervirtual double categories is virtual double categories, as
we will explain in this subsection. Briefly, given a virtual double category K we will
consider the hypervirtual double category Mod(K) of ‘monoids’ and ‘bimodules’ in
K, the latter in the sense of Section 5.3 of [Lei04]; see also Section 2 of [CS10]. Often
we will then consider a sub-hypervirtual double category of Mod(K) by “restricting
the size of bimodules”. For instance, instead of considering ‘large profunctors’ be-
tween large categories, it is preferable to consider ‘small profunctors’ between large
categories.
Definition 1.4. Let K be a virtual double category.
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- A monoid A in K is a quadruple A = (A,α, α¯, α˜) consisting of a horizontal
morphism α : A −7→ A in K equipped with multiplication and unit cells
A A A
A A
α α
α
α¯ and
A
A A,
α
α˜
that satisfy the associativity and unit axioms α¯ ◦ (α¯, idα) = α¯ ◦ (idα, α¯) and
α¯ ◦ (α˜, idα) = idα = α¯ ◦ (idα, α˜).
- A morphism A → C of monoids is a vertical morphism f : A → C in K that
is equipped with a cell
A A
C C
α
f f
γ
f¯
that satisfies the associativity and unit axioms γ¯◦(f¯ , f¯) = f¯◦α¯ and γ˜◦f = f¯◦α˜.
- A bimodule A −7→ B between monoids is a horizontal morphism J : A −7→ B in
K that is equipped with left and right action cells
A A B
A B
α J
J
λ and
A B B
A B,
J β
J
ρ
that satisfy the usual associativity, unit and compatibility axioms for bimod-
ules:
λ ◦ (α¯, idJ) = λ ◦ (idα, λ); ρ ◦ (idJ , β¯) = ρ ◦ (ρ, idβ);
λ ◦ (α˜, idJ) = idJ = ρ ◦ (idJ , β˜); ρ ◦ (λ, idβ) = λ ◦ (idα, ρ).
- A cell
A0 A1 An′ An
C D
J1
f
Jn
g
K
φ
· · ·
of bimodules, where n ≥ 1, is given by a cell φ in K between the underlying
morphisms, satisfying the external equivariance axioms
φ ◦ (λ, idJ2 , . . . , idJn) = λ ◦ (f¯ , φ)
φ ◦ (idJ1 , . . . , idJn′ , ρ) = ρ ◦ (φ, g¯)
and the internal equivariance axioms
φ ◦ (idJ1 , . . . , idJi′′ , ρ, idJi , idJi+1 , . . . , idJn)
= φ ◦ (idJ1 , . . . , idJi′′ , idJi′ , λ, idJi+1 , . . . , idJn)
for 2 ≤ i ≤ n.
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- A cell
A
C D
f g
K
φ
of bimodules is given by a cell φ in K between the underlying morphisms,
satisfying the external equivariance axiom λ ◦ (f¯ , φ) = ρ ◦ (φ, g¯).
For the next proposition notice that any module C = (C, γ, γ¯, γ˜) in a virtual
double category K induces a bimodule γ : C −7→ C, both whose actions are given by
multiplication γ¯ : (γ, γ)⇒ γ.
Proposition 1.5. Given a virtual double category K consider to each cell φ of
bimodules in K, as on the left below, a new unary cell φ¯ as on the right, that is of
the same form, and to each cell ψ of bimodules as on the left, with horizontal target
γ as described above, a new nullary cell ψ¯ as on the right.
A0 A1 An′ An
C D
J1
f
Jn
g
K
φ
· · · A0 A1 An′ An
C D
J1
f
Jn
g
K
φ¯
· · ·
A0 A1 An′ An
C C
J1
f
Jn
g
γ
ψ
· · · A0 A1 · · · An′ An
C
J1
f
Jn
g
ψ¯
Monoids in K, the morphisms and bimodules between them, together with the cells
φ¯ and ψ¯ above, form a hypervirtual double category Mod(K). Composition of cells
in Mod(K) is given by
ψ¯ ◦ (φ¯1, . . . , φ¯n) :=
(
ψ′ ◦ (φ1, . . . , φn)
)
where ψ′ is any cell of the right form in K that is obtained by composing ψ with
actions, on its horizontal sources and/or target, of the horizontal targets γi of the
cells φ¯i that are nullary. The identity cells in Mod(K), for bimodules J : A −7→ B
and morphisms f : A→ C of monoids, are given by
idJ := (idJ) and idf := (γ˜ ◦ f).
That the composition ψ¯◦ (φ¯1, . . . , φ¯n) above does not depend on the choice of ψ′
follows from the equivariance axioms for ψ (Definition 1.4). It is straightforward to
show that these axioms, together with associativity and unitality of composition in
K, imply the associativity and unit axioms for the composition in Mod(K). Later on
we will see that K 7→ Mod(K) forms the object-function of the composition of a pair
of 2-functors, the first described in Proposition 3.8 and the second in Theorem 3.25.
To give examples, we assume given a category Set′ of large sets and functions
between them, as well as a full subcategory Set ⊂ Set′ of small sets and their
functions, such that the morphisms in Set form a large set in Set′.
Example 1.6. Let V = (V ,⊗, I) be a monoidal category. The virtual double category
V-Mat of V-matrices has large sets and functions as objects and vertical morphisms,
while a horizontal morphism J : A −7→ B is a V-matrix, given by a family J(x, y) of
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V-objects indexed by pairs (x, y) ∈ A×B. A cell φ in V-Mat, of the form as above,
consists of a family of V-maps
φ(x0,...,xn) : J1(x0, x1)⊗ · · · ⊗ Jn(xn′ , xn)→ K(fx0, gxn)
indexed by sequences (x0, . . . , xn) ∈ A0 × · · · ×An, where the tensor product is to
be interpreted as the unit I in case n = 0.
The hypervirtual double category V-Prof := Mod(V-Mat) of monoids and bi-
modules in V-Mat is that of V-enriched categories, V-functors, V-profunctors and
V-natural transformations. In some more detail, a horizontal morphism J : A −7→ B
in V-Prof, between V-categories A and B, is a V-profunctor in the sense of Section
7 of [DS97]: it consists of a family of V-objects J(x, y), indexed by pairs of objects
x ∈ A and y ∈ B, that is equipped with associative and unital actions
λ : A(x1, x2)⊗ J(x2, y)→ J(x1, y) and ρ : J(x, y1)⊗B(y1, y2)→ J(x, y2)
satisfying the usual compatibility axiom for bimodules. If V is closed symmetric
monoidal, so that it can be considered as enriched over itself, then V-profunctors
J : A −7→ B can be identified with V-functors of the form J : Aop ⊗B → V .
A vertical cell φ : f ⇒ g in V-Prof, between V-functors f and g : A → C, is a
V-natural transformation f ⇒ g in the usual sense; see for instance Section 1.2 of
[Kel82]. We conclude that the vertical 2-category V (V-Prof), that is contained in
V-Prof, equals the 2-category V-Cat of V-categories, V-functors and the V-natural
transformations between them.
Taking V = Set we recover the archetypal virtual double category Set-Prof
of locally small categories, functors, (small) profunctors J : Aop × B → Set and
transformations. Analogously Set′-Prof is the virtual double category of categories
(with possibly large hom-sets), functors, large profunctors J : Aop × B → Set′ and
transformations.
Example 1.7. Let E be a category with pullbacks. The virtual double category
Span(E) of spans in E has as objects and vertical morphisms those of E , while its
horizontal morphisms J : A −7→ B are spans A← J → B in E . A cell φ in Span(E),
of the form as above, is a morphism
φ : J1 ×A1 · · · ×An′ Jn → K
in E lying over f and g. The virtual double category Prof(E) := Mod(Span(E)) of
monoids and bimodules in Span(E) is that of internal categories, functors, profunc-
tors and transformations in E . Analogous to previous example we have V (Prof(E)) =
Cat(E), that is the 2-category of internal categories, functors and transformations
in E ; the latter in the usual sense of e.g. Section 1 of [Str74].
The following example forms the main motivation for extending the notion of
virtual double category to that of hypervirtual double category.
Example 1.8. Taking V = Set′ in Example 1.6, we write (Set, Set′)-Prof ⊂ Set′-Prof
for the sub-hypervirtual double category that is obtained by restricting to small
profunctors. In detail: (Set, Set′)-Prof consists of all (possibly large) categories
and functors, only those profunctors J : A −7→ B with small sets J(x, y) for all
(x, y) ∈ A×B, and all transformations between such profunctors (including the
nullary ones).
Thus we have an ascending chain of hypervirtual double categories
Set-Prof ⊂ (Set, Set′)-Prof ⊂ Set′-Prof,
and we take the view that the classical theory of locally small categories is best con-
sidered in (Set, Set′)-Prof. As motiviation for this view, on one hand remember from
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[FS95] that, for a locally small category A, the category SetA
op
of small presheaves
on A is locally small too precisely if A is essentially small, so that small presheaves
on A need not form an object in Set-Prof, whereas they do in (Set, Set′)-Prof.
On the other hand, writing y : A → SetA
op
for the yoneda embedding, Yoneda’s
lemma supplies, for each small profunctor J : A −7→ B in (Set, Set′)-Prof, a func-
tor Jλ : B → SetA
op
equipped with a natural isomorphism of small profunctors
J ∼= SetA
op
(y, Jλ)1; of course such a Jλ does not exist for the properly large pro-
functors J that exist in Set′-Prof.
Finally, for an advantage of working in the hypervirtual double category (Set, Set′)-Prof
rather than the virtual double category U
(
(Set, Set′)-Prof
)
that it contains notice
that, for any two functors f and g : A → C into a large category C, the natural
transformations φ : f ⇒ g can be considered in the former but not the latter. Indeed
in (Set, Set′)-Prof they form the vertical cells φ : f ⇒ g, which are removed from
U
(
(Set, Set′)-Prof
)
. On the other hand such natural transformations correspond
to cells in Set′-Prof of the form below, where IC is the ‘unit profunctor’ given by
the large hom-sets IC(x, y) = C(x, y) (see Example 3.3), but these do not exist in
either (Set, Set′)-Prof or U
(
(Set, Set′)-Prof
)
.
A
C C
f g
IC
φ
As a variation on (Set, Set′)-Prof the following example describes the hypervir-
tual double category (Set, Set′)-ProfS of small profunctors indexed by a category S.
The case where S is the category G1 = (1⇒ 0) will be important to us, as the ‘free
strict double category’-monad is defined on (Set, Set′)-ProfG1 ; see Example 6.3.
Example 1.9. Let S be a small category. We first describe the hypervirtual dou-
ble category Set′-ProfS := Prof(Set′S) of profunctors internal to the functor cate-
gory Set′S (Example 1.7). Its objects are large S-indexed categories, i.e. functors
A : S→ Cat(Set′), while its vertical morphisms f : A → C are the S-indexed func-
tors between them, that is natural transformations A ⇒ C. For s ∈ S we write
As := A(s); likewise Au := A(u) : As → At for each map u : s → t ∈ S. A hori-
zontal morphism J : A −7→ B in Set′-ProfS is a large S-indexed profunctor between
A and B, consisting of a family of profunctors Js : As −7→ Bs, one for each s ∈ S,
that is equipped with (1, 1)-ary cells Ju in Set
′-Prof, as on the left below, one for
each u : s → t ∈ S. The assignment u 7→ Ju is required to be natural, that is
Jv◦u = Jv ◦ Ju and Jids = idJs .
An S-indexed cell φ in Set′-ProfS, of the form as in (1), consists of a family of cells
φs as on the right below, one for each s ∈ S, that are natural in s, in the sense that
φt ◦(J1u, . . . , Jnu) = K1u◦φs if |K| = 1, and φt ◦(J1u, . . . , Jnu) = Cu ◦φs if |K| = 0.
Finally, compositions and identities in Set′-ProfS are simply given indexwise: for
instance (ψ ◦ (φ1, . . . , φn))s = ψs ◦ (φ1s, . . . , φns), and so on.
As Bs
At Bt
Js
Au Bu
Jt
Ju
A0s A1s An′s Ans
Cs Ds
J1s
fs
Jns
gs
Ks
φs
· · ·
Analogous to the definition of (Set, Set′)-Prof as a sub-hypervirtual double cat-
egory of Set′-Prof, in the previous example, we define (Set, Set′)-ProfS as the sub-
hypervirtual double category of Set′-ProfS that is obtained by restricting to small
1Indeed we take Jλ(y) := J(–, y).
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S-indexed profunctors J : A −7→ B, i.e. those with Js(x, y) ∈ Set for all s ∈ S, x ∈ As
and y ∈ Bs.
1.3 Universe enlargements
Notice that, analogous to Example 1.8, we can consider sub-hypervirtual double
categories (Ab,Ab′)-Prof ⊂ Ab′-Prof, (Cat,Cat′)-Prof ⊂ Cat′-Prof, etc., where Ab ⊂
Ab′, Cat ⊂ Cat′, etc., are the embeddings obtained by considering abelian groups,
categories, etc., in the categories of sets Set and Set′ respectively. Again we prefer
to work in e.g. (Ab,Ab′)-Prof instead of Ab-Prof or Ab′-Prof, for reasons similar to
the ones given in Example 1.8.
More generally, we will follow Kelly in Section 3.11 of [Kel82] and enrich both in
a monoidal category V as well as in a ‘universe enlargement’ V ′ of V , as follows. We
call a category C small (resp. large) (co-)complete if the (co-)limit of any diagram
D : S → C exists as soon as the set of morphisms S1 of S is small (resp. large);
that is S1 ∈ Set (resp. S1 ∈ Set
′). By a closed monoidal category V we mean a
monoidal category V = (V ,⊗, I) that is equipped with, for every object X ∈ V , a
right adjoint [X, –] to the endofunctor X ⊗ – on V . These right adjoints combine
to form an internal hom functor [–, –] : V × V → V .
Remember that a normal monoidal functor F : V → V ′ between monoidal cat-
egories V and V ′ = (V ′,⊗′, I ′) is equipped with coherent natural isomorphisms
F¯ : FX ⊗′ FY
∼=
−→ F (X ⊗ Y ), for any pair X,Y ∈ V , while it preserves the unit
FI = I ′. If V and V ′ are symmetric monoidal, with symmetries denoted s and
s
′, then a monoidal functor F : V → V ′ is called symmetric monoidal whenever its
coherence isomorphisms F¯ make the diagrams below commute.
FX ⊗′ FY F (X ⊗ Y )
FY ⊗′ FX F (Y ⊗X)
F¯
s
′ Fs
F¯
Finally if V and V ′ are both closed, with internal hom functors [–, –] and [–, –]′,
then a (symmetric) monoidal functor F : V → V ′ is called closed as soon as the
canonical maps F [X,Y ] → [FX,FY ]′, that are adjunct to the composites below,
are invertible.
FX ⊗′ F [X,Y ]
F¯
−→ F (X ⊗ [X,Y ])
F ev
−−→ FY
Definition 1.10. Let V be a (closed) monoidal category whose set of morphisms
is large. By a universe enlargement of V we mean a closed monoidal category V ′
that is equipped with a full and faithful (closed) normal monoidal functor V → V ′
satisfying the following axioms.
(a) V ′ is locally large, that is V ′(X,Y ) ∈ Set′ for all X,Y ∈ V ′;
(b) V ′ is large cocomplete and large complete;
(c) V → V ′ preserves all limits;
(d) V → V ′ preserves large colimits.
A universe enlargement V → V ′ is called symmetric whenever both V and V ′ are
symmetric monoidal categories, while V → V ′ is a symmetric monoidal functor.
We will see in Example 1.20 below that any universe enlargement V → V ′
induces an ‘inclusion’ V-Prof → V ′-Prof of hypervirtual double categories, so that
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V-categories, V-functors and V-profunctors can be regarded as if enriched in V ′. We
write RV ⊂ V ′ for the replete image of the enlargement, that is the full subcategory
consisting of V ′-objects isomorphic to objects in the image of V → V ′. Since V → V ′
is full and faithful it factors as an equivalence V ≃ RV ⊂ V ′, which we shall use to
regard V as a subcategory of V ′; consequently, by a V-object we shall mean either
an object in V or one in RV .
We shall also see that the factorisation V → V ′ through RV induces a factorisa-
tion
V-Prof V ′-Prof
RV-Prof
≃
⊂
as an ‘equivalence’ of hypervirtual double categories, which we likewise use to iden-
tify V-categories, V-functors and V-profunctors with their RV-enriched counter-
parts; using the term V-category (resp. V-functor and V-profunctor) in both cases.
One can show that the embeddings Set ⊂ Set′, Ab ⊂ Ab′ and Cat ⊂ Cat′, of the
categories of small sets, small abelian groups and small categories into the categories
of their large counterparts, are symmetric universe enlargements in the above sense,
as long as Set has infinite sets. More generally we have the following result, which
summarises Sections 3.11 and 3.12 of [Kel82].
Theorem 1.11 (Kelly). Let V be a (closed) (symmetric) monoidal category, with
tensor product ⊗, whose set of morphisms is large. The (symmetric) monoidal struc-
ture on V induces a closed (symmetric) monoidal structure on the category Set′
Vop
of large presheaves on V, whose tensor product ⊗′ is given by Day convolution (see
[Day70] or Example 8.2 below):
p⊗′ q :=
∫ x,y∈V
V(–, x⊗ y)× px× qy
for presheaves p and q : Vop → Set′. With respect to this structure the yoneda
embedding y : V → Set′
Vop
satisfies axioms (a) to (c) of the previous definition.
Next let y : V → V ′ denote the factorisation of y through the full subcategory
V ′ ⊂ Set′V
op
consisting of presheaves that preserve all large limits in Vop. The in-
duced closed (symmetric) monoidal structure on Set′V
op
again induces such a struc-
ture on V ′, with respect to which y′ forms a (symmetric) universe enlargement.
Example 1.12. Given a universe enlargement V → V ′ consider a V ′-profunctor
J : A −7→ B in V ′-Prof (see Example 1.6). We will call J a V-profunctor whenever
J(x, y) is a V-object for all pairs x ∈ A and y ∈ B. Analogous to Example 1.8,
we denote by (V ,V ′)-Prof the sub-hypervirtual double category of V ′-Prof that
consists of all V ′-categories and V ′-functors, as well as V-profunctors and their
transformations.
1.4 The 2-category of hypervirtual double categories
Having introduced the notion of hypervirtual double categories we next consider
the functors between them, as well as their transformations.
Definition 1.13. A functor F : K → L between hypervirtual double categories
consists of a functor Fv : Kv → Lv (which will be denoted F ) as well as assignments
mapping the horizontal morphisms and cells of K to those of L, as shown below, in
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a way that preserves compositions and identities strictly.
J : A −7→ B 7→ FJ : FA −7→ FB
A0 A1 An′ An
C D
J1
f
Jn
g
K
φ
· · ·
7→
FA0 FA1 FAn′ FAn
FC FD
FJ1
Ff
FJn
Fg
FK
Fφ
· · ·
A0 A1 · · · An′ An
C
J1
f
Jn
g
φ 7→
FA0 FA1 · · ·FAn′ FAn
FC
FJ1
Ff
FJn
Fg
Fφ
Definition 1.14. A transformation ξ : F ⇒ G of functors F , G : K → L between
hypervirtual double categories consists of a natural transformation ξ : Fv ⇒ Gv as
well as a family of (1, 1)-ary cells
FA FB
GA GB
FJ
ξA ξB
GJ
ξJ
in L, one for each J : A −7→ B ∈ K, that satisfies the naturality axiom
Gφ ◦ ξJ = ξK ◦ Fφ
whenever this makes sense, where ξJ := (ξJ1 , . . . , ξJn) if J = (J1, . . . , Jn) and ξJ :=
ξA if J = (A).
Recall that the definition of hypervirtual double category reduces to that of
virtual double category by restricting it to unary cells, together with removing
the references to vertical identity cells; see the discussion following Lemma 1.2.
Likewise the definitions above reduce to that of functor and transformation for
virtual double categories as given in Section 3 of [CS10]. The latter combine into
a 2-category of virtual double categories which we denote VirtMultiCat. Remember
that every hypervirtual double category K contains a 2-category V (K) and a virtual
double category U(K). In the following, which is easily checked, 2-Cat denotes the
2-category of 2-categories, strict 2-functors and 2-natural transformations.
Proposition 1.15. Hypervirtual double categories, their functors and the trans-
formations between them form a 2-category HypVirtMultiCat. The assignments
K 7→ V (K) and K 7→ U(K) extend to strict 2-functors
V : HypVirtMultiCat→ 2-Cat and U : HypVirtMultiCat→ VirtMultiCat.
Example 1.16. Every lax monoidal functor F : V → W between monoidal categories
induces a functor F -Mat : V-Mat → W-Mat between the virtual double categories
of matrices in V andW (Example 1.6) in the evident way. Likewise the components
of any monoidal transformation ξ : F ⇒ G form the cell-components of an induced
transformation ξ-Mat : F -Mat ⇒ G-Mat. In fact the assignments F 7→ F -Mat and
ξ 7→ ξ-Mat combine to form a strict 2-functor (–)-Mat : MonCatl → VirtMultiCat,
whereMonCatl denotes the 2-category of monoidal categories, lax monoidal functors
and monoidal transformations.
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Example 1.17. Similarly any pullback-preserving functor F : D → E , between cate-
gories with pullbacks, induces a functor Span(F ) : Span(D)→ Span(E) between the
virtual double categories of spans in D and E (see Example 1.7). This too extends
to a strict 2-functor Span(–) : Catpb → VirtMultiCat, where Catpb denotes the 2-
category of categories with pullbacks, pullback-preserving functors and all natural
transformations between them.
Proposition 1.18. The assignment K 7→ Mod(K) of Proposition 1.5 extends to a
strict 2-functor Mod : VirtMultiCat→ HypVirtMultiCat.
Sketch of the proof. The image ModF : ModK → ModL of a functor F : K → L be-
tween virtual double categories is simply given by applying F indexwise; e.g. it maps
a monoid A = (A,α, α¯, α˜) in K to the monoid (ModF )(A) := (Fa, Fα, F α¯, F α˜) in
L. The image Modξ : ModF → ModG of a transformation ξ : F ⇒ G has as compo-
nents the monoid morphisms (Modξ)A := (ξA, ξα) : FA→ GA, one for each monoid
A in K, as well as the cells of bimodules (Modξ)J := ξJ : FJ ⇒ GJ , one for each
bimodule J = (J, λ, ρ) : A −7→ B in K.
1.5 Equivalence of hypervirtual double categories
Now that we have a 2-category of hypervirtual double categories we can consider
(adjoint) equivalences between such double categories.
Definition 1.19. An equivalence K ≃ L of hypervirtual double categories K and
L is an equivalence in the 2-category HypVirtMultiCat. That is, it is given by pair of
functors F : K → L and G : L → K that is equipped with invertible transformations
η : idK ∼= GF and ε : FG ∼= idL.
If η and ε satisfy the triangle identities, that is they define F and G as adjoint
morphisms in HypVirtMultiCat, then the quadruple (F,G, η, ε) is called an adjoint
equivalence K ≃ L.
Remember that, in any 2-category, an equivalence (F,G, η, ε) : K ≃ L can be
turned into an adjoint equivalence (F,G, η, ε′) : K ≃ L; see for instance Proposi-
tion 1.5.7 of [Lei04].
Example 1.20. Any universe enlargement V → V ′, in the sense of Definition 1.10,
induces an equivalence of hypervirtual double categories as follows. Firstly applying
the composite 2-functor (–)-Prof := Mod ◦ (–)-Mat, which extends the assignment
V 7→ V-Prof of Example 1.6, to V → V ′ gives a functor V-Prof → V ′-Prof of
hypervirtual double categories, as in the top of the diagram below.
V-Prof V ′-Prof
RV-Prof (V ,V ′)-Prof
≃
⊂
⊂
Next consider the factorisation V ≃ RV ⊂ V ′ of V → V ′ through the replete image
RV . Because the enlargement, and hence its factorisation V ≃ RV , is a monoidal
functor, it follows from Kelly’s result on ‘doctrinal adjunctions’ [Kel74] (also see
Section 7.3 below) that V ≃ RV is in fact an equivalence of monoidal categories.
Consequently its image under (–)-Prof, as on the left in the diagram above, is an
equivalence of hypervirtual double categories as well.
Finally notice that RV-Prof ⊂ V ′-Prof factors through the hypervirtual double
category (V ,V ′)-Prof of V-profunctors between V ′-categories, that was described in
Example 1.12. Since each of the functors V-Prof ≃ RV-Prof ⊂ (V ,V ′)-Prof ⊂
V ′-Prof is full and faithful, in the sense below, it follows that both V-Prof →
(V ,V ′)-Prof and V-Prof → V ′-Prof are full and faithful too.
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The goal of this section is to prove that, just like in classical category theory
(see e.g. Section IV.4 of [ML98]), giving an equivalence K ≃ L is the same as
giving a functor F : K → L that is ‘full, faithful and essentially surjective’. The
following definitions generalise those for functors between double categories, as given
in Section 7 of [Shu08].
We start with the notions full and faithful. Let F : K → L be a functor
between hypervirtual double categories. Its restriction J 7→ FJ to horizontal
morphisms preserves sources and targets, so that it extends to an assignment
J = (J1, . . . , Jn) 7→ FJ := (FJ1, . . . , FJn) on paths. Next, for each pair of mor-
phisms f : A0 → C and g : An → D in K, and paths J : A0 −7→ An and K : C −7→ D,
where |K| ≤ 1, the functor F restricts to the following assignment, between classes
of cells of the forms as shown:
{ A0 An
C D
J
f g
K
φ
}
F
−→
{ FA0 FAn
FC FD
FJ
Ff Fg
FK
ψ
}
Definition 1.21. A functor F : K → L between hypervirtual double categories
is called locally faithful (resp. locally full) if, for each f : A0 → C, g : An → D,
J : A0 −7→ An and K : C −7→ D in K, the assignment above is injective (resp. surjec-
tive). If moreover the restriction F : Kv → Lv, to the vertical categories, is faithful
(resp. full), then F is called faithful (resp. full).
The following is a direct translation of Definition 7.6 of [Shu08] to the setting of
hypervirtual double categories.
Definition 1.22. A functor F : K → L of hypervirtual double categories is called
essentially surjective if we can simultaneously make the following choices:
- an object AK ∈ K for each object A ∈ L, together with an isomorphism
σA : FAK ∼= A in L;
- a horizontal morphism JK : AK −7→ BK for each horizontal morphism J : A −7→ B
in L, together with an invertible cell
FAK FBK
A B.
FJK
σA σB
J
σJ
Proposition 1.23. A functor F : K → L between hypervirtual double categories is
part of an adjoint equivalence K ≃ L if and only if it is full, faithful and essentially
surjective.
Sketch of the proof. The ‘only if’-part is straightforward; we will sketch the ‘if’-part.
First, because F is essentially surjective, we can choose objects AK ∈ K, for each
A ∈ L, and horizontal morphisms JK : AK −7→ BK ∈ K, for each J : A −7→ B ∈ L, as in
the definition above, together with isomorphisms σA : FAK ∼= A and σJ : FJK ∼= J .
Using the full and faithfulness of F these choices can be extended to a functor
(–)K : L → K as follows: for each vertical morphism f : A → C in L we define
fK : AK → CK to be the unique map in K such that Ff = σ
−1
C ◦f ◦σA, and for each
cell φ : J ⇒ K in L we define φK : JK ⇒ KK to be the unique cell in K such that
FφK = σ
−1
K ◦ φ ◦ σJ , where the notation σJ is as in Definition 1.14. Using that F
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is faithful it is easily checked that these assignments preserve the composition and
identities of L.
Now the isomorphisms (σA)A∈L and (σJ )J∈L combine to form a transformation
σ : F ◦ (–)K ∼= idL. Conversely, a transformation η : idK ∼= (–)K ◦ F is obtained by
defining ηA, where A ∈ K, to be unique with FηA = σ
−1
FA and defining ηJ , where
J : A −7→ B in K, such that FηJ = σ
−1
FJ . Checking that η and σ satisfy the triangle
identities is easy.
2 Restriction of horizontal morphisms
Two notions that are invaluable to the theory of double categories and their gen-
eralisations are that of restricting horizontal morphisms and that of composing
horizontal morphisms. In this section we consider a variation of the former notion,
to one that is appropriate for hypervirtual double categories, following for a large
part Section 7 of [CS10]; in the next section we consider the latter.
2.1 Cartesian cells
Restrictions of horizontal morphisms are defined by ‘cartesian cells’, as follows.
Definition 2.1. A cell ψ : J ⇒ K with |J | ≤ 1, as in the right-hand side below, is
called cartesian if any cell χ, as on the left-hand side, factors uniquely through ψ
as a cell φ as shown.
X0 X1 Xn′ Xn
A B
C D
H1
h
Hn
k
f g
K
. . .
χ =
X0 X1 Xn′ Xn
A B
C D
H1
h
Hn
k
J
f g
K
. . .
φ
ψ
Vertically dual, provided that the cell φ in the right-hand side above is unary, it is
called weakly cocartesian if any cell χ factors uniquely through φ as shown.
If an (1, n)-ary cartesian cell ψ like above exists then its horizontal source
J : A −7→ B is called the restriction of K : C −7→ D along f and g, and denoted
K(f, g) := J . If K = (C
K
−7→ D) is of length n = 1 then we will call K(f, g) unary;
in the case that K = (C) we call C(f, g) nullary. By their universal property any
two cartesian cells defining the same restriction factor through each other as invert-
ible horizontal cells. We will often not name cartesian cells, but simply depict them
as
A B
C D.
J
f g
K
cart
Example 2.2. In the hypervirtual double category (V ,V ′)-Prof of V-profunctors
between V ′-categories (Example 1.12) all unary restrictions K(f, g) exist: they are
simply the V-profunctors given by the family of V-objects K(fx, gy), for all x ∈ A
and y ∈ B, that is equipped with actions induced by those of K. The cartesian cell
K(f, g)⇒ K simply consists of the identities on the V-objects K(fx, gy).
On the other hand, the nullary restriction C(f, g) of two V ′-functors f and g
does not exist in general, but it does whenever all of the hom-objects C(fx, gy)
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are V-objects: in that case the cartesian cell C(f, g) ⇒ C consists of the identities
on these hom-objects. Specifically, in (Set, Set′)-Prof all nullary restrictions C(f, g)
exist as soon as C is locally small. We will see in Example 2.13 below that, in the
case that either f or g is an identity V ′-functor, the previous condition is necessary
for the existence of C(f, g) as well.
Similarly, the hypervirtual double category V-Prof of V-profunctors (Exam-
ple 1.6) admits all (both unary and nullary) restrictions.
Example 2.3. Analogous to the situation for (Set, Set′)-Prof, in the hypervirtual
double category (Set, Set′)-ProfS of small S-indexed profunctors (Example 1.9) all
unary restrictions exist, while the nullary restriction C(f, g) : A −7→ B exists as soon
as the hom-sets Cs(fsx, gsy) are small for all s ∈ S, x ∈ As and y ∈ Bs. In either
case the restrictions can be defined indexwise, by setting K(f, g)s := Ks(fs, gs) for
all s ∈ S.
Example 2.4. For any isomorphism f : A→ C the vertical identity cell idf is carte-
sian.
If the weakly cocartesian cell on the left below exists then we call its horizontal
target K the extension of J along f and g. Like restrictions, extensions are unique
up to isomorphism. When considering the above notion of weakly cocartesian cell
in a virtual double category, by restricting the factorisations to unary cells χ, we
recover the notion of weakly cocartesian cell that was considered in Remark 5.8 of
[CS10].
A B
C D
J
f g
K
cocart
Where it is often easy to give examples of restrictions, giving examples of ex-
tensions is usually harder. Fortunately, as we shall see in the next section (Corol-
lary 3.24), the extension of J along f and g above coincides with the ‘horizontal
composite’ (C(id, f)⊙ J ⊙D(g, id)) whenever it exists, where C(id, f) : C −7→ A0
and C(g, id) : An −7→ D are nullary restrictions in the above sense. Analogously, in
Lemma 3.20 we will see that the restriction of K along f and g coincides with the
composite (C(f, id)⊙K ⊙D(id, g)). Thus most results concerning weakly cocarte-
sian cells are left to the next section, except for a characterisation of certain such
cells in (V ,V ′)-Prof, which is given at the end of this subsection.
Cartesian cells satisfy the following pasting lemma. As a consequence, taking
restrictions is ‘pseudofunctorial’ in the sense that K(f, g)(h, k) ∼= K(f ◦h, g ◦k) and
K(id, id) ∼= K.
Lemma 2.5 (Pasting lemma). If the cell φ in the composite below is cartesian then
the full composite φ ◦ ψ is cartesian if and only if ψ is.
X Y
A B
C D
H
h k
J
f g
K
ψ
φ
It is clear from, for instance, [CS10] and [Kou14] that the notion of a (gen-
eralised) double category admitting all restrictions is a useful one. In Section 7
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of the former virtual double categories having all restrictions and all ‘horizontal
units’ (which we consider in the next section) are called ‘virtual equipments’. Vir-
tual equipments that have all ‘horizontal composites’ as well can be regarded as
‘bicategories equipped with proarrows’, in the original sense of Wood [Woo82], by
combining the results in Appendix C of [Shu08] with Proposition 3.9 below; whence
the term ‘equipment’. Because important hypervirtual double categories such as
(V ,V ′)-Prof do not have all units nor all nullary restrictions, but do have all unary
restrictions, we have chosen the following generalisation of ‘equipment’ as appropri-
ate for hypervirtual double categories.
Definition 2.6. An hypervirtual equipment is a hypervirtual double category that
has all unary restrictions K(f, g).
In the hypervirtual double category (V ,V ′)-Prof, of V-profunctors between V ′-
categories, full and faithfulness of V ′-functors is related to cartesianness as follows.
Proposition 2.7. In (V ,V ′)-Prof let f : A→ C be a V ′-functor such that the hom-
objects C(fx, fy) are V-objects for all x, y ∈ A. The identity cell idf is cartesian if
and only if f is full and faithful.
Proof. The ‘if’-part is easy: if the actions f¯ : A(x, y) → C(fx, fy) of f on hom-
objects are invertible then the unique factorsation of a cell χ : (H1, . . . , Hn) ⇒ C
through idf , as in Definition 2.1, is given by composing the components of χ with
the inverses of f¯ .
For the converse, assume that idf is cartesian and remember that, by the as-
sumption on the hom-objects C(fx, fy), the restriction C(f, f) exists; see Exam-
ple 2.2.
A
C
f fidf =
A
A A
C
f
C(f, f)
f
φ
cart
A A
C
C(f, f)
f fcart =
A A
A
C
C(f, f)
f f
ψ
idf
Consider the unique factorisations φ and ψ in the identities above: the components
of φ are simply the actions f¯ : A(x, y) → C(fx, fy), and we claim that the compo-
nents C(fx, fy)→ A(x, y) of ψ form their inverses. This claim is a straightforward
consequence of the identities φ ◦ ψ = idC(f,f) and ψ ◦ φ = idA, which themselves
follow from the equations cart ◦φ◦ψ = idf ◦ψ = cart and idf ◦ψ◦φ = cart ◦φ = idf ,
as well as the uniqueness of factorisations through cart and idf . We conclude that
f is full and faithful, completing the proof.
In view of the above result we make the following definition.
Definition 2.8. A vertical morphism f : A → C is called full and faithful if both
its identity cell idf is cartesian and the restriction C(f, f) exists.
It is clear that a full and faithful morphism f : A → C, in the above sense, is
full and faithful in the vertical 2-category V (K), of objects, vertical morphisms and
vertical cells in K, in the classical sense; that is, for each object X ∈ K the functor
V (K)(X, f) : V (K)(X,A) → V (K)(X,C), given by postcomposition with f , is full
and faithful (see e.g. Example 2.18 of [Web07]). The converse to this holds as soon
as K has ‘cocartesian tabulations’, as we shall see in Proposition 4.29.
Closing this subsection we characterise weakly cocartesian cells that are of
the form as on the left below, in the hypervirtual double categories V-Prof and
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(V ,V ′)-Prof. Here I denotes the unit V-category consisting of a single object ∗ and
hom-object I(∗, ∗) = I, the unit of V . Because the universe enlargement V → V ′
preserves the monoidal unit strictly, we can regard I as the unit V ′-category as
well. We identify V-functors I → A with objects in A and V-profunctors I −7→ I
with V-objects; cells between such profunctors are identified with V-maps.
I A1 An′ I
I I
J1 Jn
K
φ
· · · I A1 An′ I
C D
J1
s
Jn
t
L
ψ
· · ·
(4)
First consider a general path J = (A0
J1−7→ A1, . . . , An′
Jn−7→ An) of V-profunctors.
For any pair of objects x ∈ A0 and y ∈ An we denote by J§(x, y) the embedding
into V of its subcategory consisting of the spans of the form below where, for each
i = 1, . . . , n′, both vi and wi range over all objects in Ai.
J1(x, v1)⊗ A1(v1, w1)⊗ J2(w1, v2)⊗ A2(v2, w2)⊗ · · · ⊗ An(vn, wn)⊗ Jn(wn, y)
J1(x, v1) ⊗ J2(v1, v2)⊗ · · · ⊗ Jn(vn, y) J1(x,w1)⊗ J2(w1, w2)⊗ · · · ⊗ Jn(wn, y)
id⊗λ⊗ · · · ⊗ λ ρ ⊗ · · · ⊗ ρ ⊗ id (5)
If V is closed symmetric monoidal, so that each Ji : Ai′ −7→ Ai can be identified
with a V-functor Ji : A
op
i′ ⊗ Ai → V , then colimit of J
§(x, y), if it exists, is easily
checked to coincide with the coend1
∫ u1∈A1,...,un′∈An′ J1(x, u1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ Jn(un′ , y).
Consequently we will use this coend notation for the colimit of J§(x, y), regardless
of V being closed symmetric monoidal.
Returning to a path of V-profunctors J : I −7→ I, as on the left of (4) above,
notice that for any cocone J§(∗, ∗)⇒ ∆X , with X ∈ V , its naturality with respect
to the spans above coincides with the internal equivariance axioms satisfied by
the cells in V-Prof with source J . We conclude that giving a unary cell ψ as
on the right of (4), where s ∈ C and t ∈ D, is the same as giving a cocone
γ : J§ ⇒ ∆L(s, t). The following characterisation of weakly cocartesian cells in
V-Prof is now straightforward.
Proposition 2.9. A cell φ in V-Prof, of the form as on the left of (4), is weakly
cocartesian precisely if its corresponding cocone J§(∗, ∗) ⇒ ∆K is colimiting; that
is, it defines the V-object K as the coend
∫ u1∈A1,...,un′∈An′ J1(∗, u1)⊗· · ·⊗Jn(un′ , ∗).
Furthermore, given a universe enlargement V → V ′, the inclusions
V-Prof → (V ,V ′)-Prof → V ′-Prof
both preserve and reflect weakly cocartesian cells of the form as on the left in (4).
Sketch of the proof. Reflection along (V ,V ′)-Prof → V ′-Prof is clear; for preserva-
tion notice that, for any V ′-object X , cocones J§(∗, ∗)⇒ ∆X correspond to nullary
cells ψ as on the right of (4), with C the V ′-category consisting of objects 0 and
1, together with hom-objects C(0, 0) = I ′ = C(1, 1) and C(0, 1) = X , while ψ has
vertical morphisms s = 0 and t = 1.
For reflection and preservation along V-Prof → V ′-Prof notice that the V ′-cocone
J§(∗, ∗) ⇒ V ′ corresponding to a cell φ : J ⇒ K in V-Prof is isomorphic to the
composition of its corresponding V-cocone J§(∗, ∗) ⇒ V with V → V ′. Use that
universe enlargements preserve large colimits and are full and faithful.
1For the definition of the dual notion end see Section 2.1 of [Kel82].
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2.2 Companions and conjoints
Here we consider nullary restrictions of the forms C(f, id) and C(id, f), where
f : A → C is a vertical morphism. These have been called respectively ‘horizontal
companions’ and ‘horizontal adjoints’ in the setting of double categories [GP04];
we follow [CS10] in calling them ‘companions’ and ‘conjoints’. As foreshadowed
in the discussion preceding Lemma 2.5, companions and conjoints can be regarded
as building blocks out of which restrictions and extensions can be built, as will be
explained in next section.
Definition 2.10. Consider a vertical morphism f : A→ C in a hypervirtual double
category. The nullary restriction C(f, id) : A −7→ C, if it exists, is called the compan-
ion of f and denoted f∗, while C(id, f) : C −7→ A, if it exists, is called its conjoint
and denoted f∗.
Notice that the notions of companion and conjoint are swapped when moving
from K to its horizontal dual Kco.
Although companions and conjoints are defined as nullary restrictions, the fol-
lowing lemma and its horizontal dual show that they can equivalently be defined
as extensions along f . More precisely it gives a bijective correspondence between
the cartesian cells φ defining a horizontal morphism J : A −7→ C as the companion
of f and the weakly cocartesian cells ψ defining J as the extension of (A) along
idA and f , in such a way that each corresponding pair (ψ, φ) satisfies the identities
below, which are called the companion identities. Analogous identities are satisfied
by corresponding pairs of a cartesian and weakly cocartesian cell defining a conjoint;
these are called the conjoint identities.
Lemma 2.11. Consider a factorisation of the identity cell idf of f : A→ C as on
the left below. The following conditions are equivalent: ψ is cartesian; the identity
on the right holds; φ is weakly cocartesian.
A
C
f fidf =
A
A C
C
f
J
f
φ
ψ
A C
A C
J
f
J
φ
ψ =
A C
A C
J
J
idJ (6)
Proof. We will show that both ψ being cartesian, as well as φ being weakly cocarte-
sian, implies the identity on the right, while the latter implies the (co-)cartesianness
of ψ and φ. For the first implication, notice that the identity on the left above im-
plies that composing the left-hand side of the identity on the right either with ψ or
φ results in ψ or φ again, respectively. By the uniqueness of factorisations through
(co-)cartesian cells, it follows that the identity on the right holds as soon as ψ is
cartesian or φ is weakly cocartesian.
For the converse assume that both identities above hold; we will show that ψ
is cartesian and that φ is weakly cocartesian. For the first consider a cell χ as on
the left below; we have to show that it factors uniquely through ψ. That it factors
through ψ follows from the identity on the left above as follows, where the last
identity is one of the interchange axioms.
χ = (idf ◦ idh)⊙ χ = (ψ ◦ φ ◦ h)⊙ χ = ψ ◦
(
(φ ◦ h)⊙ χ
)
.
To show the uniqueness of this factorisation consider a second factorisation χ =
ψ ◦ χ′. Using the identity on the right above we have
(φ ◦ h)⊙ χ = (φ ◦ h)⊙ (ψ ◦ χ′) = (φ ⊙ ψ) ◦ χ′ = χ′,
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showing that the factorisation obtained before coincides with χ′. This concludes
the proof of ψ being cartesian.
X0 X1 · · · Xn′ Xn
E
H1
f ◦ h
Hn
k
χ
A
E F
h k ◦ f
L
ξ
To show that φ is weakly cocartesian under the identities (6) consider any unary
cell ξ as on the right above. That it factors through φ is shown by
ξ = ξ ⊙ idk◦f = ξ ⊙ (k ◦ ψ ◦ φ) =
(
ξ ⊙ (k ◦ ψ)
)
◦ φ.
To see that this factorisation is unique, suppose that ξ = ξ′ ◦ φ as well. Then
ξ ⊙ (k ◦ ψ) = (ξ′ ◦ φ) ⊙ (k ◦ ψ) = ξ′ ◦ (φ⊙ ψ) = ξ′,
which concludes the proof that φ is weakly cocartesian.
As an immediate consequence we find that functors of hypervirtual double cat-
egories preserve companions and conjoints.
Corollary 2.12. Any functor between hypervirtual double categories preserves carte-
sian and weakly cocartesian cells that define companions and conjoints.
Proof. This follows immediately from the fact that functors preserve vertical com-
position strictly, so that the companion and conjoint identities of (the horizontal
dual of) the previous lemma are preserved.
The lemma above can also be used to show that the sufficient conditions for the
existence of nullary restrictions C(f, g) in the hypervirtual equipments (V ,V ′)-Prof
and (Set, Set′)-ProfS, that were given in Example 2.2 and Example 2.3 above, are
necessary in the case of companions and conjoints, as follows.
Example 2.13. In Example 2.2 we saw that the companion f∗ of a V ′-functor
f : A→ C exists in (V ,V ′)-Prof as soon as the hom-objects C(fx, y) are V-objects,
for all x ∈ A and y ∈ C. For the converse consider cells ψ : J ⇒ C and φ : A ⇒ J
as in the lemma above: it is straightforward to check that the companion identi-
ties for φ and ψ imply that the composites below are inverses for the components
J(x, y)→ C(fx, y) of ψ, showing that C(fx, y) ∼= J(x, y).
C(fx, y)
φx⊗
′id
−−−−→ J(x, fx) ⊗′ C(fx, y)
ρ
−→ J(x, y)
Given an indexing category S, the previous argument can be applied at each
index s ∈ S to show that the companion f∗ of an S-indexed functor f : A → C
exists in (Set, Set′)-ProfS precisely if the hom-sets Cs(fsx, y) are small for all s ∈ S,
x ∈ As and y ∈ Cs.
The remainder of this subsection records some useful properties of companions.
Lemma 2.14. In a hypervirtual equipment consider a composite g ◦ f of vertical
morphisms. If g is an isomorphism then (g ◦ f)∗ exists as soon as f∗ does.
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Proof. Assuming that f∗ exists, we consider the composite on the left-hand side
below, whose top cartesian cell defines the restriction C(f, g−1) of f∗ along g
−1.
A E
A C
C
C(f, g−1)
g−1
f∗
f
cart
cart
=
A E
E
C
C(f, g−1)
g ◦ f
g−1 g−1
φ
id
g−1
Since the vertical identity cell for g−1 is cartesian (Example 2.4) the left-hand side
factors uniquely as a cell φ as shown. Applying the pasting lemma (Lemma 2.5) we
find that φ is cartesian, thus defining C(f, g−1) as the companion of g ◦ f .
Recall that the objects, vertical morphisms and vertical cells of any hypervirtual
double categoryK form a 2-category V (K). The next lemma reformulates the notion
of adjunction in V (K) in terms of companions and conjoints in K.
Lemma 2.15. In a hypervirtual double category K let f : A → C be a vertical
morphism whose companion f∗ exists. Consider vertical cells η and ε below as well
as their factorisations through f∗, as shown.
A
C
A
f
g
η =
A
A C
A
f
f∗
gη′
cocart
C
A
C
g
f
ε =
C
A C
C
g
f∗
f
ε′
cart
The following are equivalent:
(a) (η, ε) defines an adjunction f ⊣ g in V (K);
(b) (η′, ε′) forms a pair that defines f∗ as the conjoint of g in K.
Proof. Notice that condition (b) is equivalent to η′ and ε′ satisfying the conjoint
identities η′ ◦ ε′ = idg and η
′ ⊙ ε′ = idf∗ , by the horizontal dual of the previous
lemma; we claim that these correspond to the two triangle identities for η and ε.
Indeed we have
(f ◦ η)⊙ (ε ◦ f) = idf ⇔ (f ◦ η
′ ◦ cocart)⊙ (cart ◦ε′ ◦ f) = idf
⇔ cart ◦(η′ ⊙ ε′) ◦ cocart = idf ⇔ η
′ ⊙ ε′ = idf∗ ,
where the second equivalence follows from one of the interchange axioms, and the
third from the vertical companion identity cart ◦ idf∗ ◦ cocart = idf together with
the fact that factorisations through (co-)cartesian cells are unique. Likewise
(η ◦ g)⊙ (g ◦ ε) = idg ⇔ (η
′ ◦ cocart ◦g)⊙ (g ◦ cart ◦ε′) = idg
⇔ η′ ◦ (cocart⊙ cart) ◦ ε′ = idg ⇔ η
′ ◦ ε′ = idg,
where we used the horizontal companion identity.
For later use we record the following well-known elementary result for 2-categories;
see for example Section 2.4 of [Web07], where the notion of (absolute) left Kan ex-
tension is recalled as well.
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Lemma 2.16. For a cell
A
C
A
f
g
η
in a 2-category the following are equivalent:
(a) η is the unit of an adjunction f ⊣ g;
(b) η defines g as the left Kan extension of f along idA, which is preserved by f ;
(c) η defines g as the absolute left Kan extension of f along idA.
Furthermore, under these conditions, f is full and faithful if and only if η is invert-
ible.
2.3 Representability
In this final subsection we consider the (op-)representability of horizontal mor-
phisms, in the sense below. Our aim is to characterise the sub-hypervirtual dou-
ble categories of representable and oprepresentable horizontal morphisms, that are
contained in any hypervirtual double category K, in terms of strict double category
(Q ◦ V )(K) of ‘quintets’ in the vertical 2-category V (K).
Definition 2.17. A vertical morphism j : A→ B is said to represent the horizontal
morphism J : A −7→ B if there exists a cartesian cell as on the left below, that is J
forms the companion of j; in this case we say that J is representable. Horizontally
dual, J is called oprepresentable whenever there exists a cartesian cell as on the
right.
A B
B
J
j cart
A B
A
J
h
cart
For a hypervirtual double categoryK we write Rep(K) ⊆ K for the sub-hypervirtual
double category that consists of all objects, all vertical morphisms, the representable
horizontal morphisms, and all cells between those. The subcategory opRep(K) gen-
erated by the oprepresentable horizontal morphisms is defined analogously; no-
tice that opRep(K) = (Rep(Kco))co. Because functors of hypervirtual double cat-
egories preserve companions and conjoints (Corollary 2.12), they preserve (op-
)representable horizontal morphisms as well; whence the following.
Proposition 2.18. The assignments K 7→ Rep(K) and K 7→ opRep(K) extend to
strict 2-endofunctors Rep and opRep on HypVirtMultiCat.
In [Ehr63] Ehresmann defined, inside any 2-category C, a quintet to be a cell of
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the form as on the left below.
A
C B
D
f j
k g
φ
A0 A1 An′ An
C D
j1
f
jn
g
k
φ
· · ·
A0
C A1
An′
An
D
f j1
k
jn
g
φ
· · ·
While the quintets of C most naturally arrange as a ‘strict double category’ (see
Example 3.10 below), for now we will think of them as forming a hypervirtual double
category Q(C) as follows.
Definition 2.19. Let C be a 2-category. The hypervirtual double category Q(C)
of quintets in C has as objects those of C, while both its vertical and horizontal
morphisms are morphisms in C. A unary cell φ in Q(C), as in the middle above, is
a cell φ in C as on the right, while the nullary cells of Q(C) are cells in C as on the
right but with k = idC . Composition in Q(C) is induced by that of C in the evident
way.
We abbreviate Qco(C) := (Q(Cco))co. Thus, to each morphism j : A → B in C
there is a horizontal morphism jco : B −7→ A in Qco(C), and to each cell φ as on the
left below there is a unary cell φco in Qco(C) as on the right.
A0
A1 C
An′
An
D
fj1
k
jn
g
φ
· ·
· An An′ A1 A0
D C
jcon
g
jco1
f
kco
φco
· · ·
Proposition 2.20. The assignments C 7→ Q(C) and C 7→ Qco(C) above extend to
strict 2-functors Q : 2-Cat→ HypVirtMultiCat and Qco : 2-Cat→ HypVirtMultiCat.
Proof. The image QF : QC → QD of a strict 2-functor F : C → D is simply given
by letting F act on objects, morphisms and cells. The image Qξ : QF ⇒ QG of a 2-
natural transformation ξ : F ⇒ G is given by (Qξ)A := ξA on objects, while the cell
(Qξ)j : Fj ⇒ Gj in Q(D), where j : A → B, is the quintet given by the naturality
square Gj ◦ ξA = ξB ◦ Fj. Finally C 7→ Qco(C) is extended by the composite of
strict 2-functors Qco := (–)co ◦Q ◦ (–)co.
Remember that any hypervirtual double category K contains a 2-category V (K)
of vertical morphisms and vertical cells. We denote by (Q ◦ V )∗(K) ⊆ (Q ◦ V )(K)
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the sub-hypervirtual double category generated by all vertical morphisms, the hor-
izontal morphisms j : A −7→ B that admit companions in K, and all quintets be-
tween them. Notice that this extends to a sub-2-endofunctor (Q ◦ V )∗ ⊆ Q ◦ V on
HypVirtMultiCat, because functors between hypervirtual double categories preserve
cartesian cells that define companions (Corollary 2.12). The sub-2-endofunctor
(Qco ◦ V )∗ is defined likewise, by mapping each K to the sub-hypervirtual double
category (Qco ◦ V )∗(K) ⊆ (Qco ◦ V )(K) that is generated by horizontal morphisms
jco : B −7→ A that correspond to vertical morphism j : A → B that admit conjoints
in K.
Theorem 2.21. Let K be a hypervirtual double category. Choosing, for each j : A −7→
B in (Q ◦ V )∗(K), a cartesian cell εj that defines the companion of j in K, induces
a functor (–)∗ : (Q ◦ V )∗(K)→ Rep(K) that is part of an equivalence
(Q ◦ V )∗(K) ≃ Rep(K).
Letting K vary, these functors combine to form a pseudonatural transformation
(–)∗ : (Q ◦ V )∗ ⇒ Rep of strict 2-endofunctors on HypVirtMultiCat.
Analogously, choosing cartesian cells that define conjoints induces an equiva-
lence (Qco ◦ V )∗(K) ≃ opRep(K). Their underlying functors too combine to form a
pseudonatural transformation (–)∗ : (Qco ◦ V )∗ ⇒ opRep.
Proof. We will construct the functors (–)∗ : (Q ◦V )∗(K)→ Rep(K); show that they
are full, faithful and essentially surjective, so that they are part of equivalences
by Proposition 1.23; and prove that they are pseudonatural in K. The functors
(–)∗ : (Qco ◦ V )∗(K) → opRep(K) can then be defined as the composites (–)∗ :=
(–)co ◦ (–)∗ ◦ (–)co, where we use that companions in Kco correspond to conjoints in
K, so that ((Q ◦ V )∗(Kco))
co = (Qco ◦ V )∗(K) and (Rep(Kco))co = opRep(K).
We take (–)∗ to be the identity on objects and vertical morphisms, while letting
it map each horizontal morphism j : A −7→ B in (Q◦V )∗(K) to its chosen companion
j∗ : A −7→ B in K. This leaves its action on cells: we define the image φ∗ of a unary
quintet φ, as in the left-hand side below, to be the unique factorisation as shown.
The image φ∗ of a nullary quintet φ, as in the composite on the left-hand side above
but with k = idC , is simply defined to be that composite.
A0 A1 An′ An
C A1
An′ An
An
D
j1∗
f j1
jn∗
k
jn∗
jn
g
φ
εj1
εjn
· · ·
· · ·
=
A0 A1 An′ An
C D
D
j1∗
f
jn∗
g
k
k∗
φ∗
εk
· · ·
(7)
It is clear that φ 7→ φ∗ preserves identities. To see that it preserves composites
ψ◦(φ1, . . . , φn) too, we first assume that ψ is unary. Consider the following equation,
where we denoted all cartesian cells that define the chosen companions simpy by
‘ε’. Its identities follow from the identity above for ψ, as well as for φ1, . . . , φn, and
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the definition of composition in (Q ◦ V )(K).
φ1∗ φn∗
ψ∗
ε
· · · · · ·
· · ·
=
φ1∗ φn∗
ε
ε
ψ
· · · · · ·
· · ·
· · ·
=
ε
ε
ε
ε
φ1
φnψ
· · ·
· · ·
· · ·
· · ·
(
ψ ◦ (φ1, . . . , φn)
)
∗
ε
· · · · · ·· · ·
=
We conclude that ψ∗ ◦ (φ1∗, . . . , φn∗) and
(
ψ ◦ (φ1, . . . , φn)
)
∗
coincide after composi-
tion with the cartesian cell that defines the horizontal target of ψ∗. By uniqueness of
factorisations through cartesian cells we conclude that ψ ◦ (φ1, . . . , φn) is preserved
by (–)∗. The case of ψ being nullary is similar: simply use the equation obtained by
removing the cartesian cells ε in the left and right-hand side above. This completes
the definition of the functor (–)∗.
To prove that (–)∗ is part of an equivalence we will show that it is full, faithfull
and essentially surjective, and then apply Proposition 1.23. That it is essentially
surjective and full and faithful on vertical morphisms is clear. It remains to show
that it is locally full and faithful, that is full and faithful on cells. To see this
we denote, for each j : A −7→ B in (Q ◦ V )∗(K), by ηj the weakly cocartesian cell
that corresponds to εj , such that the pair (εj , ηj) satisfies the companion identities;
see Lemma 2.11. To show faithfulness, consider cells φ and ψ : j ⇒ k in (Q ◦
V )∗(K) such that φ∗ = ψ∗. It follows that the left-hand sides of (7) coincide
for φ and ψ so that, by precomposing both with (ηj1 , . . . , ηjn), φ = ψ follows
from the vertical companion identities. To show fullness on unary cells, consider
ψ : (j1∗, . . . , jn∗)⇒ k∗ in (Q ◦ V )∗(K). We claim that the composite
φ := εk ◦ ψ ◦ (η
′
j1
, . . . , η′jn),
where η′ji := ηji ◦ ji′ ◦ · · · ◦ j1 for each i = 1, . . . , n, is mapped to ψ by (–)∗. Indeed,
plugging φ into the left-hand side of (7) we find εk ◦ ψ = εk ◦ φ∗, by using the
horizontal companion identities, so that ψ = φ∗ follows. The case of ψ nullary is
similar; simply take φ := ψ ◦ (η′j1 , . . . , η
′
jn
) instead.
We now turn to proving that the functors (–)∗ combine to form a pseudonatural
transformation (Q ◦ V )∗ ⇒ Rep, of strict 2-endofunctors on HypVirtMultiCat. This
means that we have to give an invertible transformation νF as on the left below, for
each functor F : K → L of hypervirtual double categories. We take νF to consist
of identities (νF )A = idFA on objects and, for each j : A −7→ B in (Q ◦ V )∗(K),
the unique factorisation (νF )j : F (j∗)⇒ (Fj)∗ as on the right below. The latter is
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invertible since Fεj , on the left-hand side, is cartesian by Corollary 2.12.
(Q ◦ V )∗(K) Rep(K)
(Q ◦ V )∗(L) Rep(L)
(–)∗
(Q ◦ V )∗(F ) Rep(F )
(–)∗
νF
FA FB
FB
F (j∗)
Fj Fεj =
FA FB
FA FB
FB
F (j∗)
(Fj)∗
Fj
(νF )j
εFj
We have to show that the components of νF are natural with respect to the cells
of (Q ◦ V )∗(K), in the sense of Definition 1.14. We will do so in case of a unary
cell φ : (j1, . . . , jn) ⇒ k; the case of nullary cells is similar. Consider the following
equation, where ε′Fji := Fg◦Fjn◦· · ·◦Fji+1◦εFji and ε
′
ji
= g◦jn◦· · ·◦ji+1◦εji for
each i = 1, . . . , n, as in the left-hand side of (7). The identities follow from (7) for
Fφ, the identity above, F preserves composition, the F -image of (7) for φ and the
identity above again. Since factorisations through εFk, in the left and right-hand
side below, are unique, we conclude that the components of νF are natural with
respect to φ. This completes the definition of the transformation νF .
εFk ◦ (Fφ)∗ ◦
(
(νF )j1 , . . . , (νF )jn
)
= (Fφ⊙ ε′Fj1 ⊙ · · · ⊙ ε
′
Fjn
) ◦
(
(νF )j1 , . . . , (νF )jn
)
= Fφ⊙ Fε′j1 · · · ⊙ Fε
′
jn
= F (φ⊙ ε′j1 ⊙ · · · ⊙ ε
′
jn
) = F (εk ◦ φ∗) = εFk ◦ (νF )k ◦ F (φ∗)
Finally we have to show that the transformations νF are natural with respect
to the transformations ξ : F ⇒ G in HypVirtMultiCat, and that they are compatible
with compositions and identities, that is νid = id and νGF ◦ GνF = νG◦F . Since
the latter is straightforward to prove, we will only prove the former. Thus, for
each j : A −7→ B in (Q ◦ V )∗(K), we have to show that (νG)j ◦ ξ(j∗) = (ξj)∗ ◦ (νF )j .
Consider the equation
εGj ◦ (νG)j ◦ ξ(j∗) = Gεj ◦ ξ(j∗) = ξB ◦ Fεj = ξB ◦ εFj ◦ (νF )j = εGj ◦ (ξj)∗ ◦ (νF )j ,
where we have used the defining identities for (νG)j and (νF )j , the naturality of
ξ, identity (7) for ξj , and the fact that the latter is simply the quintet given by
the naturality square Gj ◦ ξA = ξB ◦ Fj; see the proof of Proposition 2.20. Using
the cartesianess of εGj we conclude that (νG)j ◦ ξ(j∗) = (ξj)∗ ◦ (νF )j , proving the
naturality of the transformations νF . This concludes the proof.
3 Composition of horizontal morphisms
We now turn to compositions of horizontal morphisms in hypervirtual double cate-
gories, as well as units for such compositions. Analogous to the situation for virtual
double categories (see Section 2 of [DPP06] or Section 5 of [CS10]), these are de-
fined by horizontal cells that satisfy a stronger variant of the universal property for
weakly cocartesian cells.
3.1 Cocartesian paths of cells
We start with both strengthening, as well as extending to paths, Definition 2.1 of
weakly cocartesian cell.
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Definition 3.1. A path of unary cells (φ1, . . . , φn), as in the right-hand side below,
is called weakly cocartesian if any cell ψ, as on the left-hand side, factors uniquely
through (φ1, . . . , φn) as shown.
A10 A11 A1m′
1
A1m1 An0 An1 Anm′n
Anmn
E F
J11
h ◦ f0
J1m1 Jn1 Jnmn
k ◦ fn
L
ψ
· · · · · ·· · ·
=
A10 A11 A1m′
1
A1m1 An0 An1 Anm′n
Anmn
C0 C1 Cn′ Cn
E F
J11
f0
J1m1
f1
Jn1
fn′
Jnmn
fn
K1
h
Kn
k
L
φ1 φn
ψ′
· · · · · ·
· · ·
If moreover the following conditions are satisfied then the path (φ1, . . . , φn) is called
cocartesian.
(a) The restrictions J ′(id, f0) and J
′′(fn, id) exist for all horizontal morphisms
J ′ : A′ −7→ C0 and J ′′ : Cn −7→ A′′;
(b) any path of the form below, where p, q ≥ 1, is weakly cocartesian.
A′0 A
′
1 A
′
p′′ A
′
p′ A10 A11 A1m′1 A1m1
A′0 A
′
1 A
′
p′′ A
′
p′ C0 C1
J′1
J′
p′ J
′
p(id, f0) J11
f0
J1m1
f1
J′1 J
′
p′
J′p K1
φ1
· · ·
· · · cart
An0 An1 Anm′n Anmn A
′′
1 A
′′
2 A
′′
q′ A
′′
q
Cn′ Cn A
′′
1 A
′′
2 A
′′
q′ A
′′
q
Jn1
fn′
Jnmn J
′′
1 (fn, id)
fn
J′′2 J
′′
q
Kn J′′1 J
′′
2 J
′′
q
φn· · ·
· · ·
· · ·cart
If a cocartesian horizontal cell of the form
A0 A1 An′ An
A0 An
J1 Jn
K
φ
· · ·
exists with n ≥ 1 then we call K the (horizontal) composite of (J1, . . . , Jn) and
write (J1⊙ · · ·⊙Jn) := K; in the case that n = 0 we call K the (horizontal) unit of
A0 and write IA0 := K, while we call A0 unital. By their universal property any two
cocartesian horizontal cells defining the same composite or unit factor through each
other as invertible horizontal cells. Like weakly cocartesian cells, we shall denote
single cocartesian cells in our drawings simply by “cocart”.
Example 3.2. Let V ′ be a monoidal category whose tensor product ⊗′ preserves
large colimits on both sides. Then the composite of a path (J1, . . . , Jn) : A0 −7→ An
of V ′-profunctors exists in V ′-Prof as soon as for each x ∈ A0 and y ∈ An the coend,
on the right-hand side below and in the sense of Proposition 2.9, exists.
(J1 ⊙ · · · ⊙ Jn)(x, y) :=
∫ u1∈A1,...,un′∈An′
J1(x, u1)⊗
′ · · · ⊗′ Jn(un′ , y)
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In that case, using the assumption on ⊗′, there is exactly one way of extending
the assignment above into a V ′-profunctor (J1 ⊙ · · · ⊙ Jn) : A0 −7→ An such that
colimiting cocones combine into a horizontal cell (J1, . . . , Jn) ⇒ (J1 ⊙ · · · ⊙ Jn).
In Proposition 3.17 below we will see that this cell is cocartesian; in fact it will be
shown that it defines (J1 ⊙ · · · ⊙ Jn) as a ‘pointwise’ horizontal composite, in the
sense of Section 3.3. The notion of pointwise horizontal composite will be important
when we consider Kan extensions.
Example 3.3. Let V → V ′ be a universe enlargement (Definition 1.10) such that
the tensor product ⊗′ of V ′ preserves large colimits on both sides. Remember
that V ′ is assumed to be large cocomplete V ′-Prof so that it has all horizontal
composites by the previous example. We will see in Proposition 3.17 below that
the inclusion (V ,V ′)-Prof → V ′-Prof reflects all cocartesian cells so that, for any
path (J1, . . . , Jn) : A0 −7→ An of V-profunctors between V ′-categories, the horizontal
composite (J1 ⊙ · · · ⊙ Jn) exists in (V ,V
′)-Prof as soon as the V ′-coends above are
V-objects, for each x ∈ A0 and y ∈ An. This is the case, for instance, when the
V ′-categories A1, . . . , An′ are small V-categories and V is small cocomplete.
In Lemma 3.12 below it is shown that, in general, the unit IA of an object A
coincides with the nullary restriction A(id, id) (see Definition 2.1). Specifically, as
an easy consequence of that lemma, a V ′-category A is unital in (V ,V ′)-Prof if and
only if it is a V-category; in that case the cocartesian cell A ⇒ IA consists of the
unit V-maps A˜ : I → A(x, x) of A.
Example 3.4. If E has reflexive coequalisers preserved by pullback then the hyper-
virtual double category Prof(E) of profunctors internal to E (Example 1.7) has all
horizontal composites. The composite of internal profunctors is an “internal coend”.
Example 3.5. Given a path of small S-indexed profunctors A0
J1−7→ A1 · · ·An′
Jn−7→ An
in (Set, Set′)-ProfS (see Example 1.9), it is easily checked that their composite
(J1 ⊙ · · · ⊙ Jn) can be defined indexwise; that is it exists whenever, for each s ∈ S,
the composite (J1s ⊙ · · · ⊙ Jns) exists in (Set, Set
′)-Prof. Combining Example 2.13
and Lemma 3.12 shows that an S-indexed category A is unital precisely if As is
locally small for each s ∈ S.
Because the notion of weakly cocartesian cell in hypervirtual double categories
restricts to the corresponding notion for virtual double categories, so do the notions
of horizontal composite and horizontal unit restrict to the corresponding notions
for virtual double categories.
Example 3.6. Let K be a virtual double category. It was shown in Proposition 5.5
of [CS10] that the virtual double category Mod(K) of monoids and bimodules in K
(see Definition 1.4) has all units. More precisely, the unit bimodule IA : A −7→ A of
a monoid A = (A,α, α¯, α˜) is simply IA := α equipped with left and right actions
given by the multiplication α¯ : (α, α) ⇒ α of A, while the unit cell α˜ forms the
cocartesian cell A⇒ IA in Mod(K).
(Weakly) cocartesian paths, like cartesian cells, satisfy a pasting lemma as fol-
lows. For a proof of the cocartesian case use the pasting lemma for cartesian cells
(Lemma 2.5).
Lemma 3.7 (Pasting lemma). Consider a configuration of unary cells below, where
the vertical source of ψ1 is denoted by h0 : C10 → E0 and the vertical target of ψn
by hn : Cnmn → En.
φ11 φ1m1 φ21 φ2m2 φn1 φnmn
ψ1 ψ2 ψn
· · · · · · · · ·
· · ·
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First assume that the path (φ11, . . . , φnmn) is weakly cocartesian. Then the path(
ψ1 ◦ (φ11, . . . , φ1m1), . . . , ψn ◦ (φn1, . . . , φnmn)
)
is weakly cocartesian if and only if
(ψ1, . . . , ψn) is.
Secondly assume that the path (φ11, . . . , φnmn) is cocartesian and that, for any
horizontal morphisms J ′ : A′ −7→ E0 and J ′′ : En −7→ A′′, the restrictions J ′(id, h0)
and J ′′(hn, id) exist. Then the path
(
ψ1 ◦ (φ11, . . . , φ1m1), . . . , ψn ◦ (φn1, . . . , φnmn)
)
is cocartesian if and only if (ψ1, . . . , ψn) is.
By applying the pasting lemma to compositions ψ ◦ (φ1, . . . , φn) of horizontal
cells we find that the collection of horizontal composites and horizontal units in any
hypervirtual double category is coherent, in the sense that if all of the composites
(J11⊙· · ·⊙J1m1), . . . , (Jn1⊙· · ·⊙Jnmn) exist, then the composite (J11⊙· · ·⊙Jnmn)
exists if and only if(
(J11 ⊙ · · · ⊙ J1m1)⊙ · · · ⊙ (Jn1 ⊙ · · · ⊙ Jnmn)
)
does, in which case they are canonically isomorphic. Notice that this also includes
isomorphisms of the form (IA⊙ J) ∼= J ∼= (J ⊙ IB), for any J : A −7→ B, and similar.
In Section 3.5 below we will see that the notions of hypervirtual double cat-
egory and virtual double category coincide as soon as all horizontal units exist.
Consequently we do not distinguish between these notions and refer to either as
a unital virtual double category. Furthermore, in Corollary 3.13 below it is shown
that any unital virtual double category that is also a hypervirtual equipment (Defi-
nition 2.6) admits all (both unary and nullary) restrictions; such a double category,
e.g. V-Prof (see Example 2.2), we will call a unital virtual equipment. The latter
notion coincides with that of ‘virtual equipment’, that was studied in [CS10].
We denote by VirtMultiCatu the full sub-2-category of HypVirtMultiCat consisting
of unital virtual double categories; in Corollary 3.14 below we will see that, unlike
functors between unital virtual double categories, any functor between unital hy-
pervirtual double categories preserves horizontal units. We follow [CS10] in calling
a functor F : K → L strong if it preserves horizontal composites too; that is, its
image of any horizontal cocartesian cell is again cocartesian.
The following is Proposition 5.14 of [CS10].
Proposition 3.8 (Cruttwell-Shulman). Let K be a virtual double category. Monoids
in K, the morphisms and bimodules between them, as well as the unary cells between
those, in the sense of Definition 1.4, combine to form a unital virtual double cate-
gory Mod(K). Moreover, the assignment K 7→ Mod(K) extends to a strict 2-functor
Mod : VirtMultiCat → VirtMultiCatu that is right pseudo-adjoint to the forgetful 2-
functor VirtMultiCatu → VirtMultiCat.
To complete the picture, we will briefly describe the classical notion of ‘pseudo
double category’, as introduced by Grandis and Paré in the Appendix to [GP99];
see also Section 2 of [Shu08]. In our terms, a pseudo double category is a virtual
double category containing (1, 1)-ary cells only, which is equipped with a horizontal
composition
A
J
−7→ B
H
−7→ E 7→ A
J⊙H
−−7−−→ E;
A B E
C D F
J
f
H
g h
K L
φ ψ 7→
A E
C F,
J ⊙H
f h
K ⊙ L
φ⊙ ψ
as well as horizontal units IA : A −7→ A, that come with horizontal coherence cells of
the forms (J⊙H)⊙M ∼= J⊙(H⊙M), IA⊙J ∼= J and J⊙IB ∼= J . A pseudo double
category with identity cells as coherence cells is called a strict double category.
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Any pseudo double category gives rise to a virtual double category which has
the same objects and morphisms, while its cells (J1, . . . , Jn) ⇒ K are cells J1 ⊙
· · · ⊙ Jn ⇒ K in the double category. The following result, which is Proposition
2.8 of [DPP06] and Theorem 5.2 of [CS10] characterises the virtual double cate-
gories obtained in this way as unital virtual double categories with all horizontal
composites.
Proposition 3.9 (MacG. Dawson, Paré and Pronk). A virtual double category is
induced by a pseudo double category if and only if it has all horizontal composites
and units.
In view of the proposition above, by a double category we shall mean either a
hypervirtual double category that has all horizontal composites and units or, equiv-
alently, a pseudo double category in the classical sense. Finally, following [CS10]
again, by an equipment we shall mean a double category that has all restrictions.
We close this subsection with two examples of strict double categories.
Example 3.10. The hypervirtual double category Q(C) of quintets in a 2-category C
(Definition 2.19) is clearly a strict double category: the horizontal composite (j⊙k)
of two composable morphisms in C is simply their composite k ◦ j.
Example 3.11. Let 2 denote the ‘walking arrow’-category (⊥ → ⊤), and notice that
it admits all limits and colimits. Assuming the cartesian structure (∧,⊤) on 2, where
∧ denotes conjunction, the virtual double category 2-Prof of 2-profunctors is a strict
equipment as follows. Its objects are large preordered sets (X,≤), with reflexive
and transitive ordering ≤, while its vertical morphisms are monotone functions. A
horizontal morphism J : A −7→ B in 2-Prof is a modular relation, that is J ⊆ A× B
such that x1 ≤ x2, (x2, y1) ∈ J and y1 ≤ y2 implies (x1, y2) ∈ J ; we sometimes
shorten (x, y) ∈ J to xJy. Cells in 2-Prof are uniquely determined by their sources
and targets, with a cell
A B
C D
J
f g
K
existing precisely if (fx, gy) ∈ K for all (x, y) ∈ J . Finally, the composite J ⊙H of
modular relations J : A −7→ B and H : B −7→ E is given by the usual composition of
relations:
x(J ⊙H)z :⇔
∨
y∈B
(xJy ∧ yHz),
where x ∈ A, z ∈ E and
∨
denotes disjunction.
3.2 Units in terms of restrictions
The following lemma implies that, for any object A, unit IA coincides with the
restriction A(id, id).
Lemma 3.12. Consider cells φ and ψ as in the identities below, and assume that
either identity holds. The following conditions are equivalent: (a) ψ is cartesian;
(b) both identities hold; (c) φ is weakly cocartesian; (d) φ is cocartesian; (e) φ is
cartesian.
A
A
idA
(A)
=
A
A A
A
J
φ
ψ
A A
A A
J
J
idJ
(J)
=
A A
A
A A
J
J
ψ
φ
Consequently a cell φ, of the form as in the above, is cocartesian precisely if it is
cartesian.
Proof. We claim that, under the assumption of the identity (A), the implications
(a) ⇔ (b) ⇔ (c) ⇔ (d) ⇒ (e) hold. To see this first notice that the interchange
axioms (Lemma 1.2) imply φ ◦ψ = φ⊙ψ, so that (a), (b) and (c) are equivalent by
Lemma 2.11. Clearly (d) ⇒ (c), while (a) ⇒ (e) follows from applying the pasting
lemma to (A). Thus it suffices to show that (b) ⇒ (d). To do so consider any cell
χ : J ⇒ K, where J = (A0
J1−7→ A1 · · ·Ai′′
Ji′−7→ A
Ji−7→ Ai · · ·An′
Jn−7→ An); we have to
show that it factors uniquely through φ as in Definition 3.1. Assuming (b), it is easily
seen that this factorisation is given by χ′ := χ ◦ (idJ1 , . . . , idJi′ , ψ, idJi , . . . , idJn):
indeed, that χ′ composed with φ gives back χ follows from (A), while uniqueness of
χ′ follows from (J).
Next we show that under (e) the identities (A) and (J) are equivalent. If (e)
holds, that is φ is cartesian, then there exists a unique cell ψ′ such that idJ = φ◦ψ′.
Because φ ◦ ψ′ ◦ φ = φ and φ is cartesian, ψ′ ◦ φ = idA follows. If (A) holds then
ψ = ψ ◦ φ ◦ ψ′ = ψ′ follows, so that idJ = φ ◦ ψ′ = φ ◦ ψ. On the other hand if
(J) then ψ = ψ′ ◦ φ ◦ ψ = ψ′, so that idA = ψ′ ◦ φ = ψ ◦ φ. We have shown that
(A) ⇔ (J) under assumption of (e).
From the above we conclude that all five conditions are equivalent as soon as
(A) holds. We complete the proof by showing that (J)⇒ (A) under each condition.
Assume (J). If (a) holds then idA factors as idA = ψ ◦ φ′; hence φ = φ ◦ ψ ◦ φ′ = φ′
so that (A) follows. If (c) or (d) holds then idA factors as idA = ψ
′ ◦ φ; hence
ψ = ψ′ ◦ φ ◦ ψ = ψ′ so that (A) follows. Of course (b) implies (A), and we have
already shown that (A) ⇔ (J) under (e). This completes the proof of the main
assertion.
For the final assertion notice that if φ is cocartesian then we can obtain a fac-
torisation of the form (A), while if it is cartesian then we can obtain one of the form
(J), so that the equivalence follows from applying the main assertion.
The following corollary shows that a hypervirtual double category has all re-
strictions whenever it has all unary restrictions and horizontal units.
Corollary 3.13. Consider a unital object C and let id′C denote the factorisation
of idC through the cocartesian cell defining its unit, as in the previous lemma. A
nullary cell φ, as on the left-hand side below, is cartesian if and only if its factori-
sation φ′ through id′C is cartesian.
A B
C
J
f gφ =
A B
C C
C
J
f g
IC
φ′
id′C
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Consequently, if the horizontal unit IC exists in a hypervirtual equipment then so do
all nullary restrictions of the form C(f, g). In particular, in that case the companion
and conjoint of any morphism f : A→ C exist.
Proof. Since the factorisation id′C is cartesian by the previous lemma, this follows
immediately from the pasting lemma.
Unlike functors between virtual double categories, functors between hypervirtual
double categories necessarily preserve horizontal units, as follows.
Corollary 3.14. Any functor between hypervirtual double categories preserves co-
cartesian cells that define horizontal units.
Proof. Consider a cocartesian cell ψ defining the horizontal unit of an object A.
By the lemma above the vertical identity cell idA factors uniquely through ψ as a
cartesian cell φ which, by Corollary 2.12, is preserved by any functor F . Since F
preserves the factorisation of idA, mapping it to idFA = Fψ ◦Fφ, where now Fφ is
cartesian, it follows from the lemma above again that Fψ is cocartesian.
Recall that a vertical morphism f : A → C is called full and faithful whenever
the restriction C(f, f) exists and the vertical identity idf is cartesian.
Corollary 3.15. Consider a vertical morphism f : A → C. If the restriction
C(f, f) exists then f is full and faithful precisely if the factorisation of idf , as
shown below, is cocartesian.
A
C
f fidf =
A
A A
C
f
C(f, f)
f
id′f
cart
Proof. This follows from
idf is cartesian⇔ id
′
f is cartesian⇔ id
′
f is cocartesian
where the equivalences follow from the pasting lemma and Lemma 3.12.
3.3 Pointwise horizontal composites
Here we return to Example 3.2 to show that, under the condition considered there,
the horizontal composite (J1⊙· · ·⊙Jn) of a path (J1, . . . , Jn) : A0 −7→ An in V ′-Prof,
of V ′-profunctors between V ′-categories, exists as soon as the coends on the right
below do, for each pair x ∈ A0 and y ∈ An.
(J1 ⊙ · · · ⊙ Jn)(x, y) :=
∫ u1∈A1,...,un′∈An′
J1(x, u1)⊗
′ · · · ⊗′ Jn(un′ , y)
In fact we first capture, in the definition below, the sense in which the assignment
above defines (J1 ⊙ · · · ⊙ Jn) as a horizontal composite that is ‘pointwise’. This
notion, which can be thought of informally as “any restriction of (J1 ⊙ · · · ⊙ Jn)
is again a composite”, will be used often in the next section, where we study Kan
extensions. While the definition is stated in the general terms of a path (φ1, . . . , φn)
of unary cells, to treat the example above we will apply it to the just the single
horizontal cell (J1, . . . , Jn)⇒ (J1⊙ · · ·⊙Jn) that consists of the colimiting cocones
defining the coends above.
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Definition 3.16. Consider a path φ = (φ1, . . . , φn) of unary cells and of length
n ≥ 1, and assume that φn has non-nullary horizontal source as well as trivial
vertical target, as shown in the composite in the left-hand side below. The path φ
is called right pointwise cocartesian if for any morphism f : B → Anmn the following
holds: the restriction Jnmn(id, f) exists if and only if Kn(id, f) does, and in that
case the path (φ1, . . . , φ
′
n) is cocartesian, where φ
′
n is the unique factorisation in
An0 An1 An(mn)′ B
An0 An1 An(mn)′ Anmn
Cn′ Anmn
Jn1 Jnmn (id, f)
f
Jn1
fn′
Jnmn
Kn
φn
cart· · ·
=
An0 An1 An(mn)′ B
Cn′ B
Cn′ Anmn
J1
fn′
Jnmn(id, f)
Kn(id, f)
f
Kn
φ′n
cart
· · ·
. (8)
The notion of left pointwise cocartesian path is horizontally dual. A path of
unary cells that is both left and right pointwise cocartesian is called pointwise
cocartesian.
Notice that any right pointwise, or left pointwise, cocartesian path is cocartesian
in particular, by taking f = idAnmn in the above. Of course a single horizontal cell
φ : (J1, . . . , Jn) ⇒ K, where n ≥ 1, is called pointwise cocartesian whenever the
singleton path (φ) is pointwise cocartesian. In that case we call K the pointwise
composite of J1, . . . , Jn.
Recall from (5) the construction of a diagram J§(x, y) in V , for any path
J : A0 −7→ An of V ′-profunctors, as well as objects x ∈ A0 and y ∈ An.
Proposition 3.17. Let V ′ be a monoidal category whose tensor product ⊗′ preserves
large coends on both sides; let J : A0 −7→ An be a path of V ′-profunctors of length
n ≥ 1. A horizontal cell φ : J ⇒ K in V ′-Prof is pointwise cocartesian precisely
if, for each x ∈ A0 and y ∈ An, its restriction
(
J1(x, id), . . . , Jn(id, y)
)
⇒ K(x, y)
defines K(x, y) as the coend
∫ u1∈A1,...,un′∈An′ J1(x, u1) ⊗′ · · · ⊗′ Jn(un′ , y), in the
sense of Proposition 2.9.
A0 A1 An′ An
C D
J1
f
Jn
g
K
ψ
· · ·
Moreover, given a universe enlargement V → V ′ with V ′ as above, the inclusion
(V ,V ′)-Prof → V ′-Prof reflects all (pointwise) cocartesian cells while preserving
the horizontal pointwise ones. In particular a cell ψ as above is cocartesian in
(V ,V ′)-Prof if the induced V ′-cocones (f∗, J1, . . . , Jn, g∗)
§(x, y) ⇒ ∆K(x, y) define
the V-objects K(x, y) as the V ′-coends below, for any x ∈ C and y ∈ D. In that
case if g = idAn then ψ is right pointwise cocartesian.∫ u0∈A0,...,un∈An
C(x, fu0)⊗
′ J1(u0, u1)⊗
′ · · · ⊗′ Jn(un′ , un)⊗
′ D(gun, y)
Proof. The ‘precisely’-part follows immediately from the previous definition and
Proposition 2.9, as the restrictions
(
J1(x, id), . . . , Jn(id, y)
)
⇒ K(x, y) are obtained
from φ by composing it with the cartesian cells defining J1(x, id) and Jn(id, y) and
then factorising the result through the cartesian cell that defines K(x, y).
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For the ‘if’-part consider V ′-functors f : A′ → A0 and g : A′′ → An; we have to
show that any cell χ in V ′-Prof, of the form below, factors uniquely through the
restriction φ′ :
(
J1(f, id), . . . , Jn(id, g)
)
⇒ K(f, g) of φ.
A′0 A
′
1 A
′
p′ A
′ A1 An′ A
′′ A′′1 A
′′
q′ A
′′
q
C D
J′1
h
J′p J1(f, id) Jn(id, g) J
′′
1
J′′q
k
L
χ
· · · · · · · · ·
To do so notice that χ restricts, for any sequences of objects x′ ∈ obA′0×· · ·×obA
′
and x′′ ∈ obA′′ × · · · × obA′′q , as a family of cocones below, where J
§(fx′, gx′′) is
the diagram described in (5).
J ′1(x
′
0, x
′
1)⊗
′ · · · ⊗′ J ′p(x
′
p′ , x
′)⊗′ J§(fx′, gx′′)
⊗′ J ′′1 (x
′′, x′′1)⊗
′ · · · ⊗′ J ′′q (x
′′
q′ , x
′′
q )⇒ ∆L(hx
′
0, kx
′′
q )
By the assumptions, this cocone factors uniquely through
J ′1(x
′
0, x
′
1)⊗
′ · · · ⊗′ J ′p(x
′
p′ , x
′)⊗′ φ′(x′,x′′) ⊗
′ J ′′1 (x
′′, x′′1 )⊗
′ · · · ⊗′ J ′′q (x
′′
q′ , x
′′
q ),
where φ′(x′,x′′) denotes the restriction of φ
′ to x′ ∈ A′ and x′′ ∈ A′′, as a V ′-map
χ′x′⌢x′′ : J
′
1(x
′
0, x
′
1)⊗
′ · · · ⊗′ J ′p(x
′
p′ , x
′)⊗′ K(fx′, gx′′)
⊗′ J ′′1 (x
′′, x′′1 )⊗
′ · · · ⊗′ J ′′q (x
′′
q′ , x
′′
q )→ L(hx
′
0, kx
′′
q ).
It remains to check that these V ′-maps combined satisfy the equivariance axioms
of Definition 1.4, so that they form a cell χ′ :
(
J ′1, . . . , J
′
p,K(f, g), J
′′
1 , . . . , J
′′
q
)
⇒ L,
which is the factorisation of χ through φ′. This is straightforward: it follows from
the uniqueness of factorisations through the restrictions φ′(x′,x′′), together with the
equivariance axioms for φ′ and χ.
Because (V ,V ′)-Prof → V ′-Prof is full and faithful reflection of cocartesian
cells follows, while its preservation of horizontal cocartesian cells follows from the
first assertion combined with its preservation of horizontal weakly cocartesian cells
(Proposition 2.9). We conclude that a cell ψ, as in the statement, is cocartesian
in (V ,V ′)-Prof as soon as it is cocartesian in V ′-Prof. Using Corollary 3.24, the
latter is implied by cart⊙ψ⊙cart, with the cartesian cells defining f∗ and g∗, being
cocartesian in V ′-Prof, from which the final assertion follows. That, in the case
g = idAn , any restriction of ψ along Jn(id, h), where h : B → An and in the sense of
Definition 3.16, is again cocartesian is clear, so that ψ is right pointwise cocartesian
in this case. This completes the proof.
Pointwise cocartesian paths are coherent in the following sense.
Lemma 3.18. If the path φ = (φ1, . . . , φn) is right pointwise cocartesian then
any path of the form (φ1, . . . , φ
′
n), as in Definition 3.16, is again right pointwise
cocartesian.
Proof. Consider f : B → Anmn as in Definition 3.16, and let φ
′
n be the factorisation
in (8). Then, for any h : C → B the following are equivalent: Jnmn(id, f)(id, h)
exists; Jnmn(id, h ◦ f) exists; Kn(id, h ◦ f) exists; Kn(id, f)(id, h) exists, by using
the pasting lemma for cartesian cells and the fact that φ is pointwise cocartesian.
This shows that the first assertion of Definition 3.16 holds. Next consider the
unique factorisation φ′′n in φ
′
n ◦ (id, . . . , id, cart) = cart ◦φ
′′
n, where the cartesian cells
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define Jnmn(id, f)(id, h) and Kn(id, f)(id, h) respectively; we have to show that
(φ1, . . . , φ
′′
n) is cocartesian. To see this consider the following equation, where the
identities follow form the definitions of φ′′n and φ
′
n respectively.
· · ·
φ′′n
c
c
=
· · · c
φ′n
c
=
· · · c
· · ·
φn
c
Since the composites of cartesian cells in the left-hand and right-hand sides are
again cartesian by the pasting lemma, we conclude that (φ1, . . . , φ
′′
n) is cocartesian,
as (φ1, . . . , φn) is pointwise cocartesian. This concludes the proof.
The pasting lemma for cocartesian paths (Lemma 3.7) induces one for pointwise
cocartesian paths, as follows.
Lemma 3.19 (Pasting lemma). Consider a configuration of unary cells as below
and assume that the path (φ11, . . . , φnmn) is right pointwise cocartesian. The path(
ψ1 ◦ (φ11, . . . , φ1m1), . . . , ψn ◦ (φn1, . . . , φnmn)
)
is right pointwise cocartesian if and
only if (ψ1, . . . , ψn) is.
φ11 φ1m1 φ21 φ2m2 φn1 φnmn
ψ1 ψ2 ψn
· · · · · · · · ·
· · ·
Proof. That both the path (φ11, . . . , φnmn) as well as one of the paths (ψ1, . . . , ψn)
or
(
ψ1 ◦ (φ11, . . . , φ1m1), . . . , ψn ◦ (φn1, . . . , φnmn)
)
are right pointwise cocartesian
means that the vertical targets of φnmn and ψn are both the identity on a single
object, say, A. It also means that, for any f : B → A, that the existence of the
following restrictions along f are equivalent: that along the horizontal target of ψn;
that along the horizontal target of φnmn ; that along the last horizontal source of
φnmn . In the case that these restrictions exist we can obtain factorisations ψ
′
n and
φ′nmn , as in Definition 3.16, such that the equations
· · ·
φn1
· · ·
ψn
· · ·
φnmn
c
=
· · ·
φn1 · · ·
· · ·
ψn
· · ·
φ′nmn
c =
· · ·
φn1 · · ·
ψ′n
· · ·
φ′nmn
c
hold, where ‘c’ denotes any of the three cartesian cells defining the restrictions
along f . From this we conclude that the unique factorisation that corresponds to
ψn ◦ (φn1, . . . , φnmn), as in Definition 3.16 and with respect to the restrictions along
f , equals ψ′n ◦ (φn1, . . . , φ
′
nmn). The proof now follows from the fact that, assuming
that (φ11, . . . , φ
′
nmn) is cocartesian, the cocartesianness of (ψ1, . . . , ψ
′
n) is equivalent
to that of
(
ψ1 ◦ (φ11, . . . , φ1m1), . . . , ψ
′
n ◦ (φn1, . . . , φ
′
nmn
)
)
, by the pasting lemma
(Lemma 3.7).
3.4 Restrictions and extensions in terms of companions and
conjoints
Here we make precise the fact that restrictions and extensions can be defined by
composing horizontal morphisms with companions and conjoints, as was described
in the discussion following Example 2.2.
We start with restrictions. In the setting of virtual double categories the ‘only
if’-part of the following lemma has been proved as Theorem 7.16 of [CS10]. In the
next section we will see that, when considered in a hypervirtual equipment, the
composite of f∗
⌢K ⌢ g∗ considered below is in fact a ‘pointwise’ composite.
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Lemma 3.20. In a hypervirtual double category K assume that the companion
f∗ : A −7→ C and the conjoint g∗ : D −7→ B exist. Then, for each path K : C −7→ D of
length ≤ 1, the restriction K(f, g) exists if and only if the horizontal composite of
the path f∗
⌢K ⌢ g∗ does, and in that case they are isomorphic.
A C D B
C D
f∗
f
K g∗
g
K
cart cart =
A B
A B
C D
f∗
⌢K ⌢ g∗
J
f g
K
φ
ψ
(9)
In detail, for a factorisation as above (where the empty cell is the vertical identity
cell idC if |K| = 0) the following are equivalent: ψ is cartesian; φ is cocartesian;
the identity below holds.
A B
A C D B
A B
J
f g
f∗ K g
∗
J
ψ
φ
cocart cocart
=
A C
A C
J
J
idJ
Analogous assertions hold for one-sided restrictions: K(f, id) exists precisely
if f∗ ⊙ K does, while K(id, g) exists if and only if K ⊙ g∗ does. Finally if K is a
hypervirtual equipment then the cocartesian cell φ : f∗
⌢K⌢g∗ ⇒ J above is pointwise
cocartesian; the same holds for cocartesian cells of the forms (f∗,K)⇒ K(f, id) and
(K, g∗)⇒ K(id, g).
Proof. Assuming that (9) holds, it follows from the companion identities and the
conjoint identities (see Lemma 2.11 and its horizontal dual) that precomposing the
composite on the left-hand side above with φ results in φ, while postcomposing it
with ψ gives back ψ. Using the uniqueness of factorisations through (co-)cartesian
cells, we conclude that either ψ or φ being (co-)cartesian implies the identity above.
Conversely, assume that identities above holds; we will prove that ψ is cartesian
and φ cocartesian. For the first it suffices to show that the following assignment of
cells is invertible. To see that it is notice that, as a consequence of the assumed
identities, the inverse can be given as χ 7→ φ ◦ (cocart ◦h, χ, cocart◦k), where the
weakly cocartesian cells define f∗ and g
∗ respectively.
X0 X1 Xn′ Xn
A B
H1
h
Hn
k
J
. . .
χ′
X0 X1 Xn′ Xn
C D
H1
f ◦ h
Hn
g ◦ k
K
. . .
χ{ } { }
ψ ◦ –
To prove that φ is cocartesian is to show that, for any paths J ′ : A′0 −7→ A
′
p = A and
J ′′ : B = B′0 −7→ B
′
q, the assignment
A′0 A B B
′
q
E F
J′
p
J J
′′
q
L
ξ
A′0 A C D B B
′
q
E F
J′
p
f∗ K g
∗ J′′
q
L
ξ′{ } { }
– ◦(id, φ, id)
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is a bijection. That it is follows from the assumed identities: the inverse is given by
χ 7→ χ ◦ (id, cocart, ψ, cocart, id). This completes the proof of the main assertion.
For the final assertion, assume that K is a hypervirtual equipment. We will prove
that the cocartesian cells of the forms (f∗,K) ⇒ K are pointwise cocartesian; the
other two cases can then be easily derived. Thus we consider morphisms p : X → A
and q : Y → D; we have to show that the composite of the top two rows in the left-
hand side below factors as a cocartesian cell through K(f ◦p, q). To see this consider
the equation below, whose identities follow from applying (9) to the bottom two
cells of the left-hand side; applying (9) to the top two cells of the third composite;
factorising the composite of the two cartesian cells in the third composite through
the bottom cartesian cell in the right-hand side which, by the pasting lemma, results
in a cartesian cell as shown.
X C Y
A C D
A D
C D
(f ◦ p)∗
p
K(id, q)
q
f∗ K
K(f, id)
f
K
cart cart
cocart
cart
=
X C Y
C D
(f ◦ p)∗
f ◦ p
K(id, q)
q
K
cart cart =
X C Y
X Y
C Y
C D
(f ◦ p)∗K(id, q)
K(f ◦ p, q)
f ◦ p
K(id, q)
q
K
cocart
cart
cart
=
X C Y
X Y
A Y
C D
(f ◦ p)∗K(id, q)
K(f ◦ p, q)
p q
K(f, id)
f
K
cocart
cart
cart
By the uniqueness of factorisations through the bottom cartesian cell in the left-
hand side and right-hand side above, we conclude that the composite of the top
two rows in the former factors as a cocartesian cell followed by a cartesian one, as
required.
A horizontal dual argument applies to cocartesian cells (K, g∗) ⇒ K(id, g).
The proof for a cocartesian cell of the general form (f∗,K, g
∗) ⇒ K(f, g) then
follows by writing it as a composite of the cocartesian cells (f∗,K)⇒ K(f, id) and(
K(f, id), g∗
)
⇒ K(f, g), followed by applying the pasting lemma (Lemma 3.19).
This completes the proof.
As corollaries we find that functors of hypervirtual double categories behave
well with respect to restrictions and full and faithful morphisms, as follows. The
first of these is a variation on the corresponding result for functors between double
categories; see Proposition 6.8 of [Shu08].
Corollary 3.21. Let F : K → L be a functor between hypervirtual double categories.
Consider morphisms f : A → C and g : B → D in K and let K : C −7→ D be a path
of length ≤ 1. If the companion f∗ : A −7→ C and the conjoint g∗ : D −7→ B exist then
F preserves both the cartesian cell defining the restriction K(f, g) as well as the
cocartesian cell defining the composite of the path f∗
⌢K ⌢ g∗.
Under the same conditions the cartesian cells defining the restrictions of the
form K(f, id) and K(id, g), as well as the cocartesian ones defining the composites
of the form (f∗ ⊙K) and (K ⊙ g∗), are preserved by F .
Proof. This follows from the fact that F preserves the identities of the previous
lemma, as well as the (weakly co-)cartesian cells that they contain; the latter by
Corollary 2.12.
Corollary 3.22. A full and faithful morphism f : A → C is preserved by any
functor as soon as its companion f∗ and conjoint f
∗ exist.
Proof. This follows from the fact that F preserves the factorisation of idf that
is considered in Corollary 3.15. Indeed by the previous corollary it preserves the
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cartesian cell defining C(f, f) while, by Corollary 3.14, it preserves the cocartesian
cell that defines C(f, f) as the horizontal unit too.
Next we turn to describing (weakly) cocartesian cells in terms of companions
and conjoints.
Lemma 3.23. Let f : A → C be a vertical morphism. If the restriction J ′′(f, id)
exists for every J ′′ : C −7→ A′′ then the weakly cocartesian cell defining the companion
f∗ : A −7→ C is cocartesian. A horizontal dual result holds for the weakly cocartesian
cell defining the conjoint f∗ : C −7→ A.
Proof. Consider paths J ′ : A0 −7→ A and J ′′ : C −7→ A′′q ; we have to show that the
bottom path in
A′0 A
′
1 A
′
p′ A C A
′′
1 A
′′
q′ A
′′
q
A′0 A
′
1 A
′
p′ A A
′′
1 A
′′
q′ A
′′
q
A′0 A
′
1 A
′
p′ A C A
′′
1 A
′′
q′ A
′′
q
J′1 J
′
p f∗ J
′′
1
J′′q
J′1
J′p J
′′
1 (f, id)
f
J′′q
J′1 J
′
p
f∗ J′′1 J
′′
q
cocart
cocart
cart
· · ·
· · ·
· · ·
· · ·
is weakly cocartesian. By the pasting lemma we may equivalently show that the full
path above is weakly cocartesian, where the top weakly cocartesian cell corresponds
to the cartesian cell as in the previous lemma; it defines J ′′1 (f, id) as the horizontal
composite of f∗ and J
′′
1 . But this follows easily from the fact that the latter two cells
compose as the cartesian cell defining f∗ and the identity on J
′′
1 (see Lemma 3.20),
and the horizontal companion identity for f∗ (see Lemma 2.11).
Together with the pasting lemma for cocartesian paths (Lemma 3.7) the previous
result implies the following corollary, whose first part is a variation of Theorem 7.20
of [CS10] for virtual double categories.
Corollary 3.24. If the conjoint of f : A0 → C and the composite (f∗⊙J1⊙· · ·⊙Jn)
exist then the composite on the left below is weakly cocartesian.
A0 A1 An′ An
C A0 A1 An′ An
C An
J1
f
Jn
f∗
J1 Jn
(f∗ ⊙ J1 ⊙ · · · ⊙ Jn)
· · ·
cocart
cocart
A0 A1 An′ An
C An
J1
f
Jn
K
φ
· · ·
If for any horizontal morphisms J ′ : A′ −7→ C and J ′′ : D −7→ A′′ the restrictions
J ′(id, f) and J ′′(g, id) exist then it is cocartesian as well, while it is right pointwise
cocartesian as soon as the composite (f∗⊙J1⊙ · · ·⊙Jn) is; in that case any weakly
cocartesian cell as on the right above is (right pointwise) cocartesian.
Analogous results hold for composites of the forms (J1 ⊙ · · · ⊙ Jn ⊙ g∗) and
(f∗ ⊙ J1 ⊙ · · · ⊙ Jn ⊙ g∗), where g : An → D.
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3.5 The equivalence of unital hypervirtual double categories
and unital virtual double categories
Closing this section, here we will show the equivalence of the notions of hypervir-
tual double category and virtual double category in the case that all horizontal
units exist. We shall denote by VirtMultiCatu ⊂ VirtMultiCat the locally full sub-2-
category consisting of virtual double categories that have all horizontal units, and
the normal functors—that preserve the cocartesian cells defining horizontal units—
between them, and all transformations between those. Likewise HypVirtMultiCatu ⊂
HypVirtMultiCat denotes the full sub-2-category consisting of hypervirtual double
categories that have all horizontal units; remember that any functor between hy-
pervirtual double categories preserves horizontal units (Corollary 3.14).
Recall the strict 2-functor U : HypVirtMultiCat→ VirtMultiCat of Proposition 1.15,
which maps any hypervirtual double category K to its underlying virtual double
category U(K) consisting of its objects, morphisms and unary cells. Clearly the
cocartesian cells in a hypervirtual double category K form again cocartesian cells in
U(K), so that U restricts to a strict 2-functor U : HypVirtMultiCatu → VirtMultiCatu.
Theorem 3.25. Let K be a virtual double category that has all horizontal units and
suppose that, for each object A in K, a cocartesian cell ηA that defines its unit IA
has been chosen. Consider to each unary cell φ of K, as on the left below, a new
unary cell φ¯ as on the right, that is of the same form, and to each unary cell ψ as
on the left a new nullary cell ψ¯ as on the right.
A0 A1 An′ An
C D
J1
f
Jn
g
K
φ
· · · A0 A1 An′ An
C D
J1
f
Jn
g
K
φ¯
· · ·
A0 A1 An′ An
C C
J1
f
Jn
g
IC
ψ
· · · A0 A1 · · · An′ An
C
J1
f
Jn
g
ψ¯
The objects and morphisms of K, together with the unary cells φ¯ and the nullary
cells ψ¯, form a hypervirtual double category N(K) that has all horizontal units.
Composition of cells in N(K) is given by
ψ¯ ◦ (φ¯1, . . . , φ¯n) := ψ′ ◦ (φ1, . . . , φn) (10)
where ψ′ is the unique factorisation of ψ through the cocartesian path of cells
(ηφ¯1 , . . . , ηφ¯n), where ηφ¯i := ηCi′ if φ¯i is nullary with horizontal target Ci′ and
ηφ¯i := idKi if φ¯i is unary with horizontal target Ki : Ci′ −7→ Ci. The identity cells in
K, for morphisms J : A −7→ B and f : A→ C, are given by
idJ := idJ and idf := ηC ◦ f.
The strict 2-functor U : HypVirtMultiCatu → VirtMultiCatu and the assignment
K 7→ N(K) extend to form a strict 2-equivalence HypVirtMultiCatu ≃ VirtMultiCatu.
Example 3.26. Let K be any virtual double category. As we have seen in Exam-
ple 3.6, the monoids and bimodules in K form a unital virtual double category
Mod(K). The corresponding unital hypervirtual double category was described in
Proposition 1.5.
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Proof of Theorem 3.25. That the composition for N(K) defined above satisfies the
associativity and unit axioms is a straightforward consequence of the those axioms
in K, together with the uniqueness of factorisations ψ′ through cocartesian paths.
To show that N(K) has all horizontal units let A be any object in N(K); we
claim that η¯A : A⇒ IA defines IA as the horizontal unit of A. To see this, consider
the identity of IA as a nullary cell idIA : IA ⇒ A in N(K); we will show that η¯A and
idIA satisfy the identities of Lemma 3.12. Indeed, we have idIA ◦ η¯A = (idIA ◦ηA) =
η¯A = idA (the identity cell for A in N(K)). On the other hand we have
η¯A ⊙ idIA = id
′
IA
◦(ηA, idIA) = (idIA) = idIA ,
where the right-hand side denotes the identity cell for IA in N(K) and where id
′
IA
is the unique factorisation id′IA ◦(idIA , ηA) = idIA in K, as before. The first identity
above follows from the definition ⊙ (see the discussion preceding Lemma 1.2), while
the second identity follows from the fact that
id′IA ◦(ηA, idIA) ◦ ηA = id
′
IA
◦(idIA , ηA) ◦ ηA = idIA ◦ηA
in K, so that id′IA ◦(ηA, idIA) = idIA by the uniqueness of factorisations through ηA.
We conclude that N(K) forms a well-defined hypervirtual double category that
has all horizontal units. Next we extend the assignment K 7→ N(K) to a strict 2-
functor N : VirtMultiCatu → HypVirtMultiCatu. For the action of N on morphisms
consider a normal functor F : K → L between unital virtual double categories. Since
F preserves the cocartesian cells ηA of K we can obtain, for each object A ∈ K, an
invertible horizontal cell (FI)A : FIA ⇒ IFA in L that is the unique factorisation in
FA
FA FA
IFA
ηFA
=
FA
FA FA
FA FA
FIA
IFA
FηA
(FI)A
. (11)
We define NF : N(K)→ N(L) as follows. On objects and morphisms it simply acts
like F . To define its action on cells we define, for each φ¯ in N(K), the cell δφ¯ in L by
δφ¯ = (FI)C if φ¯ is nullary, and δφ¯ = idFK otherwise, and set (NF )(φ¯) = (δφ¯ ◦ Fφ).
That this assignment preserves identity cells is easily checked; that it preserves any
composition ψ¯ ◦ (φ¯1, . . . , φ¯n) in N(K), as in (10), is shown by
(NF )(ψ¯) ◦
(
(NF )(φ¯1), . . . , (NF )(φ¯n)
)
= δψ¯ ◦ Fψ ◦
(
δφ¯1 ◦ Fφi, . . . , δφ¯n ◦ Fφn
)
= δψ¯ ◦ (Fψ)
′ ◦ (δφ¯1 ◦ Fφ1, . . . , δφ¯n ◦ Fφn)
= δψ¯ ◦ F (ψ
′) ◦ (Fφ1, . . . , Fφn) = δψ¯ ◦ F
(
ψ′ ◦ (φ1, . . . , φn)
)
= (NF )
(
ψ′ ◦ (φ1, . . . , φn)
)
= (NF )
(
ψ¯ ◦ (φ¯1, . . . , φ¯n)
)
,
where the third identity is shown as follows. The cells (Fψ)′ and ψ′, on either
side, are the factorisations in Fψ = (Fψ)′ ◦ (η(NF )(φ¯1), . . . , η(NF )(φ¯n)) and ψ =
ψ′ ◦ (ηφ¯1 , . . . , ηφ¯n) respectively. The identity follows from the fact that
(Fψ)′ ◦ (δφ¯1 , . . . , δφ¯n) ◦ (Fηφ¯1 , . . . , Fηφ¯n) = (Fψ)
′ ◦
(
η(NF )(φ¯1), . . . , η(NF )(φ¯n)
)
= Fψ = F (ψ′) ◦ (Fηφ¯1 , . . . , Fηφ¯n)
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together with the uniqueness of factorisations through the path (Fηφ¯1 , . . . , Fηφ¯n),
which is cocartesian because F is normal. This concludes the definition of N on
morphisms.
Next consider a transformation ξ : F ⇒ G between normal functors F and
G : K → L of unital virtual double categories. We claim that the components
of ξ again form a transformation NF ⇒ NG, which we take to be the image Nξ.
For instance, to see that the components of ξ are natural with respect to a nullary
cell φ¯ : J ⇒ C in N(K), notice that
(NG)(φ¯) ◦ (ξ¯J1 , . . . , ξ¯Jn) = (GI)C ◦Gφ ◦ (ξ¯J1 , . . . , ξ¯Jn)
= (GI)C ◦Gφ ◦ (ξJ1 , . . . , ξJn) = (GI)C ◦ ξIC ◦ Fφ
= (ηGC ◦ ξC)′ ◦ (FI)C ◦ Fφ = ξC ◦ (NF )(φ¯)
where the last identity follows from the definition of idξC in N(L), while the penul-
timate one follows from the fact that
(GI)C ◦ ξIC ◦ FηC = (GI)C ◦GηC ◦ ξC = ηGC ◦ ξC
= (ηGC ◦ ξC)
′ ◦ ηFC = (ηGC ◦ ξC)
′ ◦ (FI)C ◦ FηC ,
by using that FηC is cocartesian.
That the assignments K 7→ N(K), F 7→ NF and ξ 7→ Nξ combine the form
a strict 2-functor N : VirtMultiCatu → HypVirtMultiCatu follows easily from the
uniqueness of the factorisations (11). It is also clear that the identity (U◦N)(K) = K
extends to an identity of strict 2-functors U ◦ N = id. Thus, it remains to show
the existence of an invertible 2-natural transformation τ : id ∼= N ◦ U . Given a
unital hypervirtual double category K we define the functor τK : K → (N ◦ U)(K)
as follows. It is the identity on objects and morphisms, it is given by φ 7→ φ¯ on
unary cells and by ψ 7→ ηC ◦ ψ on nullary cells ψ : J ⇒ C. That these assignments
preserve composites and identity cells is easily checked; that the family τ = (τK)K
is 2-natural is clear. Finally, an inverse functor σ : (N ◦U)(K)→ K can be given as
the identity on objects and morphisms, as φ¯ 7→ φ on unary cells and as ψ¯ 7→ εC ◦ψ
on nullary cells ψ¯ : J ⇒ C, where εC is the nullary cartesian cell IC ⇒ C that
corresponds to ηC : C ⇒ IC as in Lemma 3.12. This completes the proof.
4 Kan extensions
Now that we have most of the necessary terminology of hypervirtual double cate-
gories in place, we can begin studying ‘formal category theory’ within such double
categories. In this section we generalise the notion of Kan extension in double
categories to the setting of a hypervirtual double category K, and consider three
strengthenings of this notion. The first of these generalises the notion of ‘Kan exten-
sion along enriched functors’, as introduced by Dubuc in [Dub70] (see also Section
4 of [Kel82]), while the second generalises the notion of ‘pointwise Kan extension in
a 2-category’, that was introduced by Street in [Str74]; the third then combines the
latter two strengthenings. We will compare these strengthenings among each other,
as well as compare them with the classical such notions for the vertical 2-category
V (K) that is contained in K. In the next section we consider the notion of yoneda
embedding.
4.1 Weak Kan extensions
We start with the notion of ‘weak’ left Kan extension, which generalises the notion
of Kan extension for double categories that was given in Section 2 of [GP08].
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Definition 4.1. The nullary cell η, in the composite on the right-hand side below,
is said to define l : An → M as the weak left Kan extension of d : A0 → M along
(J1, . . . , Jn) if any nullary cell φ, as on the left-hand side, factors uniquely through
η as a vertical cell φ′, as shown.
A0 A1 An′ An
M
J1
d
Jn
k
φ
· · ·
=
A0 A1 An′ An
M
J1
d
Jn
l k
η
φ′
· · ·
As usual any two nullary cells defining the same weak left Kan extension factor
through each other as invertible vertical cells.
The definition above generalises the classical notion1 of left Kan extension in a
2-category in the following sense. Remember that any hypervirtual double category
K contains a 2-category V (K) consisting of its objects, vertical morphisms and
vertical cells.
Proposition 4.2. In a hypervirtual double category K consider a vertical cell η, as
on the left-hand side below, and assume that the companion j∗ of j : A→ B exists.
A
B
M
j
d
l
η =
A
A B
M
j
j∗
d lη
′
cocart
The vertical cell η defines l as the left Kan extension of d along j in V (K) precisely
if its factorisation η′, as shown, defines l as the weak left Kan extension of d along
j∗ in K.
Proof. This is a simple consequence of the universal property of the weakly cocarte-
sian cell defining j∗ as follows. Consider the diagram of assignments below, between
collections of cells that are of the form as drawn. The identity above implies that
the diagram commutes.
B
M
l kφ
A B
M
j∗
d kθ
A
B
M
j
d
k
ψ{ }{ } { }
η′ ⊙ – η ⊙ (– ◦j)
– ◦ cocart
Now the cell η′ defines l as a weak left Kan extension in K precisely if the top
assignment on the left is bijective, while η defines l as a left Kan extension in V (K)
precisely if the top assignment on the right is bijective. The proof follows from the
fact that the bottom assignment is bijective, by the universal property of the weakly
cocartesian cell that defines j∗.
1For a definition see for instance Section 2 of [Web07].
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4.2 (Pointwise) Kan extensions
Definition 4.1 is strengthened to give a notion of left Kan extension in hypervirtual
double categories as follows; this generalises the corresponding notion for double
categories, that was given in Section 3 of [Kou14] under the name ‘pointwise left
Kan extension’.
Definition 4.3. The nullary cell η, in the composite on the right-hand side below, is
said to define l : An →M as the left Kan extension of d : A0 →M along (J1, . . . , Jn)
if any nullary cell φ, this time of the more general form as on the left-hand side
below, factors uniquely through η as a nullary cell φ′, as shown.
A0 A1 An′ An B1 Bm′ Bm
M
J1
d
Jm H1 Hm
k
· · · · · ·
φ =
A0 A1 An′ An B1 Bm′ Bm
M
J1
d
Jn H1
l
Hm
k
· · · · · ·
η φ′
Clearly every left Kan extension is a weak left Kan extension, by restricting
the universal property above to cells φ with m = 0. The following result, which is
an immediate consequence of Proposition 4.11 below, leads us to the definition of
pointwise left Kan extensions. Recall that an object A is called unital whenever its
horizontal unit IA : A −7→ A exists.
Corollary 4.4. Consider a nullary cell η as in the composite below, where n ≥ 1,
and suppose that the object An is unital. The cell η defines l as the left Kan extension
of d along (J1, . . . , Jn) precisely if, for each vertical morphism f : B → An such that
Jn(id, f) exists, the full composite defines l ◦ f as the left Kan extension of d along(
J1, . . . , Jn(id, f)
)
.
A0 A1 An′ B
A0 A1 An′ An
M
J1 Jn(id, f)
f
l
J1
d
Jn
η
· · · cart
Proof. For the ‘if’-part take f = idAn and use that Jn(id, id)
∼= Jn. For the ‘only
if’-part remember An being unital ensures that all conjoints f
∗ : An −7→ B exist, by
Corollary 3.13, and apply Proposition 4.11 below.
Definition 4.5. A nullary cell η as in the composite below, where n ≥ 1, is said
to define l as the pointwise (weak) left Kan extension of d along (J1, . . . , Jn) if, for
any f : B → An such that Jn(id, f) exists, the full composite defines l ◦ f as the
(weak) left Kan extension of d along
(
J1, . . . , Jn(id, f)
)
.
A0 A1 An′ B
A0 A1 An′ An
M
J1 Jn(id, f)
f
l
J1
d
Jn
η
· · · cart
Clearly every pointwise left Kan extension is a pointwise weak left Kan exten-
sion; that it is a left Kan extension too follows from the following lemma. As a
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consequence of Corollary 4.4, all left Kan extensions in a unital virtual equipment,
such as V-Prof of V-profunctors (Example 1.6), are pointwise left Kan extensions.
In Section 4.6 we will see that all pointwise weak left Kan extensions in a hy-
pervirtual double category K are pointwise left Kan extensions as soon as K has
‘cocartesian tabulations’; e.g. K = (Set, Set′)-Prof of Example 1.12. It follows that
in a unital virtual equipment admitting cocartesian tabulations, such as 2-Prof (see
Example 3.11 and Example 4.27), the notions of left Kan extension, pointwise weak
left Kan extension, and pointwise left Kan extension coincide.
Lemma 4.6. Consider a nullary cell η as in the composite above, that defines l as
the pointwise (weak) left Kan extension of d along (J1, . . . , Jn). The following hold:
(a) η defines l as the (weak) left Kan extension of d along (J1, . . . , Jn);
(b) for each f : B → An the composite above defines l ◦ f as the pointwise (weak)
left Kan extension of d along
(
J1, . . . , Jn(id, f)
)
.
Proof. For (a) take f = idAn in the previous definition and use that Jn(id, id)
∼= Jn.
For (b) remember that J(id, f)(id, g) ∼= J(id, g ◦ f) for composable g : C → B and
f : B → An.
To close this subsection we give an important example of pointwise left Kan
extension, that of the restriction along a vertical morphism, as follows. In fact,
such Kan extension is ‘absolute’, in the following sense: a nullary cell η, as in
Definition 4.1, is said to define l as an absolute (pointwise) (weak) left Kan extension
if, for any vertical morphism g : M → N , the composite g ◦ η defines g ◦ l as the
(pointwise) (weak) left Kan extension of g ◦ d along (J1, . . . , Jn).
Proposition 4.7. Let j : B → A be a vertical morphism. Any nullary cartesian
cell
A B
A,
j∗
jcart
that defines the conjoint of j, defines j as the absolute pointwise left Kan extension
of idA along j
∗.
Proof. To prove that the cartesian cell above defines j as an absolute left Kan
extension we have to show that, for all g : A → N , the assignment below, between
collections of cells that are of the form as shown, is a bijection.
B B1 Bm′ Bm
N
H1
g ◦ j
Hm
k
φ′
· · · A B B1 Bm′ Bm
N
j∗
g
H1 Hm
k
· · ·
φ{ } { }
(g ◦ cart)⊙ –
To see that it is, we claim that an inverse can be given by φ 7→ φ◦(cocart, id, . . . , id),
where cocart denotes the weakly cocartesian cell that corresponds to the carte-
sian cell defining j∗, as described before Lemma 2.11. The proof of the claim
is a straightforward calculation using the conjoint identities satisfied by cart and
cocart (horizontally dual to those in Lemma 2.11) as well as the interchange axioms
(Lemma 1.2). We conclude that j forms the absolute left Kan extension of idA
along j∗. That it is in fact an absolute pointwise left Kan extension follows from
the simple fact that j∗(id, f) ∼= (j ◦ f)∗ for any f : C → B.
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4.3 Pasting lemmas
In this subsection we describe two important pasting lemmas for Kan extension
as well as their consequences, which will be used throughout. We begin with the
horizontal pasting lemma for Kan extensions which, in view of Proposition 4.20
below, generalises a classical result on the iteration of Kan extensions of enriched
functors; see page 42 of [Dub70] or Theorem 4.47 of [Kel82].
Lemma 4.8 (Horizontal pasting lemma). Consider horizontally composable nullary
cells
A0 A1 An′ An B1 Bm′ Bm
M
J1
d
Jn H1
l
Hm
k
· · · · · ·
η ζ
in a hypervirtual double category, and suppose that η defines l as the left Kan exten-
sion of d along (J1, . . . , Jn). Then η ⊙ ζ defines k as the (weak) left Kan extension
of d along (J1, . . . , Jn, H1, . . . , Hm) precisely if ζ defines k as the (weak) left Kan
extension of l along (H1, . . . , Hm).
Analogously η⊙ ζ defines k as the pointwise (weak) left Kan extension precisely
if ζ does.
Proof. We will consider the case of left Kan extensions; the pointwise/weak cases
are analogous. Given any path K : Bm −7→ Cp and any morphism h : Cp → M
consider the following commutative diagram of assignments between collections of
cells, that are of the form as shown.
An Cp
M
H ⌢K
l hφ
′
Bm Cp
M
K
k hφ
′′
A0 Cp
M
J ⌢H ⌢K
d hφ{ }{ } { }
ζ ⊙ – η ⊙ –
η ⊙ ζ ⊙ –
The proof now follows from the fact that, by definition, the cell η (resp. ζ or η ⊙ ζ)
defines l (resp. k) as a left Kan extension whenever the assignment given by hori-
zontal composition with η (resp. ζ or η ⊙ ζ) above is a bijection.
Next is the vertical pasting lemma.
Lemma 4.9 (Vertical pasting lemma). Assume that, in the composite below, the
path (φ1, . . . , φn) is cocartesian. The nullary cell η defines l as the (weak) left Kan
extension of d along (K1, . . . ,Kn) precisely if the full composite defines l as the
(weak) left Kan extension of d ◦ f0 along (J11, . . . , Jnmn).
A10 A11 A1m′1 A1m1 An0 An1 Anm′n Anmn
C0 C1 Cn′ Anmn
M
J11
f0
J1m1
f1
Jn1
fn′
Jnmn
K1
d
Kn
l
φ1 φn
η
· · · · · ·
· · ·
Analogously, if (φ1, . . . , φn) is right pointwise cocartesian (Definition 3.16) then
η defines l as a pointwise (weak) left Kan extension of d along (K1, . . . ,Kn) precisely
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if the full composite defines l as the pointwise (weak) left Kan extension of d ◦ f0
along (J11, . . . , Jnmn).
Proof. We will consider in the case of pointwise left Kan extensions; the other
cases follow by, in the following, either taking f = idAnmn or choosing the path
H to be empty. Hence we assume that (φ1, . . . , φn) is right pointwise cocartesian.
Let f : B → Anmn be any morphism and remember from Definition 3.16 that the
restriction Jnmn(id, f) exists if and only if Kn(id, f) does. In that case (φ1, . . . , φ
′
n)
is cocartesian, where φ′n is obtained from φn as in the factorsation (8). We consider
the following assignments between collections of cells, that are of the form as shown,
where ζ := η ◦ (id, . . . , id, cart), with cart the cartesian cell defining Kn(id, f),
and θ := η ◦ (φ1, . . . , φn) ◦ (id, . . . , id, cart), with cart the cartesian cell defining
Jnmn(id, f). It follows from (8) that the diagram commutes.
B B1 Bp′ Bp
M
H1
f ◦ l
Hp
k
ψ′
· · · C0 C1 Cn′ B B1 Bp′ Bp
M
K1
d
Kn(id, f) H1 Hp
k
· · · · · ·
ψ
A10 A11 Anm′n
B B1 Bp′ Bp
M
J11
d ◦ f0
Jnmn(id, f)H1 Hp
k
· · · · · ·
χ
{ } { }
{ }
ζ ⊙ –
θ ⊙ – – ◦(φ1, . . . , φ
′
n, id, . . . , id)
Now notice that η defines l as a pointwise left Kan extension precisely if, for every
f : B → Anmn , the top assignment is a bijection, while η ◦ (φ1, . . . , φn) does so
precisely if the left assignment is a bijection, for every f : B → Anmn . Thus the
proof follows from the fact that (φ1, . . . , φ
′
n) is cocartesian, so that the assignment
on the right is a bijection.
Applying the vertical pasting lemma to a single horizontal cocartesian cell we
obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 4.10. In a hypervirtual double category K consider a nullary cell η as
on the left-hand side below.
A0 A1 An′ An
M
J1
d
Jn
l
η
· · ·
=
A0 A1 An′ An
A0 An
M
J1 Jn
l
(J1 ⊙ · · · ⊙ Jn)
d
η′
· · ·
cocart
If the composite (J1⊙· · ·⊙Jn) exists then η defines l as the (weak) left Kan extension
of d along (J1, . . . , Jn) precisely if its factorisation η
′, as shown, defines l as the
(weak) left Kan extension of d along (J1 ⊙ · · · ⊙ Jn).
Moreover if the cocartesian cell above is right pointwise (Definition 3.16), then
the analogous result for cells η defining l as a pointwise (weak) left Kan extension
holds.
The following result was used in the proof of Corollary 4.4.
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Proposition 4.11. Assume that the nullary cell η in the composites below defines l
as the left Kan extension of d along (J1, . . . , Jn) and let f : B → An be a morphism
whose conjoint exists. The composite on the left defines l◦f as the left Kan extension
of d along (J1, . . . , Jn, f
∗).
A0 A1 An′ An B
A0 A1 An′ An
M
J1 Jn f
∗
f
J1
d
Jn
l
η
· · · cart
A0 A1 An′ B
A0 A1 An′ An
M
J1 Jn(id, f)
f
l
J1
d
Jn
η
· · · cart
If the restriction Jn(id, f) exists as well then the composite on the right defines l ◦ f
as the left Kan extension of d along
(
J1, . . . , Jn(id, f)
)
.
Proof. The composite on the left above can be rewritten as η ⊙ (l ◦ cart) by the
axioms for horizontal composition (Lemma 1.2). Since both η and l◦cart define left
Kan extensions, the first by assumption and the latter by the previous proposition,
so does their composite by the horizontal pasting lemma.
For the second assertion assume that the restriction Jn(id, f) exists and is de-
fined by the cartesian cell in the composite above. By Lemma 3.20 we know that
Jn(id, f) forms the horizontal composite of Jn and f
∗, whose defining cocartesian
cell ε : (Jn, f
∗)⇒ Jn(id, f) is the unique factorisation of the composite idJn ⊙ cart,
in the composite on the left, through the cartesian cell defining Jn(id, f), in the
composite on the right. We conclude that the composite on the left factors through
that on the right as the path of cells (idJ1 , . . . , idJn′ , ε). Since ε is cocartesian it
follows from the vertical pasting lemma that either composite defines l ◦ f as a left
Kan extension if the other does, from which the proof follows.
Similar to the previous result is the following.
Proposition 4.12. Let f : A → C be a morphism whose conjoint exists. The
nullary cell η in the composite below defines l as the (pointwise) (weak) left Kan
extension of d ◦ f along (J1, . . . , Jn) precisely if the full composite defines l as the
(pointwise) (weak) left Kan extension of d along (f∗, J1, . . . , Jn).
C A A1 An′ An
C
M
f∗ J1
f
Jn
l
d
η
· · ·
cart
Proof. The composite above can be rewritten as (d ◦ cart) ⊙ η by the axioms for
horizontal composition, so that the proof follows from Proposition 4.7 and the
horizontal pasting lemma.
The following generalises a well known result for 2-categories; see Proposition 22
of [Str74]. Remember that a vertical morphism f : A→ C is called full and faithful
(Definition 2.8) whenever the restriction C(f, f) exists and the identity cell idf is
cartesian.
Proposition 4.13. Let f : An → B be a full and faithful morphism whose com-
panion f∗ exists and assume that the nullary cell η in the composite below defines
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l as the pointwise (weak) left Kan extension of d along (J1, . . . , Jn, f∗). The full
composite defines l ◦ f as the (weak) left Kan extension of d along (J1, . . . , Jn); in
particular if n = 0 then the composite, in that case a vertical cell, is invertible.
A0 A1 An′ An
A0 A1 An′ An B
M
J1 Jn
f
J1
d
Jn
f∗
l
· · ·
cocart
η
Proof. By applying Corollary 3.15 to f : An → B, and by factorising the identity
considered there through the cartesian cell that defines f∗, we find that the weakly
cocartesian cell in the composite above equals the composite below where id′f , which
is the factorisation of idf through B(f, f), is cocartesian. That η composed with
the cartesian cell below defines l ◦ f as the (weak) left Kan extension of d along(
J1, . . . , Jn, B(f, f)
)
is by definition (Definition 4.5). That the resulting composite
η◦(idJ1 , . . . , idJn , cart), after being composed with id
′
f , again defines l◦f as a (weak)
left Kan extension follows from the vertical pasting lemma. Since the resulting
composite coincides with the composite above, this proves the main assertion.
An
An An
An B
B(f, f)
f
f∗
id′f
cart
The final assertion, for the case n = 0, follows immediately from the easy lemma
below.
Lemma 4.14. A vertical cell defines a (weak) left Kan extension if and only if it
is invertible.
The following proposition is well known for 2-categories. We say that a vertical
morphism f : M → N is cocontinuous if, for any nullary cell
A0 A1 An′ An
M
J1
d
Jn
l
ζ
· · ·
that defines l as the left Kan extension of d along (J1, . . . , Jn), the composite f ◦ ζ
defines f ◦ l as the left Kan extension of f ◦ d along (J1, . . . , Jn). Notice that if l is
a pointwise left Kan extension then f ◦ l is again pointwise.
Proposition 4.15. Left adjoints are cocontinuous.
Proof. Let f : M → N be left adjoint to g : N → M , with vertical cells η : idM ⇒
g ◦ f and ε : f ◦ g ⇒ idN forming the unit and counit. Consider any nullary cell ζ as
above, that defines l as a left Kan extension; we have to show that f ◦ ζ defines f ◦ l
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as a left Kan extension. To this end consider the commuting diagram of assignments
between collections of cells below.
An B1 Bm′ Bm
N
H1
f ◦ l
Hm
k
φ′
· · · A0 A1 An′ An B1 Bm′ Bm
N
J1
f ◦ d
Jm H1 Hm
k
· · · · · ·
φ
An B1 Bm′ Bm
N
H1
l
Hm
g ◦ k
ψ′
· · · A0 A1 An′ An B1 Bm′ Bm
N
J1
d
Jm H1 Hm
g ◦ k
· · · · · ·
ψ
{ } { }
{ } { }
(f ◦ ζ)⊙ –
ζ ⊙ –
(η ◦ l)⊙ (g ◦ –) (η ◦ d)⊙ (g ◦ –)
The vertically drawn assignments above are bijections. Indeed, the triangle iden-
tities for η and ε imply that their inverses are given by composition with ε on the
right. The bottom assignment is a bijection as well, because ζ defines l as a left
Kan extension. We conclude that the top assignment is a bijection too, showing
that f ◦ ζ defines f ◦ l as left Kan extension as required.
The following result shows that the condition of Definition 4.3 can be simplified
in an double category. Combined with Corollary 4.10 it follows that the latter,
when considered in a double category, coincides with Definition 3.10 of [Kou14].
Proposition 4.16. When considered in a double category the condition of Defini-
tion 4.3 can be reduced to the existence of unique factorisations of nullary cells of
the form φ : (J1, . . . , Jn, H)⇒M .
We shall prove a more general result instead, in the form of the following lemma;
applying it to the cocartesian cells that define composites of paths (H1, . . . , Hm),
as considered in Definition 4.3, proves the proposition above.
Lemma 4.17. Consider a path of cells
A0 A1 An′′ An′ B10 B11 B1k′1
B1k1 Bm0 Bm1 Bmk′m
Bmkm
A0 A1 An′′ An′ An C1 Cm′ Cm
J1 Jn′ Jn(id, f0) H11
f0
H1k1
f1
Hm1
fm′
Hmkm
fm
J1 Jn′ Jn K1 Km
φ1 φm
· · ·
· · · · · ·
· · ·
cart
with n,m ≥ 1 and assume that the subpath (φ1, . . . , φm) is cocartesian. Remember
that, for each object M , precomposition with the full path gives a bijective corre-
spondence between nullary cells of the form
A0 A1 An′ An C1 Cm′ Cm,
M
J1
d
Jn K1 Km
h
· · · · · ·
ψ
and those of the form
A0 A1 An′ B10 B11 B1k′
1
B1k1 Bm0 Bm1 Bmk′m
Bmkm
M
J1
d
Jn(id, f0) H11 H1k1 Hm1 Hmkm
h ◦ fm
· · · · · · · · · · · ·
χ
;
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see Definition 3.1. Under this correspondence a unique factorisation of the cells ψ
through the nullary cell η on the left below corresponds to a unique factorisation of
the cells χ through the composite on the right.
A0 A1 An′ An
M
J1
d
Jn
l
η
· · ·
A0 A1 An′ B10
A0 A1 An′ An
M
J1 Jn(id, f0)
f0
l
J1
d
Jn
η
· · · cart
Proof. Consider the following assignments between collections of nullary cells, that
are of the form as shown. Notice that the diagram commutes.
An C1 Cm′ Cm
M
K1
l
Km
h
· · ·
ψ′
B10 B11 B1k′1
B1k1 Bm0 Bm1 Bmk′m
Bmkm
M
H11
l ◦ f0
H1k1 Hm1 Hmkm
h ◦ fm
· · · · · · · · ·
χ′
{ }
{ }
{ψ}
{χ}
η ⊙ –
(
η ◦ (id, . . . , cart)
)
⊙ –
– ◦(φ1, . . . , φm)
– ◦(id, . . . , cart, φ1, . . . , φm)
Now the vertical assignments are bijective, because the path (φ1, . . . , φm) is cocarte-
sian, so that the proof follows from the fact that unique factorisation through the
cell η is, by definition, the top assignment being bijective, while unique factorisation
through the composite η ◦ (id, . . . , cart) is the bottom one being bijective.
4.4 Pointwise Kan extensions in (V,V ′)-Prof
As an example, here we study pointwise left Kan extensions in the hypervirtual
equipment (V ,V ′)-Prof, of V-profunctors between V ′-categories (see Example 1.12),
and show that they can be described in terms of (generalised) ‘V-weighted colimits’,
as one would expect. The results of this section are straightforward generalisations
of those in Section 2.21 of [Kou15a].
In the case of a closed symmetric monoidal category V the notion of Kan ex-
tension along V-functors evolved as follows. Firstly Day and Kelly gave a definition
for V-functors into a cocomplete V-category in [DK69], which was extended to V-
functors into a copowered V-category by Dubuc [Dub70], and later to V-functors
into a general V-category by Borceux and Kelly [BK75]. Following this, [Kel82]
describes how to remove the assumption of a closed structure on V , by considering
a universe enlargement V → V ′ with V ′ instead being closed symmetric monoidal.
Throughout this subsection let V → V ′ be a universe enlargement (Defini-
tion 1.10); remember that we assume only a monoidal structure on V , and a closed
monoidal structure on V ′. Recall that we write I for the unit V-category, with the
unit I = I(∗, ∗) of V as its single hom-object, and that we regard I as the unit V ′-
category as well. We identify V ′-functors I → A with objects in A and V-profunctors
I −7→ I with V-objects; cells between such profunctors are identified with V-maps.
Notice that the horizontal composite (H1 ⊙ · · · ⊙Hn) of V-profunctors Hi : I −7→ I
always exists; it corresponds to the tensor product of V-objects H1 ⊗′ · · · ⊗′ Hn.
By a V-weight on a V-category A we mean a path (A
J1−7→ A1, . . . , An′
Jn−7→ I) of
V-profunctors between V-categories. It is called small if each of the V-categories
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A,A1, . . . , An′ is small. As usual we denote a singleton V-weight (J) on A simply
by J .
Definition 4.18. Let (J1, . . . , Jn) a V-weight on a V-category A, d : A → M be
a V ′-functor, and l an object of M . A cell η in (V ,V ′)-Prof, as in the right-hand
side below, is said to define l as the (J1, . . . , Jn)-weighted colimit of d if every cell
φ below factors uniquely through η as shown.
A A1 An′ I I
M
J1
d
Jn H
k
φ
· · ·
=
A A1 An′ I I
M
J1
d
Jn H
l
k
η φ′
· · ·
Since V → V ′ induces a full and faithful inclusion V-Prof → (V ,V ′)-Prof (see
Example 1.20) it follows that, in the case η is contained in V-Prof, the existence of
the factorisations above reduces to the existence of such factorisations in V-Prof.
When reduced to the case of (1, 0)-ary cells η : J1 ⇒M in V-Prof, the definition
above extends the classical definition of weighted colimit as follows. Note that if V is
closed symmetric monoidal then singleton V-weights J on A can be identified with
V-functors J : Aop → V , using the isomorphism Aop ⊗ I ∼= Aop (see Example 1.6).
This recovers the classical definition of V-weight given in e.g. Section 3.1 of [Kel82],
where such V-functors are called ‘indexing types’. Using this identification the cell
η : J1 ⇒M can be regarded as a V-natural transformation between the V-functors
J1 : A
op → V and M(d, l) : Aop → V .
Proposition 4.19. Let d, J1, l and η be as above. If V is closed symmetric
monoidal then the cell η defines l as the J-weighted colimit of d, in the above
sense, precisely if the pair (l, η), where η is regarded as a V-natural transforma-
tion J1 ⇒M(d, l) of V-functors A
op → V, forms the ‘colimit of d indexed by J1’ in
the sense of Section 3.1 of [Kel82].
Proof. Since the factorisations of the definition above reduce to factorisations in
V-Prof, as discussed above, the horizontal dual of the proof of Proposition 2.23 of
[Kou15a] applies verbatim; the only difference is that there A is assumed to be
small.
Next we describe Kan extensions in (V ,V ′)-Prof in terms of weighted colimits
and, as a consequence, obtain an ‘enriched variant’ of Proposition 4.2. Remember
that the vertical cells of V-Prof are V-natural transformations between functors, in
the classical sense.
Proposition 4.20. Consider a cell η in (V ,V ′)-Prof as in the composite on the
left below, where A0, . . . , An′ are V-categories. It defines l as the pointwise left Kan
extension of d along (J1, . . . , Jn) if and only if, for each y ∈ An, the full composite
defines ly as the
(
J1, . . . , Jn(id, y)
)
-weighted colimit of d. In particular, pointwise
left Kan extensions along a V-weight J : A −7→ I coincide with J-weighted colimits.
A0 A1 An′ I
A0 A1 An′ An
M
J1 Jn(id, y)
y
l
J1
d
Jn
η
· · · cart
A
B
M
j
d
l
ζ =
A
A B
M
j
j∗
d lζ
′
cocart
(12)
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Finally assume that V is closed symmetric monoidal, and consider a factorsi-
ation in V-Prof as on the right above. The cell ζ′ defines l as a pointwise left
Kan extension in (V ,V ′)-Prof precisely if the V-natural transformation ζ : d⇒ l ◦ j
‘exhibits l as the left Kan extension of d along j’, in the sense of Section 4.1 of
[Kel82].
Proof. The ‘only if’-part of the first assertion follows immediately from Defini-
tion 4.5, by restricting the universal property of Definition 4.3, for the composite
on the left above, to cells of the form (J1, . . . , Jn(id, y), H)⇒M , where H : I −7→ I.
For the ‘if’-part consider any V ′-functor f : B → An as well as any cell φ as in
the composite on the left below; we have to show that it factors uniquely through
the composition on the right, as a cell φ′ : (H1, . . . , Hm)⇒M .
A0 A1 An′ I I I I
A0 A1 An′ B B1 Bm′ Bm
M
J1 Jn(id, fx)H1(x, x1)
x x1
Hm(xm′ , xm)
xm′ xm
J1
d
Jn(id, f) H1
Hm
k
φ
cart cart cart· · · · · ·
A0 A1 An′ B
A0 A1 An′ An
M
J1 Jn(id, f)
f
l
J1
d
Jn
η
· · · cart
In order to obtain the (x, x1, . . . , xm)-component of φ
′, where x ∈ B and each
xi ∈ Bi, consider the full composite on the left, and notice that it can be regarded
as a cell
(
J1, . . . , Jn(id, fx), H1(x, x1)⊗′ · · ·⊗′Hm(xm′ , xm)
)
⇒M . By assumption
on η, the latter cells factor uniquely through the composite on the left of (12), with
y = fx, as V ′-maps
φ′(x,x1,...,xm) : H1(x, x1)⊗
′ · · · ⊗′ Hm(xm′ , xm)→M(lfx, kxm)
which, we claim, combine to form a cell φ′ : (H1, . . . , Hm) ⇒ M . The unique
factorisations above then guarantee that φ′ is unique such that φ = η ⊙ φ′. The
proof of the claim consists of showing that the V ′-maps φ′(x,x1,...,xm) are V
′-natural in
each of the coordinates x, x1, . . . , xm. This is a straightforward consequence of the
V ′-naturality of the cells η and φ, together with the uniqueness of the factorisations
above, which we leave to the interested reader (see also the proof of Proposition 2.24
of [Kou15a] where this claim was proved in the horizontal dual case for cells η and
φ with n, m = 1). This completes the proof of the first assertion.
To prove the second assertion notice that ζ′ is given by the V-maps
B(jx, y)
l
−→M(ljx, ly)
M(ζx,ly)
−−−−−−→M(dx, ly),
for pairs x ∈ A and y ∈ B. The proof follows from applying to ζ the first assertion
above, Proposition 4.19 and the horizontal dual of condition (ii) of Theorem 4.6
of [Kel82], which lists equivalent conditions defining a V-natural transformation to
‘exhibit a right Kan extension’.
As is to be expected the pointwise left Kan extension along a V-profunctor
J : A −7→ B can be constructed out of weighted colimits whenever B is a V-category,
as follows.
Proposition 4.21. In (V ,V ′)-Prof consider a V-profunctor J : A −7→ B between V-
categories A and B, as well as a V ′-functor d : A → M . Assume given, for each
y ∈ B, a cell ηy as on the left below, that defines the J(id, y)-weighted colimit of d.
A I
M
J(id, y)
d ly
ηy
A B
M
J
d l
η
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There is exactly one way of extending the assignment l : y 7→ ly to a V ′-functor
l : B →M , such that the cells ηy combine to form a cell η as on the right. Moreover
η defines l as the pointwise left Kan extension of d along J .
Proof. For each y, z ∈ B we define the action of l on the hom-object B(y, z) to be
the unique factorisation below, where the top cell in the composite on the left-hand
side is given by the action ρ : J(x, y)⊗′ B(y, z)→ J(x, z) of B on J .
A I I
A I
M
J(id, y) B(y, z)
J(id, z)
d lz
ηz
ρ
=
A I I
M
J(id, y)
d
B(y, z)
ly
lz
ηy l¯
That these factorisations combine to form a V ′-functor l : B → M , that is they
preserve composition and units, follows easily from the fact that the action of B
on J is associative and unital, together with the uniqueness of the factorisations
through the cells ηy. Having constructed l : B → M , notice that the factorisations
above imply that the cells ηy combine to form a nullary cell η : J ⇒M as asserted;
in fact, their uniqueness implies that l is unique with this property. That η defines
l as a pointwise left Kan extension follows from the previous proposition and the
fact that, for each y ∈ B, it restricts along J(id, y) to a cell that defines a weighted
colimit.
We record the following simple lemma for later use. Remember that the 2-
category V ′-Cat of V ′-categories admits a monoidal structure when V ′ is sym-
metric monoidal; see for instance Section 1.4 of [Kel82]. It is straightforward to
show that this structure extends to a ‘monoidal structure’ on the hypervirtual
double category V ′-Prof of V ′-profunctors, in a sense that is the evident adapta-
tion of that of ‘monoidal double category’, as given in Definition 9.1 of [Shu08].
While we shall not make this precise, we will use its underlying tensor product
⊗ : V ′-Prof × V ′-Prof → V ′-Prof. On V ′-categories and V ′-functors it is given as
usual, while the tensor product J ⊗H : A⊗ C −7→ B ⊗D of V ′-profunctors is given
by (J⊗H)
(
(x, z)(y, w)
)
:= J(x, y)⊗H(z, w). Its action on a pair of cells in V ′-Prof
is likewise given by tensoring their components, as well as using the symmetric
structure of V ′. Given a symmetric universe enlargement V → V ′, notice that the
tensor product on V ′-Prof restricts to one on (V ,V ′)-Prof.
Lemma 4.22. Let V → V ′ be a symmetric universe enlargement, A and B be V-
categories, and J a V-weight on B. A cell η in (V ,V ′)-Prof, as in the composite be-
low, defines l as a pointwise left Kan extension of d along IA⊗J precisely if, for each
u ∈ A, the full composite, whose top cell is induced by the unit A˜u : I ′ → A(u, u),
defines lu as the J-weighted colimit of d ◦ (u⊗ id)
B I ′
A⊗B A
M
J
u⊗ id u
IA ⊗ J
d l
A˜u ⊗ idJ
η
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Proof. By Proposition 4.20 the cell η defines l as a pointwise left Kan extension
precisely if, for all u ∈ A, its restriction along (IA ⊗ J)(id, u) ∼= u∗ ⊗ J defines lu
as a weighted colimit. Using Proposition 3.17 it is easy to see that A˜u⊗ idJ factors
through u∗ ⊗ J as a right pointwise cocartesian cell, so that the proof follows from
the vertical pasting lemma (Lemma 4.9).
4.5 Tabulations
Here the notion of tabulation, that was introduced by Grandis and Paré in [GP99]
in the setting of double categories, is generalised to the setting of hypervirtual
double categories. In the next subsection we show that in hypervirtual double
categories that have all ‘cocartesian tabulations’, all pointwise Kan weak extensions
are pointwise Kan extensions (see Definition 4.5).
Definition 4.23. Given a horizontal morphism J : A −7→ B in a hypervirtual double
category K, the tabulation 〈J〉 of J consists of an object 〈J〉 equipped with a unary
cell π as on the left below, satisfying the following 1-dimensional and 2-dimensional
universal properties.
〈J〉
A B
πA πB
J
π
X
A B
φA φB
J
φ
Given another unary cell φ as on the right above, the 1-dimensional property states
that there exists a unique vertical morphism φ′ : X → 〈J〉 such that π ◦ idφ′ = φ.
The 2-dimensional property is the following. Suppose we are given a further
unary cell ψ as in the identity below, which factors through π as ψ′ : Y → 〈J〉, like
φ factors as φ′. Then for any pair of cells ξA and ξB as below, so that the identity
holds, there exists a unique cell ξ′ as on the right below such that πA ◦ ξ′ = ξA and
πB ◦ ξ′ = ξB.
X0 Xn
A B
H
φA ψA ψB
J
ξA
ψ
=
X0 Xn
A B
φA
H
φB ψB
J
φ
ξB
X0 Xn
〈J〉
H
φ′ ψ′ξ
′
We call 〈J〉 cocartesian whenever its defining cell π is cocartesian.
We shall briefly use the vertical dual notion as well: the cotabulation [J ] of
J is defined by a nullary cell σ below, satisfying 1-dimensional and 2-dimensional
universal properties that are vertical dual to those for 〈J〉. We call [J ] cartesian
whenever σ is cartesian.
A B
[J ]
J
σA σBσ
Example 4.24. In the hypervirtual equipment (Set, Set′)-Prof, of small profunctors
between large categories, the tabulation 〈J〉 is the graph of J : Aop × B → Set as
follows. It has triples (x, u, y) as objects, where (x, y) ∈ A×B and u : x→ y in J ,
while a map (x, u, y)→ (x′, u′, y′) is a pair (s, t) : (x, y)→ (x′, y′) in A×B making
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the diagram
x y
x′ y′
u
s t
u′
commute in J . The functors πA and πB are the projections while the cell π : 〈J〉 ⇒ J
maps (x, u, y) to u ∈ J(x, y). It is straightforward to check that π satisfies the
universal properties above, and that it is cocartesian.
Vertically dual, the cotabulation [J ] is cograph of J , as follows. Its set of objects
is the disjoint union ob[J ] := obA ⊔ obB while its hom-sets are given by
[J ](x, y) :=

A(x, y) if x, y ∈ A;
J(x, y) if x ∈ A and y ∈ B;
B(x, y) if x, y ∈ B;
∅ otherwise.
The functors σA and σB are the embeddings of A and B into [J ], while the cell
σ : J ⇒ [J ] consists of the identities on the sets J(x, y). Again it is straightforward
to check that σ satisfies the universal properties and that it is cartesian.
Example 4.25. The hypervirtual equipment (Set, Set′)-ProfS of S-indexed profunc-
tors (see Example 1.9) has all cocartesian tabulations as well as cartesian cotabu-
lations: in each index they can be constructed as in the previous example.
Example 4.26. In the strict equipment 2-Prof of modular relations, described in
Example 3.11, the tabulation 〈J〉 of J : A −7→ B is the set J ⊆ A×B itself, equipped
with the product order
(x1, y1) ≤ (x2, y2) :⇔ (x1 ≤ x2) ∧ (y1 ≤ y2).
Taking the monotone maps πA and πB to be the projections, it is straightforward to
check that the evident cell 〈J〉 ⇒ J satisfies the universal properties and is weakly
cocartesian; applying Corollary 3.24 we conclude that it is cocartesian.
Example 4.27. In the hypervirtual equipment (Cat,Cat′)-Prof the tabulation 〈J〉
of a (small) 2-profunctor J : Aop × B → Cat, where A and B are (possibly large)
2-categories, has as underlying category the graph of the profunctor underlying J ,
while its cells (s, t)⇒ (s′, t′) are pairs (δ, ε) of cells δ : s⇒ s′ in A and ε : t⇒ t′ in
B that make the diagram on the left below commute in J .
x y
x′ y′
u
s s′ t t′
u′
δ ε
J(∗, ∗) =
( u
v
x y
)
K(∗, ∗) =
( u′
v′
x′ y
′
)
Tabulations of 2-profunctors fail to be opcartesian in general. As an example
consider two 2-profunctors J andK : 1 −7→ 1, where 1 denotes the terminal 2-category
with single object ∗, whose single images J(∗, ∗) and K(∗, ∗) are the ‘free living’
cell and parallel pair of arrows respectively, as shown above. The tabulation 〈J〉
is discrete with objects (∗, u, ∗) and (∗, v, ∗), so that the assignments (∗, u, ∗) 7→ u′
and (∗, v, ∗) 7→ v′ define a cell φ : 〈J〉 ⇒ K; it is easily checked that φ does not
factor through π : 〈J〉 ⇒ J .
Consider a hypervirtual double category K that has all tabulations. Choosing
a tabulation 〈J〉 for every J : A −7→ B in K gives an assignment J 7→ 〈J〉 which
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we extend to paths J = (A0
J1−7→ A1, . . . , An′
Jn−7→ An) by mapping J to the top
〈J1, . . . , Jn〉 of the ‘piramid’ below, where each πi denotes the chosen tabulation
of Ji(πAi′ , id) : 〈J1, . . . , Ji−1〉 −7→ Ai. For each 1 ≤ i ≤ n we denote the composite
〈J1, . . . , Jn〉 → 〈J1, . . . , Jn′〉 → · · · → 〈J1, . . . , Ji〉
πAi−−→ Ai again by πAi .
〈J1, . . . , Jn〉
〈J1, . . . , Jn′〉 An
〈J1, . . . , Jn′′ 〉 An′ An
〈J1, J2〉 An′′ An′ An
〈J1〉 A2 An′′ An′ An
A0 A1 A2 An′′ An′ An
πAn
Jn(πA
n′
, id)
πA
n′
Jn′(πAn′′
, id) Jn
πA2
Jn′ Jn
J1(πA1 , id)
πA0 πA1
Jn′ Jn
J1 J2 Jn′ Jn
· ·
· · · ·
· · ·
πn
πn′
π2
π1
cart
cart
· · ·
· · ·
(13)
Importantly, if the tabulations of K are cocartesian then so is each of the rows
above and hence, by the pasting lemma (Lemma 3.7), so is the path consisting of
the columns that make up the piramid.
Example 4.28. For profunctors J1 : A0 −7→ A1, . . . , Jn : An′ −7→ An, the tabulation
〈J1, . . . , Jn〉 in (Set, Set
′)-Prof is (isomorphic to) the category whose objects are
given by paths (x0
u1−→ x1, . . . , xn′
un−−→ xn), where each xi ∈ Ai and each ui ∈ Ji,
while its morphisms are sequences of commutative squares
x0 x1 xn′ xn
x′0 x
′
1 x
′
n′ x
′
n,
u1
s0 s1
un
sn′ sn
u′1 u
′
n
· · ·
where each si ∈ Ai.
Besides horizontal composites, the tabulations 〈J1, . . . , Jn〉 can also be used to
reduce (n,m)-ary cells to (1,m)-ary ones, as follows. Similar to Corollary 4.10, this
reduction preserves cells that define Kan extensions, as shown below.
Proposition 4.29. Consider a hypervirtual double category K that has cocartesian
tabulations and assume that a tabulation 〈J1, . . . , Jn〉 has been chosen for each path
of horizontal morphisms (J1, . . . , Jn), as in (13). The following hold.
(a) There exists a bijective correspondence between nullary cells φ, of the form
as on the left below, and nullary cells ψ, of the form as in the middle, which
preserves cells that define k as a (weak) left Kan extension.
(b) If An is unital then the cells ψ in turn are in bijective correspondence with
nullary cells χ, that are of the form as on the right below; this too preserves
cells defining (weak) left Kan extensions.
(c) Given a vertical morphism f : M → N such that the restriction N(f, f) exists,
f is full and faithful in K precisely if it is so in the vertical 2-category V (K)
(see Definition 2.8).
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A0 A1 An′ An
M
J1
d
Jn
k
φ
· · · 〈J1, . . . , Jn′〉 An
M
Jn(πA
n′
, id)
d ◦ πA0 kψ
〈J1, . . . , Jn〉 An
M
π∗An
d ◦ πA0 kχ
Proof. The correspondence of (a) is given by precomposing the nullary cells φ with
the cocartesian path consisting of all cells that make up the piramid (13), except
the top one. That this preserves cells defining (weak) left Kan extensions follows
immediately from the vertical pasting lemma (Lemma 4.9).
For the correspondence of (b), between the nullary cells ψ and χ, assume that
the horizontal unit IAn exists. The correspondence is given by the assignment on
the left below, where ψ′ is the unique factorisation of ψ through the cocartesian
cell that defines IAn . That this assignment is bijective follows from the fact that
both the latter cell and the path (πn, cart) are cocartesian. That it preserves cells
defining (weak) left Kan extensions follows from the same fact, using the vertical
pasting lemma.
ψ 7→
〈J1, . . . , Jn〉 An
〈J1, . . . , Jn′〉 An An
M
π∗An
πAn
Jn(πA
n′
, id)
d ◦ πA0
IAn
k
πn
ψ′
cart A0 A1 An′ An
N
J1
f ◦ d
Jn
f ◦ k
ξ
· · ·
The ‘only if’-part of (c) is clear. For the ‘if’-part, let f : M → N be a vertical
morphism and assume that it is full and faithful in V (K). Consider the commutative
diagram of assignments between classes of nullary cells below, where the cells φ are
as in the statement of the proposition; the cells ξ are of the form as on the left
above, and the unlabelled assignments are given by precompostion with the path
of cells (13).
{φ : (J1, . . . , Jn)⇒M} V (K)(〈J1, . . . , Jn〉,M)(d ◦ πA0 , k ◦ πAn)
{ξ : (J1, . . . , Jn)⇒ N} V (K)(〈J1, . . . , Jn〉, N)(f ◦ d ◦ πA0 , f ◦ k ◦ πAn)
f ◦ – f ◦ –
Now the assumption on f means that the assignment on the right is a bijection and,
because the path (13) is cocartesian, so are the horizontal maps. We conclude that
the assignment on the left is a bijection too, so that idf is cartesian; that is f is full
and faithful in K. This completes the proof.
Closing this subsection, the following proposition describes the relation between
representable nullary restrictions in a hypervirtual double category K and absolute
left liftings (as introduced in Section 1 of [SW78]; or see Section 2.4 of [Web07]) in
its vertical 2-category V (K).
Proposition 4.30. In a hypervirtual double category K consider the factorisation
below. The vertical cell ψ defines j as an absolute left lifting of f along g in V (K)
whenever its factorisation ψ′ is cartesian in K. The converse holds as soon as K
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has all cocartesian tabulations.
A
B
C
j
f
g
ψ =
A
A B
C
j
j∗
f gψ
′
cocart
Proof. For any vertical morphisms p : X → A and q : X → B consider the com-
muting diagram of assignments between collections of cells in K on the left below,
where the assignment on the left is given by composing with the cartesian cell that
defines j∗. By definition, the vertical cell ψ defines j as the absolute left lifting of
f along g in V (K) when the bottom assignment is a bijection, so that the proof of
the first assertion follows from the fact that, assuming that ψ′ is cocartesian, both
the assignment on the left and that at the top are bijections.
X
A
B
p
q
j
ξ
X
A B
p q
j∗
φ
X
A B
C
qp
f g
χ
{ }
{ }
{ }cart⊙ –
ψ′ ◦ –
(ψ ◦ p)⊙ (g ◦ –)
X0 X1 Xn′ Xn
A B
C
H1
h
Hm
k
f g
χ′
· · ·
For the converse assume that K has cocartesian tabulations and that ψ defines j as
an absolute left lifting. It follows that, for any vertical morphisms p an q, the top
assignment in the diagram on the left above is a bijection; that is, any vertical cell
χ as in the collection on the right factors uniquely through ψ′. To prove that ψ′ is
cartesian in K we have to show that any nullary cell χ′ as on the right above factors
uniquely through ψ′ as well. But this follows the fact that any such χ′ corresponds
to a cell of the form χ, by composing it with the piramid-shaped cocartesian path
that defines the tabulation 〈H1, . . . , Hm〉, as in (13); under this correspondence
the factorisation of χ′ through ψ′ corresponds to that of χ. This completes the
proof.
4.6 Pointwise Kan extensions in terms of pointwise weak Kan
extensions
In the theorem below we prove that the notions of pointwise weak Kan extension
and pointwise Kan extension coincide in hypervirtual double categories that have
cocartesian trabulations. This is analogous to the situation for double categories, as
described in Section 5 of [Kou14], and reminiscent of Street’s definition of pointwise
Kan extension in 2-categories (see [Str74]), which is given in terms of ordinary Kan
extensions.
Theorem 4.31. In a hypervirtual double category that has cocartesian tabulations,
all pointwise weak left Kan extensions are pointwise left Kan extensions.
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Proof. Consider a nullary cell η as on the left below and assume that it defines l as
the pointwise weak left Kan extension of d along (J1, . . . , Jn). Below we prove that
η defines l as a left Kan extension; thus, from applying the proof to composites of
η with a cartesian cell defining restrictions Jn(id, f), which again define weak left
Kan extensions by Lemma 4.6(b), we conclude that η defines l as a pointwise left
Kan extension.
A0 A1 An′ An
M
J1
d
Jn
l
η
· · · A0 A1 An′ An B1 Bm′ Bm
M
J1
d
Jn H1 Hm
k
· · · · · ·
φ
Hence consider a cell φ as on the right above; we have to show that it factors
uniquely through η. To do so we consider the tabulation 〈H1, . . . , Hm〉 analogous
to (13); remember that, since the tabulations used in constructing 〈H1, . . . , Hm〉
are cocartesian, they form a piramid-shaped cocartesian path, as was discussed
following (13). It follows that, under precomposition with this path, cells of the form
φ on the right above correspond bijectively to cells ψ as on the left below. Using
Lemma 4.17 we conclude that, under this correspondence, a unique factorsation
of the cells φ through the composite on the left above corresponds to a unique
factorisation of the cells ψ through the composite on the right below, as vertical
cells of the form l ◦ πAn ⇒ k ◦ πBm .
A0 A1 An′ 〈H1, . . . , Hm〉
M
J1
d
Jn(id, πAn )
k ◦ πBm
· · ·
ψ
A0 A1 An′ 〈H1, . . . , Hm〉
A0 A1 An′ An
M
J1
Jn(id, πAn )
πAn
l
J1
d
Jn
η
· · · cart
That the cells ψ do factorise uniquely through the composite on the right follows,
by definition, from the assumption that η defines l as a pointwise weak left Kan
extension. This completes the proof.
In closing this section we show how Theorem 4.31 can be used to extend Propo-
sition 4.2 to the pointwise case, in the setting of hypervirtual equipments (Defi-
nition 2.6) that have cocartesian tabulations. This generalises the corresponding
result for double categories given in [Kou14].
Proposition 4.32. Consider the following factorisation in a hypervirtual equip-
ment that has cocartesian tabulations.
A
B
M
j
d
l
η =
A
A B
M
j
j∗
d lη
′
cocart
The vertical cell η defines l as the pointwise left Kan extension of d along j in the 2-
category V (K), in the sense of Section 4 of [Str74] (or see Section 2.4 of [Web07]),
precisely if its factorisation η′ defines l as the pointwise left Kan extension of d
along j∗ in K.
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Street’s notion of pointwise Kan extension in a 2-category uses the well known
notion of comma object ; see [Str74], or [Web07] where it is called lax pullback.
Instead of recalling the definition of comma object we record the following lemma,
which relates it to that of tabulation.
Lemma 4.33. Consider vertical morphisms f : A→ C and g : B → C in a hyper-
virtual double category K. If both the nullary cartesian cell and the tabulation below
exist then their composite defines 〈C(f, g)〉 as the comma object f/g of f and g in
V (K).
〈C(f, g)〉
A B
C
πA πB
C(f, g)
f
g
π
cart
Proof. This follows immediately from the fact that the universal properties defining
the comma object of f and g in V (K) correspond precisely to universal properties
satisfied by the tabulation of C(f, g) in K, by factorising them through the nullary
cartesian cell that defines C(f, g).
Proof of Proposition 4.32. Given any f : C → B we consider the composite on the
left below, where η = η′ ◦ cocart and where cart ◦π defines the comma object j/f ,
by the previous lemma. Hence η defines l as the pointwise left Kan extension in
the 2-category V (K) if, for any morphism f , the composite on the left defines l ◦ f
as a left Kan extension. The latter in turn means that the top assignment in the
commutative diagram on the right, of assignments between collections of cells in K
as shown, is a bijection.
j/f
A C
A B
M
πA
j
πC
f
l
B(j, f)
j∗
d
π
η′
cart
cocart
C
B
M
f
k
l
φ
j/f
A C
M
πA πC
d k
ψ
A C
M
B(j, f)
d k
χ
{ }
{ }
{ }
(η ◦ πA)⊙ (l ◦ cart ◦π)⊙ (– ◦πC)
– ◦π
η ⊙ (l ◦ cart)⊙ –
The bottom assignment on the other hand is a bijection, for every f , precisely when
η′ defines l as the pointwise left Kan extension of d along j∗: this is a consequence
of Theorem 4.31 and the fact that the composite cocart⊙ cart: B(j, f)⇒ j∗, in the
composite on the left, is cartesian. The proof now follows from the fact that the
right assignment above is a bijection, as π is cocartesian.
The following is Example 2.24 of [Kou13].
Example 4.34. Recall from Example 4.27 that tabulations of 2-profunctors are in
general not opcartesian. As a consequence the equivalence described in Proposi-
tion 4.32 above fails to hold in the hypervirtual equipment (Cat,Cat′)-Prof. For a
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counter example consider the 2-natural transformation of 2-functors below, where
1 is the terminal 2-category and the collapsing 2-functor on the left has the ‘free
living’ cell as source and the free living parallel pair of arrows as target. It is
straightforward to check that this transformation defines the collapsing 2-functor
as the enriched left Kan extension of x′ along x, in the sense of e.g. Section 4.1
of [Kel82], while the pointwise left Kan extension of x′ along x in the 2-category
2-Cat, of 2-categories, 2-functors and 2-natural transformations, and in the sense of
Section 4 of [Str74], does not exist.
x y
x′ y
′
1 ( )
( )
x
x′ (collapse onto x′)
(identity at x′)
5 Yoneda embeddings
We are now ready to introduce the main notion of this paper, that of yoneda
embedding in hypervirtual double categories. Informally a yoneda embedding is
a vertical morphism that is ‘dense’ (as defined below) and that satifies an axiom
that “formally captures the Yoneda’s lemma”. These two conditions are closely
related to the axioms satisfied by morphisms that make up a ‘yoneda structure’ on
a 2-category, as introduced by Street and Walters in [SW78]; see also [Web07]. Our
position of regarding horizontal morphisms as “being small in size” enables us to
give a relatively simple definition of a single yoneda embedding. This in contrast
to the definition of yoneda structure on a 2-category, which consists of a collection
of yoneda embeddings that satisfy a “formal Yoneda’s lemma” with respect to a
specified collection of ‘admissible’ morphisms (informally these are to be thought of
as “small in size”).
5.1 Definition of yoneda embedding
We start with the notion of density. Recall from Section 5.1 of [Kel82] that one
way of defining a V-functor f : A→M to be dense is to require that its identity V-
natural transformation idf : f ⇒ f defines idM as the (enriched) left Kan extension
of f along itself. As we have seen in Proposition 4.20, the latter is equivalent to
asking that the cartesian cell defining the companion f∗ : A −7→ M , in (V ,V ′)-Prof,
defines idM as the pointwise left Kan extension of f along f∗. In general, for a ver-
tical morphism f : A→ M in any hypervirtual double category, further equivalent
conditions are given by the following lemma. We call f dense if these equivalent
conditions are satisfied.
Lemma 5.1. For a vertical morphism f : A→M in a hypervirtual double category
the following conditions are equivalent:
(a) if a cell η, as on the left below, is cartesian then it defines l as the left Kan
extension of f along J ;
(b) if a cell η as below is cartesian then it defines l as the pointwise left Kan
extension of f along J .
If the companion f∗ : A −7→M exists then the following condition is equivalent too:
(c) the nullary cartesian cell on the right below, that defines the companion f∗,
defines idM as the pointwise left Kan extension of f along f∗.
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A B
M
J
f l
η
A M
M
f∗
f cart
Proof. (b) ⇒ (a) is clear. For the converse, assume that (a) holds and consider any
cartesian cell as in the composite on the left hand side below. Since η is cartesian
the full composite is cartesian too by the pasting lemma. Hence, applying (a) we
find that the composite defines l ◦ g as a left Kan extension, showing that (b) holds.
A C
A B
M
J(id, g)
g
J
f l
η
cart A B
M
J
f l
η =
A B
A M
M
J
l
f∗
f
η′
cart
(b) ⇒ (c) is clear. For the converse consider a cartesian cell η as on the right
above and let η′ be its factorisation as shown; it is cartesian because η is, by the
pasting lemma. Assuming (c) we may apply Lemma 4.6(b) to find that η defines l
as a pointwise left Kan extension; we conclude that (c) ⇒ (b).
Following the definition of dense morphism we define yoneda embeddings.
Definition 5.2. A dense vertical morphism y : A → Â in a hypervirtual double
category is called a yoneda embedding if it satisfies the yoneda axiom: for every
horizontal morphism J : A −7→ B there exists a cartesian cell
A B
Â.
J
y Jλ
cart
Notice that the density of y : A → Â implies that the vertical morphism Jλ
above is unique up to vertical isomorphism. If the yoneda embedding above exists
then we call Â the object of presheaves on A, or presheaf object for short. Yoneda
embeddings y : A → Â such that all restrictions Â(y, g) exist, for any g : B → Â,
are especially pleasant to work with; we call them good yoneda embeddings. Notice
that, when considered in a hypervirtual equipment, the latter condition reduces to
the existence of the companion y∗ : A −7→ Â, since Â(y, g) ∼= y∗(id, g).
At the end of this subsection we will show that a V ′-category A admits a good
yoneda embedding in (V ,V ′)-Prof (Example 1.12) precisely if A is a V-category.
First we record some basic properties of yoneda embeddings; the following are
variations of Lemma 3.2 and Corollary 3.5 of [Web07].
Lemma 5.3. Let y : A→ Â be a yoneda embedding. If the nullary cell below defines
l as the (weak) left Kan extension of J along y then it is cartesian and, moreover,
it defines l as a pointwise left Kan extension.
A B
Â
J
y l
η
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Proof. By the yoneda axiom there exists a morphism Jλ : B → Â such that J
is the nullary restriction of Â along y and g, and the cartesian cell ε defining J
as this restriction defines Jλ as a pointwise left Kan extension of yA along J by
Lemma 5.1(b). Since η defines the same left Kan extension we conclude that it
factors through ε as an invertible vertical cell g ∼= l; it follows that, like ε, η is
cartesian and defines l as a pointwise left Kan extension.
Lemma 5.4. For a yoneda embedding y : A→ Â the following hold:
(a) if y is a good yoneda embedding then it is full and faithful, while A is unital;
(b) any f : A→ C, such that the companion f∗ and the restriction C(f, f) exist,
is full and faithful precisely if the composite
A
A C
Â
f
f∗
y fλ∗
cocart
cart
is invertible, where the cartesian cell exists by the yoneda axiom.
Proof. (a). That y is full and faithful follows from applying part (b) to the vertical
companion identity of y (see Lemma 2.11); here we use that y is a good yoneda
embedding, so that the restriction Â(y, y) exists. That A is unital then follows from
Corollary 3.15.
(b). First notice that the composite above can be rewritten as the composite
below, where the cell id′f is the factorisation of idf through the cartesian cell defining
C(f, f), as in Corollary 3.15. Indeed this follows from the fact that, when composed
with the cartesian cell defining f∗, both the weakly cocartesian cell above as well
as the composite of the two top cells below equal idf .
A
A A
A C
Â
C(f, f)
f
f∗
y fλ∗
id′f
cart
cart
The proof follows by noticing that the following conditions are equivalent: f is full
and faithful; id′f is cocartesian (by Corollary 3.15); id
′
f is cartesian (by Lemma 3.12);
the composite above is cartesian (by the pasting lemma); the composite defines a
left Kan extension (because y is dense and the previous lemma); the composite is
invertible (by Lemma 4.14).
As an example we now consider yoneda embeddings in the hypervirtual double
category (V ,V ′)-Prof of V-profunctors between V ′-categories, that is associated to
a universe enlargement V → V ′ as described in Example 1.12. In the case that
V ′ is closed symmetric monoidal the construction of such yoneda embeddings is of
course classical, see for instance Section 2 of [Kel82]. The nuts and bolts description
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below, which leaves many easy details to check, shows that the classical construction
extends to the case in which V ′ is merely closed monoidal.
Let A be a (possibly large) V ′-category; by a V-presheaf p on A we mean a V-
profunctor p : A −7→ I. Thus p consists of V-objects px, one for each x ∈ A, equipped
with an action of A given by V ′-maps
λ : A(x, y)⊗′ py → px,
that is associative and unital. If both V and V ′ are closed symmetric monoidal then
V-presheaves on a V-category A can be identified with V-functors Aop → V .
The V-presheaves on A arrange into a V ′-category Â as follows. To define the
hom-object Â(p, q) of V-presheaves p and q, we write [p, q]′ for the inclusion into V ′
of its subcategory consisting of the cospans
[px, qx]′ [py, qy]′,
[A(x, y)⊗′ py, qx]′
(14)
where x and y range over the objects in A, whose legs are adjunct to the V ′-maps
A(x, y) ⊗′ py ⊗′ [px, qx]′
λ⊗′id
−−−−→ px⊗′ [px, qx]′
ev
−→ qx
and A(x, y) ⊗′ py ⊗′ [py, qy]′
id⊗′ev
−−−−→ A(x, y) ⊗′ qy
λ
−→ qx,
under the hom-tensor adjunction X⊗′ – ⊣ [X, –]′ of V ′. Since A is large the limit of
[p, q]′ exists in V ′, which we take as the hom-object Â(p, q). In the case that V ′ is
closed symmetric monoidal it easy to check that Â(p, q) forms the end
∫
x∈A[px, qx]
′,
in the sense of Section 2.1 of [Kel82]. Composition Â(p, q) ⊗′ Â(q, r) → Â(p, r) is
the factorisation of the cone ∆
(
Â(p, q) ⊗′ Â(q, r)
)
⇒ [p, q]′ that uniquely extends
the family of V ′-maps adjunct to
px⊗′ Â(p, q)⊗′ Â(q, r)→ px⊗′ [px, qx]′ ⊗′ [qx, rx]′
ev⊗′id
−−−−→ qx⊗′ [qx, rx]′
ev
−→ rx
where the first map is given by projections. Similarly the units I ′ → Â(p, p) are
induced by the adjuncts to the unitors px ⊗′ I ′
r
−→ px of V ′. This completes the
definition of the V ′-category Â of V-presheaves on A; notice that, because A and V
are large while V ′ is locally large, Â is again a large V ′-category.
Proposition 5.5. Let V → V ′ be a universe enlargement. A large V ′-category A
admits a good yoneda embedding in (V ,V ′)-Prof if and only if it is a V-category.
More precisely, in that case y : A→ Â can be given with the V ′-category Â as defined
above and y x = A(–, x) while, for each V-profunctor J : A −7→ B, the cartesian cell
A B
Â
J
y Jλ
cart
has Jλy = J(–, y) as vertical target.
Finally also assume that V is closed monoidal, and that V → V ′ is a closed
monoidal functor. For any V-presheaves p and q on A the diagram [p, q]′ in V ′, as
described above, factors (up to natural isomorphism) through V → V ′ as a diagram
[p, q] in V, that is obtained by replacing the inner-homs [–, –]′ of V ′ in (14) by those
[–, –] of V. In this case Â is a V-category if and only if, for any pair of V-presheaves
p and q on A, the factorisation diagram [p, q] in V has a limit.
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Proof. For the ‘only if’-part notice that the existence of a good yoneda embedding
implies that A is unital by Lemma 5.4(a) and thus a V-category as we saw in
Example 3.3.
For the ‘if’-part assume that A is a V-category, so that y can be defined on
objects as described above. In detail: y x is the V-presheaf given by the hom-
objects (y x)(s) = A(s, x), equipped with actions A(s, t) ⊗′ (y x)(t) → (y x)(s)
that are given by the composition of A. On hom-objects y is given by the unique
factorisations y¯ : A(x, y) → Â(y x, y y) of the cones ∆A(x, y) ⇒ [y x, y y]′ that are
unique extensions of the adjuncts to (y x)(s) ⊗′ A(x, y) → (y y)(s), which in turn
are again given by the composition of A. A straightforward calculation shows that
y¯ preserves composition and units.
It remains to show that y is dense, admits a companion y∗ : A −7→ Â, and satisfies
the yoneda axiom. For the latter consider a V-profunctor J : A −7→ B; we have to
supply a cartesian cell as above. As mentioned in the statement, the V-functor
Jλ : B → Â maps y ∈ B to the V-presheaf given by (Jλy)(s) = J(s, y) on objects,
while its action A(s, t)⊗′ J(t, y)→ J(s, y) is simply that of A on J . Its action on
hom-objects J¯λ : B(y, z) → Â(Jλy, Jλz) is induced by the adjuncts to the actions
J(x, y)⊗′B(y, z)→ J(x, z) of B on J . Checking that J¯λ preserves composition and
units is again straightforward while, in order to show that the cartesian cell above
exists, it suffices to show that J(x, y) ∼= Â(y x, Jλy), natural in x and y. First notice
that natural V ′-maps J(x, y) → Â(y x, Jλy) can be obtained from the adjuncts of
the maps (y x)(s)⊗′ J(x, y)→ J(s, y) that form the action of A on J ; it is then not
hard to show that the composites
Â(y x, Jλy)
l
−1
−−→ I ′ ⊗′ Â(y x, Jλy)→ A(x, x) ⊗′ [A(x, x), J(x, y)]′
ev
−→ J(x, y)
form inverses, where the middle map is the tensor product of the unit I ′ → A(x, x)
and the projection Â(y x, Jλy)→ [A(x, x), J(x, y)]′.
Next, by applying the above to a V-presheaf p : A −7→ I we obtain an isomor-
phism px ∼= Â(y x, p). We conclude that Â(y x, p) is a V-object for each x ∈ A
and p ∈ Â so that, by Example 2.2, the companion y∗ : A −7→ Â exists. Finally
to prove that y is dense we will show that, for any V-profunctor J : A −7→ B, the
cartesian cell above defines Jλ : B → Â as a pointwise left Kan extension. Remem-
ber that, by Proposition 4.20, we may equivalently show that its restriction along
J(id, y) : A −7→ I defines Jλy as the J(id, y)-weighted colimit of y. Hence it suffices
to prove that, for every V-presheaf p on A, the cartesian cell in the composite on
the right below, that consists of the isomorphisms px ∼= Â(y x, p), defines p : I → Â
as the Â(y, p)-weighted colimit of y.
A I I
Â
p
y
H
q
φ =
A I I
Â
p
y
cart
H
p
q
φ′
To see this consider any cell φ in (V ,V ′)-Prof that is of the form as on left above;
we have to prove that it factors as shown. To see this remember that φ is given
by a family V ′-maps φx : px ⊗′ H → Â(y x, q) that are natural in x ∈ A. After
composition with Â(y x, q) ∼= qx it is easy to check that this family corresponds
to a cone φ′′ : ∆H ⇒ [p, q]′, under the adjunctions px ⊗′ – ⊣ [px, –]′. The latter
in turn factors uniquely through the limiting cone ∆Â(p, q) ⇒ [p, q]′ as a V ′-map
φ′ : H → Â(p, q). A straightforward calculation will show that φ′, when regarded
as a cell as in the composite on the right above, forms the unique factorisation of φ
as required. This completes the construction of the yoneda embedding y : A → Â
for a V-category A.
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Briefly, on the final assertion: having constructed the diagram [p, q] in V as
described, an isomorphism between its composite with V → V ′ and [p, q]′ can be
obtained from the assumption that V → V ′ is closed monoidal (see Definition 1.10).
Now use the fact that V → V ′ is full and faithful, and that it preserves limits.
Closing this subsection the following proposition compares, in the case of a
suitable hypervirtual equipment K, the collection of good yoneda embeddings in K
to the notion of good yoneda structure on the vertical 2-category V (K); the latter, as
introduced by Weber in [Web07], is a strengthening of the original notion of yoneda
structure given by Street and Walters in [SW78]. In the statement and proof of the
proposition below the terminology and notation of [Web07] are used; for the notion
of (co-)tabulation see Definition 4.23.
Proposition 5.6. Consider the following types of structure on a hypervirtual equip-
ment K:
(E) a collection of good yoneda embeddings yA : A→ Â, one for each unital object
A of K;
(S) a good yoneda structure on V (K), in the sense of Section 3 of [Web07], in
which a vertical morphism f : A→ C is admissible precisely if its companion
f∗ : A −7→ C exists in K.
If K has all opcartesian tabulations then a structure of type (E) induces one of type
(S). Conversely a structure of type (S) induces one of type (E) whenever K has
cartesian cotabulations [J ] for all horizontal morphisms J : A −7→ B with A unital as
well, in a way such that the insertion σA : A→ [J ], as is part of the defining cell σ
below, admits a companion σA∗.
A B
[J ]
J
σA σBσ
That the hypothesis of σA having a companion does not depend on the choice
of σ and [J ] is a consequence of Lemma 2.14.
Proof. Assume that K has opcartesian tabulations, and that a good yoneda embed-
ding yA : A → Â is given for each unital object A in K; we define a good yoneda
structure on V (K) as follows. Firstly we define a vertical morphism f : A → C to
be admissible if its companion f∗ exists, as described above; that these form a right
ideal follows from the fact that (g ◦ f)∗ ∼= g∗(f, id) (a consequence of the pasting
lemma) and the fact that K has all unary restrictions. Recall that an object A is
called admissible whenever its identity idA is admissible which, by Lemma 3.12, is
equivalent to A being unital. Thus, secondly, for every admissible A we can take
the yoneda embedding yA : A→ Â the chosen one; that it is admissible follows from
the fact that it is a good yoneda embedding, see Definition 5.2.
Lastly we have to supply, for any vertical morphism f : A→ C with both A and
f admissible, a morphism C(f, 1): C → Â that is equipped with a cell χf : we take
C(f, 1) := (f∗)
λ, that is given by the yoneda axiom and equipped with the cartesian
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cell in the composite on the left below, while we set χf to be the full composite.
χf :=
A
A C
Â
f
f∗
yA B(f, 1)
cocart
cart
A
C
Â
f
yA
g
φ =
A
A C
Â
f
f∗
yA gφ
′
cocart
Having completed giving the data for the yoneda structure on V (K); it remains to
check that it satisfies two axioms. The first of these states that the cells χf define f
as an absolute left lifting of yA along B(f, 1), which follows from Proposition 4.30.
The second axiom states that, for any cell φ as on the right above with A and f
admissible, defines g as a pointwise left Kan extension of yA along f as soon as it
defines f as an absolute left lifting of yA along g. This is a consequence of combining
Proposition 4.30, the density of yA (Lemma 5.1(b)) and Proposition 4.32.
For the converse assume that K has all cartesian cotabulations [J ] for J : A −7→ B
with A unital, in the sense described in the statement. Consider a good yoneda
structure on V (K) in which f : A → C is admissible precisely if f∗ exists in K.
Hence, for every unital A, an admissible morphism yA : A → Â is given, which we
claim to be a good yoneda embedding in our sense. Indeed, to see that it satisfies
the yoneda axiom consider any J : A −7→ B and let σ, as in the statement, be the cell
defining its cotabulation [J ]; we have to provide the corresponding Jλ : B → Â as
well as its defining cartesian cell (see Definition 5.2). We set Jλ := [J ](σA, 1) ◦ σB ,
where [J ](σA, 1) is supplied by the good yoneda structure; it is equipped with a
vertical cell χf : yA ⇒ [J ](σA, 1)◦σA that defines σA as an absolute left lifting of yA
through [J ](σA, 1). Hence, by Lemma 4.30, the factorisation χ
′ of χf through σA∗,
as in the composite below, is cartesian. Since the defining cell σ of [J ] is assumed
to be cartesian it factors through σA∗ as a cartesian cell σ
′ as well, forming the top
cell below. Applying the pasting lemma we find that the full composite is cartesian,
so that we can take it to be the cartesian cell defining Jλ = [J ](σA, 1) ◦ σB .
A B
A [J ]
Â
J
σB
σA∗
yA
[J](σA, 1)
σ′
χ′
It remains to prove that yA is dense. This follows easily from Proposition 3.4(1)
of [Web07], showing that the identity cell idyA defines idÂ as the pointwise left Kan
extension of yA along yA in V (K), together with Proposition 4.32 and Lemma 5.1(c)
above. This completes the proof.
5.2 Restriction of presheaves
Vertical morphisms f : A → C induce morphisms f̂ : Ĉ → Â between presheaf ob-
jects given by “restriction along f ” as follows. Given yoneda embeddings yA : A→ Â
and yC : C → Ĉ, as well as any morphism f : A → C such that the companion
(yC ◦f)∗ : A −7→ Ĉ exists, we set f̂ := (yC ◦f)
λ
∗ as defined by the cartesian cell below
that exists by the yoneda axiom; notice that it defines f̂ uniquely up to isomorphism,
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because yA is dense.
A Ĉ
Â
(yC ◦f)∗
yA f̂
cart (15)
Example 5.7. For any V-functor f : A→ C in (V ,V ′)-Prof the V ′-functor f̂ : Ĉ → Â
exists. It is given by precomposition with f ; more precisely, we have f̂(p) ∼= p(f, id)
for every V-presheaf p ∈ Ĉ.
Following Section 3 of [Web07], we pause to investigate the existence of left
and right adjoints to f̂ ; in particular Proposition 5.8 and Corollary 5.10 below are
adaptations of Proposition 3.7 and Theorem 3.20(2) given there, to the setting of
hypervirtual double categories. We start with the description of the right adjoint.
Proposition 5.8. In a hypervirtual equipment consider yoneda embeddings yA : A→
Â and yC : C → Ĉ as well as a morphism f : A → C such that (yC ◦f)∗ exists, so
that f̂ : Ĉ → Â can be defined as above. If the companions of yC , f , f̂ and f̂ ◦ yC
exist then f̂ has a right adjoint f ♭ := (f̂ ◦ yC)
λ
∗ that is defined by the cartesian cell
C Â
Ĉ.
(f̂ ◦ yC)∗
yC f♭
cart
Proof. First recall that (f̂ ◦ yC)∗ forms the restriction of f̂∗ along yC so that, by
Lemma 3.20, it forms the pointwise horizontal composite of (yC∗, f̂∗). Now consider
the identity below; notice that the cartesian cells in either side define pointwise left
Kan extensions because yC is dense (see Lemma 5.1). By Corollary 4.10, the full
composite on the left again defines a pointwise left Kan extension so that, by the
horizontal pasting lemma, it factors through the cartesian cell on the right-hand
side as a cell η, as shown, which too defines a pointwise left Kan extension. Using
Lemma 2.16 and Proposition 4.2, it follows that we can complete the proof by
showing that f̂ ◦ η defines f̂ ◦ f ♭ as a left Kan extension.
C Ĉ Â
C Â
Ĉ
yC∗ f̂∗
(f̂ ◦ yC)∗
yC f♭
cocart
cart
=
C Ĉ Â
Ĉ
yC∗
yC
cart
f̂∗
f♭
η
To see this notice that the identity above induces that below, where the cell
cart′ in the left-hand side denotes the factorisation of the cartesian cell defining f ♭
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through yC∗; it is again cartesian by the pasting lemma.
A C Ĉ Â
A C Â
A C Ĉ
A Ĉ
Â
f∗ yC∗ f̂∗
f∗ (f̂ ◦ yC)∗
f♭
f∗ yC∗
(yC ◦f)∗
yA f̂
cocart
cart′
cocart
cart
=
A C Ĉ Â
A Ĉ
Â
f∗ yC∗ f̂∗
f♭
(yC ◦f)∗
yA f̂
η
cocart
cart
We have seen that the composite of the bottom two cells of the left-hand side above
defines a pointwise left Kan extension, so that the full composite defines a pointwise
left Kan extension by the vertical pasting lemma (Lemma 4.9). Since the same
applies to the first column of the right-hand side, we conclude from the horizontal
pasting lemma that f̂ ◦ η defines f̂ ◦ f ♭ as a left Kan extension, as required.
The following proposition, which is a variation on Lemma 3.18 of [Web07], allows
us to describe the left adjoint to f̂ : Â→ Ĉ, in the corollary that follows.
Proposition 5.9. Let y : A→ Â be a good yoneda embedding. Any pointwise weak
left Kan extension l : Â → M of d : A → M along y∗, such that the companion d∗
exists, has a right adjoint dλ∗ defined by the cartesian cell
A M
Â.
d∗
y dλ∗
cart
Corollary 5.10. Let yA : A → Â and yC : C → Ĉ be good yoneda embeddings.
Consider a morphism f : A → C such that (yC ◦f)∗ exists, so that f̂ : Ĉ → Â can
be defined as in (15). The pointwise left Kan extension f ♯ : Ĉ → Â of yC ◦f along
yA∗, if it exists, is left adjoint to f̂ . The existence of f
♯ is implied by that of the
right pointwise cocartesian cell
A Â
C Â.
yA∗
f
K
cocart
Proof. Since the companion (yC ◦f)∗ exists, it follows from the previous proposition
that f ♯ has a right adjoint that is given by (yC ◦f)
λ
∗. But the latter equals f̂ by
definition: see (15). For the second assertion take f ♯ := Kλ as given by the yoneda
axiom. That it forms the pointwise weak left Kan extension of yC ◦f along yA∗
follows from applying the vertical pasting lemma (Lemma 4.9) to the cartesian cell
defining Kλ composed with the cocartesian cell above.
In the proof of Proposition 5.9 we will use the following lemma.
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Lemma 5.11. Let y : A→ Â be a good yoneda embedding in a hypervirtual double
category K. A vertical cell
Â
B
Â
j
l
η
defines l as the left Kan extension of idÂ along j in V (K) precisely if η ◦ y defines
l as the left Kan extension of y along j ◦ y.
Proof. Consider the commuting diagram of assignments below, between collections
of cells that are of the form as shown. The two bijections here are given by com-
position with the cartesian and weakly cocartesian cell that define y∗; that they
are bijections follows from the fact that the cartesian cell defines idÂ as a left Kan
extension, and the universal property of weakly cocartesian cells.
B
Â
l kφ′
Â
B
Â
j
k
φ
A Â
B
Â
y∗
y
j
k
ψ
A
Â
B
Â
y
y
j
k
χ{ } { } { } { }
η ⊙ (– ◦j) cart⊙ –
∼=
– ◦ cocart
∼=
(η ◦ y)⊙ (– ◦j ◦ y)
The proof now follows from the fact that, by definition, η defines l as a left Kan
extension if the top left assignment is a bijection, while η ◦ y does so whenever the
bottom assignment is a bijection.
Proof of Proposition 5.9. Let us write η for the cell that defines l as the pointwise
weak left Kan extension of d along y∗, as on the left below. Notice that, because
y is full and faithful (Lemma 5.4), composing η with the weakly cocartesian cell
defining y∗ results in an invertible vertical cell by Proposition 4.13. Writing η
′
for the factorisation of η through d∗, it follows that the composite of the top two
cells in the left-hand side of the equation below is weakly cocartesian, so that the
full composite defines dλ∗ as the left Kan extension of y along l ◦ y in V (K), by
Proposition 4.2.
A Â
M
y∗
d l
η
A
A Â
A M
Â
y
y∗
l
d∗
y dλ∗
η′
cocart
cart
=
A
A Â
Â M
Â
y
y∗
y
l
dλ∗
ζ
cocart
cart =
A
Â
M
Â
y
l
dλ∗
ζ
Now the composite of the bottom two cells in the left-hand side above factorises
uniquely through the cartesian cell defining y∗ as a vertical cell ζ, as shown in the
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first identity. Using the companion identity for y∗ the second identity follows. We
conclude that ζ ◦ y defines dλ∗ as the left Kan extension of y along l ◦ y in V (K)
which, by the lemma above, implies that ζ defines dλ∗ as the left Kan extension
of idÂ along l. We will shown that it is preserved by l, so that the proof follows
from Lemma 2.16. To this end consider the identity below, where cart′ denotes the
factorisation of the cartesian cell defining dλ∗ through y∗; the identity itself follows
from the first identity above.
A
A Â
A M
A Â
M
y
y∗
l
d∗
dλ∗
y∗
d l
η′
η
cocart
cart′
=
A
A Â
M
A Â
M
y
y∗
l
dλ∗y∗
d l
ζ
η
cocart
By the pasting lemma cart′ is again cartesian; hence, because η defines a pointwise
weak left Kan extension, so does the composite of the bottom two cells in the left-
hand side above. Remembering that η′ ◦cocart is weakly cocartesian, it follows that
the full left-hand side defines l◦dλ∗ as a left Kan extension in V (K) by Proposition 4.2.
Since η ◦ cocart in the right-hand side is invertible we conclude that l ◦ ζ ◦ y defines
l ◦ dλ∗ as a left Kan extension which, by the previous lemma, implies that l ◦ ζ does
too, as required.
5.3 Exact paths of cells
In the definition below the classical notion of ‘carré exact’, as studied by Guitart
[Gui80], is generalised to the setting of hypervirtual double categories. This notion
will be used throughout the remainder.
Definition 5.12. Consider a path φ = (φ1, . . . , φn) of unary cells as in the com-
posite below, where n ≥ 1, and let d : C0 →M be any vertical morphism. The path
φ is called (weak) left d-exact if for any nullary cell η as below, that defines l as the
(weak) left Kan extension of d along (K1, . . . ,Kn), the full composite defines l ◦ fn
as the (weak) left Kan extension of d ◦ f0 along (J11, . . . , Jnmn).
A10 A11 A1m′1 A1m1 An0 An1 Anm′n Anmn
C0 C1 Cn′ Cn
M
J11
f0
J1m1
f1
Jn1
fn′
Jnmn
fn
K1
d
Kn
l
φ1 φn
η
· · · · · ·
· · ·
If φ is (weak) left d-exact for any d : C0 → M , where M varies, then it is called
(weak) left exact.
Analogously, the path φ above is called pointwise (weak) left d-exact if for
any cell η above, that defines l a pointwise (weak) left Kan extension of d along
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(K1, . . . ,Kn), the full composite defines l ◦ fn as the pointwise (weak) left Kan ex-
tension of d ◦ f0 along (J11, . . . , Jnmn). A path that is pointwise (weak) left d-exact
for all d : C0 →M is called pointwise (weak) left exact.
Moreover, we say that φ satisfies the left Beck-Chevalley condition if the restric-
tion Kn(id, fn) exists and the path (φ1, . . . , φn′ , φ
′
n) is right pointwise cocartesian
(Definition 3.16), where φ′n is the unique factorisation in
φn =
A10 A11 Anm′n Anmn
Cn′ Anmn
Cn′ Cn.
J11
fn′
Jnmn
Kn(id, fn)
fn
Kn
. . .
cart
φ′n
A single cell φ is said to satisfy the left Beck-Chevalley condition if the single path
(φ) does.
We shall also use the horizontally dual condition: we say that the path φ above
satisfies the right Beck-Chevalley condition if the restriction K1(f0, id) exists and
(φ′1, φ2, . . . , φn) is left pointwise cocartesian, where φ
′
1 is the unique factorisation of
φ1 through the cartesian cell defining K1(f0, id).
Example 5.13. Consider a cell
A B
C D
J
f g
K
φ
in the hypervirtual equipment (Set, Set′)-Prof of (unenriched) profunctors, and as-
sume that C is small. It follows that both the conjoint f∗ and the pointwise compos-
ite (f∗⊙J) exist; see Example 2.2 and Example 3.3. The latter forms the extension
of J along f by Corollary 3.24, whose defining cocartesian cell is right pointwise,
so that φ satisfies the left Beck-Chevalley condition precisely if its factorisation
φ′′ : (f∗ ⊙ J)⇒ K(id, g), that is induced by the cell
(f∗, J)⇒ K(id, g) : (x
s
−→ fy, y
u
−→ z) 7→ (x
s
−→ fy
φu
−−→ gz),
is invertible. If J = j∗ and K = k∗ for functors j : A → B and k : C → D, so that
φ corresponds to a transformation φ : k ◦ f ⇒ g ◦ j, this recovers the definition of
exactness given in [Gui80].
The Beck-Chevalley condition is preserved under concatenation, as follows. In
particular, a path (φ1, . . . , φn) satisfies the left Beck-Chevalley condition whenever
each of the cells φi do.
Lemma 5.14. Consider composable paths of cells φ = (φ1, . . . , φn) and ψ =
(ψ1, . . . , ψn). If they both satisfy the left Beck-Chevalley condition then so does
their concatenation φ ⌢ ψ = (φ1, . . . , φn, ψ1, . . . , ψm).
Proof. That ψ satisfies the left Beck-Chevalley condition means that (ψ1, . . . , ψ
′
m)
is right pointwise cocartesian, where ψ′m is the unique factorisation of ψm through
the restriction of its horizontal target along its vertical target, as in the definition
above. We have to show that the concatenation (φ1, . . . , φn, ψ1, . . . , ψ
′
n) is again
right pointwise cocartesian. To see this we substitute φn = cart ◦φ′n, again as in the
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definition above, thus obtaining the composite of paths that is drawn schematically
below.
φ1 φ
′
n
cart ψ1 ψ
′
m
· · · · · ·
· · · · · ·
· · ·
· · ·
It is clear form the definition of cocartesian paths (Definition 3.1) that the bottom
row here is right pointwise cocartesian, because (ψ1, . . . , ψ
′
m) is so. Clearly also the
top row is right pointwise cocartesian, so that the full path is right-cocartesian by
the pasting lemma Lemma 3.19, as required.
The following generalises Theorem 1.7 of [Gui80].
Proposition 5.15. For the path φ = (φ1, . . . , φn) of Definition 5.12 the implication
(a)⇒ (b) holds for the following conditions:
(a) φ satisfies the left Beck-Chevalley condition;
(b) φ is pointwise weak left exact as well as pointwise left exact.
Moreover, in the case that n = 1 while both the restriction K1(id, f1) and the yoneda
embedding y : C0 → Ĉ0 exist, consider the further condition
(c) φ1 is pointwise left y-exact.
Then the conditions (a) and (c) are equivalent whenever the right pointwise cocarte-
sian cell below exists, while (b) and (c) are equivalent as soon as both the conjoint
f∗0 : C0 −7→ A10 and the right pointwise composite (f
∗
0 ⊙ J11 ⊙ · · · ⊙ J1m1) exist.
A10 A11 A1m′1 A1m1
C0 A1m1
J11
f0
J1m1
H
· · ·
cocart
Proof. To show (a) ⇒ (b), consider a nullary cell η : (K1, . . . ,Kn) ⇒ M that de-
fines the pointwise (weak) left Kan extension of a vertical morphism d : C0 → M ,
as in Definition 5.12 above. Writing φn = cart ◦φ′n as before, it follows that
η ◦ (id, . . . , cart) defines a pointwise (weak) left Kan extension by Lemma 4.6(b),
so that the full composite η ◦ (id, . . . , cart) ◦ (φ1, . . . , φ′n) = η ◦ (φ1, . . . , φn) de-
fines a pointwise (weak) left Kan extension by the vertical pasting lemma for Kan
extensions (Lemma 4.9), showing that (b) holds.
Restricting to n = 1, it is clear that (b) ⇒ (c), so that proving (c) ⇒ (a) and
(c) ⇒ (b), under the respective assumptions, suffices. To prove (a) ⇒ (c) consider
the factorisation φ′1 of φ1 as given in Definition 5.12; we have to show that it is
right pointwise cocartesian. We write φ′′1 for its further factorisation through the
right pointwise cocartesian cell above, so that the identity on the left below follows.
Here, on both sides, the bottom nullary cartesian cell is that given by the yoneda
axiom (Definition 5.2); remember it defines g as a pointwise weak left Kan extension
because y is dense (Lemma 5.1). Assuming condition (c), it follows that the full
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composite on the left-hand side defines l ◦ f1 as a pointwise left Kan extension.
A10 A1m1
C0 C1
Ĉ0
J1
f0 f1
g
K1
y
φ1
cart
=
A10 A1m1
C0 A1m1
C0 A1m1
C0 C1
Ĉ0
J1
f0
H
K1(id, f1)
f1
g
K1
y
φ′′1
cocart
cart
cart
C0 A10 A1m1
C0 C1
f∗0 J1
f0 f1
K1
φ1cart
Since the right-hand side of the identity above defines a pointwise left Kan exten-
sion, so does the composite of its bottom three cells, as follows from the vertical
pasting lemma (Lemma 4.9) applied to its right pointwise cocartesian top cell. From
Lemma 5.3 we conclude that the latter composite is cartesian so that, by the past-
ing lemma, the cell φ′′1 is cartesian. Being a horizontal cell, it follows that φ
′′
1 is
invertible; hence φ′1 = φ
′′
1 ◦ cocart is right pointwise cocartesian, as required.
Finally, to prove (c)⇒ (b), consider the composite on the right above. Assuming
that the right pointwise composite (f∗0 ⊙ J11 ⊙ · · · ⊙ J1m1) exists, we may apply
(c) ⇒ (a) ⇒ (b) to find that it is pointwise left exact. Using Proposition 4.12 we
conclude that φ1 is itself pointwise left exact. This concludes the proof.
5.4 Presheaf objects as free cocompletions
We now turn to proving that, under mild conditions, a presheaf object M̂ forms
the ‘free cocompletion of M ’, in a sense that will be made precise. This generalises
the situation of V-enriched category theory, where the V-category of presheaves M̂
on a small V-category M forms the free cocompletion of M under small weighted
colimits; see for instance Theorem 4.51 of [Kel82]. On the other hand, for any
yoneda embedding y : M → M̂ in a 2-category in the sense of [SW78] and [Web07],
the conditions ensuring that M̂ is cocomplete seem to be unclear.
In the result below we start by characterising the cocompleteness of presheaf
objects, that are defined by good yoneda embeddings, in terms of left exact cells.
In particular it follows that presheaf objects are cocomplete in a strong sense, that
is they admit many pointwise left Kan extensions. Remember that the yoneda
embedding y is called good if all restrictions M̂(y, d) exist, where d : A → M̂ ; for
the notion of pointwise composition see Definition 3.16.
Proposition 5.16. Let y : M → M̂ be a good yoneda embedding. The pointwise
left Kan extension of d : A→ M̂ along J : A −7→ B exists precisely when a pointwise
left y-exact cell of the form below does. This is the case, for instance, if φ defines
K as the right pointwise composite
(
M̂(y, d)⊙ J
)
.
M A B
M B
M̂(y, d) J
K
φ
Proof. For the ‘when’-part consider l := Kλ given by the yoneda axiom and defined
by the cartesian cell in the left-hand side below. This cell defines l as a pointwise left
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Kan extension because y is dense (Lemma 5.1) so that, by the assumption on φ, the
full composite on the left-hand side again defines l as a pointwise left Kan extension.
Next consider the cartesian cell in the right-hand side, which exists because y is a
good yoneda embedding. This too defines a left Kan extension, again by density of
y, so that the left-hand side factors through it as a cell η, as shown. Applying the
horizontal pasting lemma (Lemma 4.8) we conclude that η defines l as the pointwise
left Kan extension of d along J .
M A B
M B
M̂
M̂(y, d) J
K
y l
φ
cart
=
M A B
M̂
M̂(y, d)
y
cart
J
d
l
η
(16)
For the ‘precisely’-part assume that the cell η in the right-hand side above de-
fines l as the pointwise left Kan extension of d along J . We compose it with the
cartesian cell defining the restriction M̂(y, d), which exists because y is a good
yoneda embedding, and factor the result through the cartesian cell defining the re-
striction K := M̂(y, l), obtaining a horizontal cell φ as shown. Now the cartesian
cells above define pointwise left Kan extensions because y is dense; it follows that
the full right-hand side does as well, by the horizontal pasting lemma. We conclude
that composing φ with a cell that defines the pointwise left Kan extension of y
along K results in a composite that again defines a pointwise left Kan extension,
showing that φ is pointwise left y-exact as required. Completing the proof, the final
assertion follows directly from Corollary 4.10.
Notice in particular that presheaf objects N̂ in hypervirtual equipments, that
are defined by good yoneda embeddings, admit all pointwise left Kan extensions
of the identity idN̂ , along any horizontal morphisms J : N̂ −7→ B: indeed in this
case the pointwise composite
(
N̂(y, id)⊙ J
)
coincides with the restriction J(y, id);
see Lemma 3.20. Thus the object M = N̂ statisfies the equivalent conditions of
the lemma below; we will call such objects M total. This term is motivated by
[SW78], where an ‘admissible’ object C in a 2-category is called total when its
yoneda embedding y : C → Ĉ admits a left adjoint. Moreover in [DS86] a V-
category M is called total when it admits, for all V-presheaves J : Mop → V , the
J-weighted colimit of the identity idM ; that this is equivalent to the condition (a)
below, considered in V-Prof, follows easily from the results of Section 4.4. The
equivalences (c) ⇔ (a) ⇔ (b) below are generalisations of Theorems 5.2 and 5.3 of
[Kel86], where they are proved in the case of (V ,V ′)-Prof.
Lemma 5.17. For an object M the following conditions are equivalent:
(a) for any J : M −7→ B the pointwise left Kan extension of idM along J exists;
(b) for any right pointwise cocartesian cell
A B
M B
J
d
K
cocart
the pointwise left Kan extension of d along J exists.
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Given a good yoneda embedding y : M → M̂ the following condition is equivalent
too:
(c) y admits a left adjoint c : M̂ →M .
Proof. (a) ⇒ (b) follows from applying the vertical pasting lemma (Lemma 4.9)
to the composites as on the left below, where the cell η defines l : B → M as the
pointwise left Kan extension of idM along K.
(b) ⇒ (a) simply follows from taking the identity on J as cocartesian cell.
(c)⇒ (a) follows from considering composites as on the second left below, where
the cartesian cell is given by the yoneda axiom (Definition 5.2) and ε : c ◦ y ⇒ idM
denotes the counit of c ⊣ y; the latter is invertible because y is full and faithful
(see Lemma 5.4 and the horizontal dual of Lemma 2.16). Use the fact that the left
adjoint c is cocontinuous; see Proposition 4.15.
A B
M B
M
J
d
K
lη
cocart
M B
M̂
M
J
y Jλ
c
ε−1
cart
M M̂
M
M̂
y∗
c
y
γ
=
M M̂
M̂ M
M̂
y∗
y
c
y
ζ
cart
(a) ⇒ (c). Let c : M̂ → M denote the pointwise left Kan extension of idM
along y∗ and let γ denotes its defining cell, as in the left-hand side of the identity
on the right above; we claim that c forms the left adjoint of y. To prove this,
as the unit cell ζ : id
M̂
⇒ y ◦c we take the unique factorisation of y ◦γ through
the cartesian cell defining y∗, as shown above; recall that the latter defines idM̂
as a pointwise left Kan extension because y is dense (Lemma 5.1). For the counit
δ : c ◦ y ⇒ idM remember that y is full and faithful (Lemma 5.4) so that, by
Proposition 4.13, the composite of γ with the weakly cocartesian cell defining y∗
is an invertible vertical cell idM ⇒ c ◦ y; we take δ to be its inverse. The triangle
identity idy = (ζ ◦y)⊙ (c◦ δ) follows directly from the identity above, by composing
it first with the weakly cocartesian cell defining y∗ and then with δ.
M M̂
M̂ M
M̂
M
y∗
y
c
y
c
ζ
δ
cart
=
M M̂
M
M̂
M
y∗
c
y
c
γ
δ
=
M M̂
M̂
M
y∗
y
c
cart
To prove the second triangle identity (c◦ ζ)⊙ (δ ◦ c) = idC notice that, after compo-
sition with the cartesian cell defining y∗, it coincides with the left-hand and right-
hand sides of the equation above. The first identity here follows from the definition
of ζ, while the second one follows by precomposition with the weakly cocartesian
cell cocart that defines y∗, the uniqueness of factorisations through the latter, the
identity γ ◦ cocart = δ−1 and the interchange axiom (Lemma 1.2). The second
triangle identity now follows from the fact that the left-hand side above defines c
as a pointwise left Kan extension: indeed, its composition with the invertible cell
δ−1 = γ ◦ cocart equals γ by the horizontal companion identity (see Lemma 2.11),
and γ defines c as a pointwise left Kan extension. This completes the proof.
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Having seen that presheaf objects are cocomplete in a strong sense, we now
describe the way in which they form ‘small cocompletions’. As there is no clear
notion of ‘smallness’ for objects in a general hypervirtual double category, we regard
the notion of ‘smallness’ as variable, as follows.
Definition 5.18. Let K be a hypervirtual double category. By a left extension
diagram in K we mean a span of the form M
d
←− A
J
−7→ B. A collection S of left
extension diagrams is called an ideal if (f ◦ d, J) ∈ S for all (d, J) ∈ S and f ∈ K
composable with d; given such an ideal and an object M we write S(M) ⊂ S for
the subcollection of spans of the form M
d
←− A
J
−7→ B. Moreover:
- M is called S-cocomplete if, for any (d, J) ∈ S(M), the pointwise left Kan
extension of d along J exists;
- f : M → N is called S-cocontinuous if, for any (d, J) ∈ S(M) and any nullary
cell η that defines a morphism l : B →M as the pointwise left Kan extension
of d along J , the composite f ◦η defines f ◦ l as a pointwise left Kan extension;
- w : M → M¯ is said to define M¯ as the free S-cocompletion of M if M¯ is
S-cocomplete and, for any S-cocomplete N , the composite
VS-cocts(K)(M¯,N) ⊆ V (K)(M¯ ,N)
V (K)(w,N)
−−−−−−−→ V (K)(M,N)
is an equivalence, where VS-cocts(K) denotes the sub-2-category of S-cocontinuous
morphisms in V (K).
We can now state the main theorem of this subsection, using the notion of left
exactness (Definition 5.12). Afterwards some examples are given. Recall that, for
condition (e) below, it suffices that the cell φ defines K as the right pointwise
composite
(
M̂(y, d)⊙ J
)
(Definition 3.16).
Theorem 5.19. Let y : M → M̂ be a good yoneda embedding in a hypervirtual
double category K and let S be an ideal of left extension diagrams in K. If
(e) a pointwise left y-exact cell
M A B
M B
M̂(y, d) J
K
φ
exists for every (d, J) ∈ S(M̂ );
(y) (f, y∗) ∈ S for all f : M → N ,
then y defines M̂ as the free S-cocompletion of M .
Proof. Condition (e) ensures that M̂ is S-cocomplete by Proposition 5.16. That
precomposition with y induces an equivalence VS-cocts(K)(M̂ ,N) ≃ V (K)(M,N),
for any S-cocomplete N , is shown in Lemma 5.23 below.
Example 5.20. Taking K = (V ,V ′)-Prof (Example 1.12), consider the ideal of left
extension diagrams
S = {(d, J) | J : A −7→ B is a V-profunctor between V-categories, with A small}.
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If V is closed monoidal, small cocomplete and small complete, and with ⊗ pre-
serving small colimits on both sides then, for any small V-category M , the yoneda
embedding y : M → M̂ satisfies the conditions of the theorem (as follows from Ex-
ample 3.3 and Proposition 5.5), so that the V-category M̂ of presheaves forms the
free S-cocompletion of M .
If V is closed symmetric monoidal then, in view of the results of Section 4.4,
S-cocompleteness coincides with the classical notion of (small) cocompleteness for
V-categories, in the sense of e.g. of Section 3.2 of [Kel82]. The theorem in this case
recovers the fact that, for a small V-category M , the V-category of presheaves M̂
forms the free small cocompletion of M ; see Theorem 4.51 of [Kel82].
Example 5.21. To give a useful ideal C of left extension diagrams in a general
hypervirtual double category K, let us call a horizontal morphism J : A −7→ B left
composable when the right pointwise composite (H ⊙ J) exists for any H : C −7→ A;
we set
C = {(d, J) | J is left composable}.
Clearly a good yoneda embedding y : M → M̂ in K satisfies the conditions of the
theorem as soon as its companion y∗ is left composable so that, in that case, M̂
forms the free C-cocompletion of M .
Notice that if K = (V ,V ′)-Prof, with V as in the previous example, then the
ideal S considered there is contained in C, so that any C-cocomplete V-category is
S-cocomplete. Under what conditions the converse holds I do not know.
In the proof of Lemma 5.23 below the following proposition is used, which is a
weak variant of Proposition 5.9.
Lemma 5.22. Let y : M → M̂ and S be as in Theorem 5.19. Any pointwise left
Kan extension along y∗ is S-cocontinuous.
Proof. Suppose that the cell ζ in the composite below defines l as the pointwise left
Kan extension of e along y∗. We have to show that for any left extension diagram
(d, J) ∈ S(M̂ ) and any cell η, as below, that defines a morphism l : B → M̂ as the
pointwise left Kan extension of d along J , the composite k ◦ η defines k ◦ l as a
pointwise left Kan extension as well.
M A B
M M̂
N
M̂(y, d) J
d l
y∗
e kζ
η
cart′
To see this first notice that, by the uniqueness of Kan extensions, we may without
loss of generality assume that η is the cell obtained in the ‘when’-part of Proposi-
tion 5.16, as the unique factorisation in the left-hand side of (16); here we use that
the pointwise left y-exact cell φ :
(
M̂(y, d), J
)
⇒ K, as considered there, exists by
condition (e) of Theorem 5.19. Now the full left-hand side of (16), after factorising
it through the cartesian cell defining y∗, coincides with the top row in the compos-
ite above, while its right-hand side factors through y∗ as a cartesian cell (by the
pasting lemma for cartesian cells), precomposed with φ. Using Lemma 4.6(b) and
the assumption that φ is pointwise left y-exact, we conclude that the full composite
above defines k ◦ l as a pointwise left Kan extension. Finally, because the factori-
sation cart′ too is cartesian by the pasting lemma, we find that the first column
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ζ ◦ cart′ above defines a left Kan extension as well. Using the horizontal pasting
lemma we conclude that second column, that is l ◦ ζ, also defines a pointwise left
Kan extension, as required.
Lemma 5.23. Let y : M → M̂ and S be as in Theorem 5.19. For any object N the
top leg of the diagram
V (K)(M̂ ,N) V (K)(M,N)
VS-cocts(K)(M̂ ,N) V (K)(M,N)′
V (K)(y, N)
⊇ ⊇
≃
factors through the full subcategory V (K)(M,N)′ of V (K)(M,N), that is generated
by all g : M → N whose pointwise left Kan extension along y∗ exists in K, as an
equivalence as shown.
In particular, if N is S-cocomplete, then the factorisation above reduces to an
equivalence VS-cocts(K)(M̂ ,N) ≃ V (K)(M,N).
Proof. Firstly, for the final assertion, simply notice that condition (y) of Theo-
rem 5.19 ensures that V (K)(M,N)′ = V (K)(M,N) for all S-cocomplete N . Next
to see that the top leg of the diagram above factors consider any S-cocontinuous
f : M̂ → N ; we have to show that the pointwise left Kan extension of f ◦y along y∗
exists. Since (y, y∗) ∈ S by the same condition it clearly does: it is f itself, defined
by the composite on the left below.
To prove that the factorisation is an equivalence we will show that it is essentially
surjective and full and faithful; for the former consider any g ∈ V (K)(M,N)′. By
definition of V (K)(M,N)′ the pointwise left Kan extension l : M̂ → N of g along y∗
exists; we denote its defining cell by η, as in the middle below. By Lemma 5.22 l is
S-cocontinuous while, by precomposing η with the weakly cocartesian cell defining
y∗, we obtain a vertical isomorphism g
∼= f ◦y, as follows from the fact that y is full
and faithful (Lemma 5.4) and Proposition 4.13. This shows essential surjectivity.
Finally, to prove full and faithfulness, consider any vertical cell φ : f ◦ y⇒ g ◦ y,
where f and g are S-cocontinuous. We have to show that there exists a unique
vertical cell φ′ : f ⇒ g such that φ = φ′ ◦ y.
M M̂
M̂
N
y∗
y
f
cart M M̂
N
y∗
g l
η
M M̂
M̂ M̂
N
y∗
yy
f g
φ
cart
=
M M̂
M̂
N
y∗
y
f gφ′
cart
Since y is dense, the cartesian cell in the right-hand side of the identity above defines
a left Kan extension, by Lemma 5.1. It follows that its composition with f does
too, by S-cocompleteness of f and condition (y) of Theorem 5.19 again, so that the
composite on the left-hand side factors uniquely as a cell φ′ as shown. Composing
both sides with the weakly cocartesian cell that defines y∗, we conclude that φ
′ is
unique such that φ = φ′ ◦ y, as required. This completes the proof.
6 Algebras of monads
With our study of ‘ordinary’ category theory within hypervirtual double cate-
gories complete, we now turn to such theory in the presence of ‘algebraic struc-
tures’; the archetypal example being that of monoidal structures on categories.
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Like in 2-dimensional category theory, algebraic structures in a hypervirtual dou-
ble category K are defined by monads on K. In fact, any monad T on K in-
duces a strict 2-monad V (T ) on the vertical 2-category V (K), under the 2-functor
V : HypVirtMultiCat→ 2-Cat. Given a monad T we will consider a hypervirtual dou-
ble category T -Alg of (weak) algebras of T , whose vertical part V (T -Alg) coincides
with the 2-category V (T )-Alg of (weak) V (T )-algebras in the classical sense. The
notion of horizontal morphism in T -Alg generalises that of ‘horizontal T -morphism’
introduced by Grandis and Paré in the setting of pseudo double categories [GP04];
see also [Kou15a].
In closing this section we will use the characterisation of (op-)representable hor-
izontal morphisms given in Theorem 2.21 to characterise (op-)representable hori-
zontal T -morphisms.
6.1 Monads on a hypervirtual double category
We start with monads on hypervirtual double categories. They are simply monads
in the 2-category HypVirtMultiCat as follows.
Definition 6.1. By a monad T on a hypervirtual double category K we mean a
monad T = (T, µ, ι) on K in the 2-category HypVirtMultiCat. As usual, T consists of
an endofunctor T : K → K, equipped with multiplication and unit transformations
µ : T 2 ⇒ T and ι : idK ⇒ T which satisfy the associativity and unit identities
T ◦ Tµ = T ◦ µT and µ ◦ T ι = idT = µ ◦ ιT .
We call T strong whenever its underlying endofunctor is strong, that is preserves
all horizontal cocartesian cells.
Notice that, under the strict 2-functor V : HypVirtMultiCat → 2-Cat of Propo-
sition 1.15, every monad T on a hypervirtual double category K induces a strict
2-monad V (T ) on its vertical 2-category V (K). Remember that most of our ex-
amples of hypervirtual double categories are obtained by considering monoids and
bimodules in a virtual double category. Unsurprisingly our examples of monads are
images under the strict 2-functor Mod : VirtMultiCat → HypVirtMultiCat of Propo-
sition 1.18 as well, as described below. We shall only describe three examples of
monads; in the remainder their corresponding algebraic structures will be studied in
detail. For other examples we refer to Section 3 of [CS10], where several monads on
virtual double categories are described; many of these can be regarded as monads on
hypervirtual double categories under the equivalence of Theorem 3.25. The exam-
ples of ‘cartesian monads’ on categories E with pullbacks, that are given in Section
4.1 of [Lei04], form another source of monads on hypervirtual double categories, by
taking their images under the composite 2-functor Prof(–) = Mod ◦ Span(–); see
Example 1.17 and Proposition 1.18.
Example 6.2. Let V = (V ,⊗, I) be a symmetric monoidal category with an initial
object ∅ preserved by ⊗ on both sides. The ‘free monoid’-monad T on the virtual
double category V-Mat of V-matrices (Example 1.6) is given as follows. It maps each
large set A to its free monoid TA :=
∐
n≥0A
×n; likewise, on a function f : A→ C
it is given by Tf :=
∐
n≥0 f
×n, while its image of the V-matrix J : A −7→ B is given
by
(TJ)(x, y) =
{⊗n
i=1 J(xi, yi) if |x| = n = |y|;
∅ otherwise,
where |x| and |y| denote the lengths of x and y. The components of the image
Tφ : (TJ1, . . . , T Jn) ⇒ TK of a cell φ are given by tensor products of the compo-
nents of φ, after using the while the symmetry of V to put the tensor factors in the
right order. The multiplication of T , finally, is given by concatenation of sequences
on sets, while on V-matrices it is induced by the associator of V .
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Applying Mod to T we obtain the ‘free strict monoidal V-category’-monad on
V-Prof, which we again denote T . It maps a V-category A to the freely generated
strict monoidal V-category TA :=
∐
n≥0A
⊗n, while its image of a V-profunctor
J : A −7→ B consists of the V-objects (TJ)(x, y) above, on which TA and TB act
indexwise. For further details we refer to Example 3.11 of [Kou15a] where, in the
case of a cocomplete V whose tensor product preserves colimits on both sides, the
restriction of T to the double category of small V-categories is described in detail.
For a closed symmetric monoidal V ′ that is large cocomplete, so that V ′-Prof
is a double category (Example 3.3), showing that T is a strong monad on V ′-Prof
is straightforward. In proving this the “Fubini theorem” for coends is useful; see
Section 2.1 of [Kel82] for the dual theorem for ends. Now, given a symmetric
universe enlargement V → V ′ with V as in the above, notice that T restricts to a
strong monad on (V ,V ′)-Prof, whose strongness is a consequence of the reflection
of cocartesian cells along the inclusion (V ,V ′)-Prof → V ′-Prof (Proposition 3.17).
Example 6.3. Let G1 be the indexing category G1 = (1 ⇒ 0), so that the functor
category Set′G1 is that of large directed graphs. Consider the ‘free category’-monad
on Set′G1 : it maps a graph A =
(
A1 A0
s
t
)
to its free category TA, with the same
vertices as A and, as edges, (possibly empty) paths e = (x0
e1−→ x1
e2−→ · · ·
en−→ xn)
of edges in A; formally
(TA)0 = A0 and (TA)1 = A0 ∐
∐
n≥1
n times︷ ︸︸ ︷
A1 ×A0 A1 ×A0 · · · ×A0 A1 .
Multiplication of T is given by concatenation of paths, while its unit inserts edges
as singleton paths.
Checking that T preserves the indexwise pullbacks of Set′G1 is straightforward;
see for instance Proposition 2.3 of [DPP06]. Hence we may apply Prof(–) =
Mod ◦ Span(–) (see Example 1.17 and Proposition 1.18) to obtain a monad on
the equipment Set′-ProfG1 := Prof(Set′G1) of large G1-indexed profunctors: this is
the ‘free strict double category’-monad, which we again denote T . We shall briefly
describe Set′-ProfG1 and the action of T .
A G1-indexed category A =
(
A1 A0
σ
τ
)
will be regarded as being a virtual
double category A that has (1, 1)-ary cells only; its objects and vertical morphisms
form the category A0 while its horizontal morphisms and cells form A1. The free
strict double category TA has the same objects and vertical morphisms as A, while
its horizontal morphisms and cells are (possible empty) paths of horizontal mor-
phisms and cells in A. A large G1-indexed profunctor J : A −7→ B consists of large
profunctors J0 : A0 −7→ B0 and J1 : A1 −7→ B1, equipped with natural transforma-
tions Jσ : J1 ⇒ J0(σA, σB) and Jτ : J1 ⇒ J0(τA, τB). We think of the elements
u ∈ J0(A,C) as vertical morphisms u : A → C, and of those θ ∈ J1(J,K) as cells
as below, where u = Jσ(θ) and v = Jτ (θ).
A B
C D
J
u v
K
θ
Analogous to its action on G1-indexed categories, T maps J : A −7→ B to the G1-
indexed profunctor TJ : TA −7→ TB that has the same vertical morphisms as J
while its cells are paths of cells of J .
Finally, notice that T restricts to the hypervirtual equipment (Set, Set′)-ProfG1
of small G1-indexed profunctors between large G1-indexed categories, that is those
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J : A −7→ B with small sets J0(A,C) and J1(J,K) of vertical morphisms and cells.
We remark that T is not strong; for an example of a composite G1-indexed pro-
functor that is not preserved by T see Proposition 3.25 of [Kou13].
6.2 Algebras of 2-monads
Here we recall from [Str74] several notions of weak algebra of a 2-monad, and apply
them to the vertical parts V (T ) of monads T on hypervirtual double categories.
Definition 6.4. Let T = (T, µ, ι) be a strict 2-monad on a 2-category C.
- A lax T -algebra A is a quadruple A = (A, a, a¯, a˜) consisting of an object A
in C equipped with a morphism a : TA → A, its structure morphism, and
cells a¯ and a˜ as on the left below, its associator and unitor, that satisfy the
usual coherence axioms; see for instance Section 2 of [Str74] or Section 3 of
[Kou15a].
A lax T -algebra A with an invertible unitor a˜ is called normal. If both the
associator and the unitor are invertible then A is called a pseudo T -algebra;
if they are identity cells then A is called strict.
T 2A
TA TA
A
Ta µA
a a
a¯
A
TA
A
ιA
a
a˜
TA
TC A
C
Tf a
c f
f¯
- Given lax T -algebras A = (A, a, a¯, a˜) and C = (C, c, c¯, c˜), a lax T -morphism
A → C is a morphism f : A → C of C that is equipped with a structure cell
f¯ as on the right above, which is required to satisfy an associativity and unit
axiom; see [Str74] or [Kou15a].
Dually, in the notion of an colax T -morphism h : A→ C the direction of the
structure cell h¯ : h ◦ a ⇒ c ◦ Th is reversed. A (co-)lax morphism is called a
pseudo T -morphism if its structure cell is invertible.
- Given lax T -morphisms f and g : A → C, a T -cell f ⇒ g is a cell φ : f ⇒ g
in C satisfying
TA
TC A
C
Tg
Tf
a
c f
Tφ
f¯
=
TA
TC A
C
Tg a
c
g
f
g¯
φ
.
Likewise a T -cell between colax T -morphisms h and k : A → C is a cell
φ : h⇒ k satisfying h¯⊙ (c ◦ Tφ) = (φ ◦ a)⊙ k¯.
Lax T -algebras, lax T -morphisms and the T -cells between them form a 2-category
denoted T -Alg(l, l). We denote by T -Alg(nl, l) and T -Alg(ps, l) the sub-2-categories
consisting of normal lax T -algebras and pseudo T -algebras. Likewise (normal) lax
T -algebras, or pseudo T -algebras, together with colax T -morphisms and their T -
cells form a hierarchy of 2-categories T -Alg(ps, c) ⊂ T -Alg(nl, c) ⊂ T -Alg(l, c).
Writing T co for the induced strict 2-monad on Cco, by an colax T -algebra we
mean a lax T co-algebra; that is the notion of colax T -algebra is obtained by reversing
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the direction of the associator and unitor cells of lax T -algebras. The notions of lax
T -morphism and colax T -morphism for colax T -algebras are defined analogously to
those for lax T -algebras: in fact the 2-category of colax T -algebras, lax T -morphisms
and T -cells is defined as T -Alg(c, l) :=
(
T co-Alg(l, c)
)co
, while that of colax T -algebras,
colax T -morphism and T -cells is defined as T -Alg(c, c) :=
(
T co-Alg(l, l)
)co
. As before
we denote their sub-2-categories consisting of normal colax T -algebras by T -Alg(no, l)
and T -Alg(no, c). Notice that we need not distinguish between “pseudo lax algebras”
and “pseudo colax algebras”, since inverting associator and unitor cells induces an
isomorphism T -Alg(ps, l)
∼=
(
T co-Alg(ps, c)
)co
, and similar for colax morphisms.
Example 6.5. Consider the ‘free strict monoidal V-category’-monad T on V-Prof
(Example 6.2), and its vertical part V (T ) on V-Cat = V (V-Prof). A lax V (T )-
algebra is a lax monoidal V-category, that is a large V-category A equipped with
tensor product V-functors
⊘ : TA→ A : (x1, . . . , xn) 7→ (x1 ⊘ · · · ⊘ xn),
where n ≥ 0, together with V-natural unitors1 i : x→ (x) and associators
a :
(
(x11 ⊘ · · · ⊘ x1m1)⊘ · · · ⊘ (xn1 ⊘ · · · ⊘ xnmn)
)
→ (x11 ⊘ · · · ⊘ xnmn)
satisfying the usual coherence axioms; see for instance Definition 3.1.1 of [Lei04]. In
a monoidal V-category unitors and associators are invertible; in an colax monoidal
V-category their direction is reversed.
A lax V (T )-morphism f : A → C between lax monoidal V-categories is a lax
monoidal V-functor, that is a V-functor f : A → C equipped with V-natural com-
positors f⊘ : (fx1 ⊘ · · · ⊘ fxn) → f(x1 ⊘ · · · ⊘ xn), that are compatible with the
coherence maps of A and C; see Definition 3.1.3 of [Lei04]. In the notion of colax
monoidal V-functor the direction of the compositors is reversed. The V (T )-cells
finally are monoidal V-natural transformations ξ : f ⇒ g, whose components satisfy
the coherence axiom f⊘ ◦(ξx1⊘· · ·⊘ξxn) = ξ(x1⊘···⊘xn) ◦g⊘. We remark that, in re-
lation to the classical definitions of monoidal category/functor/transformation, the
preceding (co-)lax definitions are often called unbiased because, unlike the classical
notions, they are not “biased” towards binary tensor products.
Example 6.6. Consider the ‘free strict double category’-monad T on Set′-ProfG1 ,
(Example 6.3), and its vertical part V (T ) on the 2-category Cat′G1 of large G1-
indexed categories. A lax V (T )-algebra A is a lax double category as follows. It
consists of a large G1-indexed category A equipped with compatible horizontal
compositions for its horizontal morphisms and cells:
(A0
J1−7→ A1, . . . , An′
Jn−7→ An) 7→ A0
(J1⊙···⊙Jn)
−−−−7−−−−→ An
( A0 A1
C0 C1
j1
f0 f1
K1
φ1 , . . . ,
An′ An
Cn′ Cn
Jn
fn′ fn
Kn
φn
)
7→
A0 An
C0 Cn.
(J1 ⊙ · · · ⊙ Jn)
f0 fn
(K1 ⊙ · · · ⊙Kn)
(φ1 ⊙ · · · ⊙ φn)
The second of these is required to be functorial with respect to the vertical compo-
sition in A; this condition is known as the interchange axiom. Furthermore, A is
equipped with horizontal unitor cells i : J ⇒ (J), one for each horizontal morphism
J : A −7→ B, and horizontal associator cells
a :
(
(J11 ⊙ · · · ⊙ J1m1)⊙ · · · ⊙ (Jn1 ⊙ · · · ⊙ Jnmn)
)
⇒ (J11 ⊙ · · · ⊙ Jnmn),
1As is the custom, by a map i : x → (x) in the V-category A we mean a V-map i : I → A(x, (x)).
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one for each double path J of horizonal morphisms. These coherence cells are
required to be natural with respect to the vertical composition of cells in A and to
satisfy the usual coherence axioms, analogous to those of a lax monoidal category.
For each A ∈ A we call the horizontal composite (A) : A −7→ A of the empty path
(A) the (horizontal) unit of A. By requiring that the associator and unitor cells be
invertible we obtain the notion of ‘weak double category’, considered in Section 5.2
of [Lei04]; notice that this an “unbiased” variant of the ‘pseudo double categories’
that were considered after Proposition 3.8.
Lax double functors F : A → C are defined analogously to lax monoidal functors:
they are G1-indexed functors equipped with natural horizontal compositor cells
F⊙ : (Fj1 ⊙ · · · ⊙ Fjn)⇒ F (j1 ⊙ · · · ⊙ jn)
satisfying the usual coherence axioms. Likewise double transformations ξ : F ⇒ G
are G1-indexed natural transformations satisfying the coherence axiom
G⊙ ◦ (ξJ1 ⊙ · · · ⊙ ξJn) = ξ(J1⊙···⊙Jn) ◦ F⊙.
6.3 Hypervirtual double categories of T -algebras
We turn to the hypervirtual double categories T -Alg(v, w) associated to a monad
T = (T, µ, ι) on a hypervirtual double category K. Remember that T induces a
strict 2-monad on the vertical 2-category V (K) that is contained in K. To start, by
an (co-)lax T -algebra we shall simply mean an (co-)lax V (T )-algebra, and by an (co-
)lax vertical T -morphism between such algebras we shall mean an (co-)lax V (T )-
morphism. The following definition generalises to hypervirtual double categories
the notion of ‘horizontal T -morphism’, given in [Kou15a], which is itself a slight
generalisation of the ‘algebraic arrows’ that were introduced in Section 7 of [GP04].
Definition 6.7. Let T = (T, µ, ι) be a monad on a hypervirtual double category K.
Given lax T -algebras A = (A, a, a¯, a˜) and B = (B, b, b¯, b˜), a horizontal T -morphism
A −7→ B is a horizontal morphism J : A −7→ B equipped with a structure cell
TA TB
A B
TJ
a b
J
J¯
satisfying the associativity and unit axioms below.
A horizontal T -morphism J : A −7→ B is called (op-)representable whenever its
underlying morphism J : A −7→ B is (op-)representable in K. It is said to satisfy the
left Beck-Chevalley condition whenever its structure cell J¯ satisfies the left Beck-
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Chevalley condition (Definition 5.12).
T 2A T 2B
TA TB TB
A B
T 2J
Ta
Tb
µB
TJ
a
b
b
J
b¯
T J¯
J¯
=
T 2A T 2B
TA TA TB
A B
T 2J
Ta µA µB
a a
TJ
b
J
a¯
µJ
J¯
A B
TA TB
A B
J
ιA ιB
a
TJ
b
J
a˜
ιJ
J¯
=
A B
TB
A B
J
ιB
b
J
b˜
Example 6.8. Let T be the ‘free strict monoidal V-category’-monad on (V ,V ′)-Prof,
described in Example 6.2. Given lax monoidal V ′-categories A and B, a horizontal
T -morphism A −7→ B is a monoidal V-profunctor, that is a V-profunctor J : A −7→ B
equipped with a monoidal structure given by V ′-maps
J⊘ : J(x1, y1)⊗
′ · · · ⊗′ J(xn, yn)→ J
(
(x1 ⊘ · · · ⊘ xn), (y1 ⊘ · · · ⊘ yn)
)
,
where x1, . . . , xn ∈ A, y1, . . . , yn ∈ B and, in the right-hand side, the tensor prod-
ucts of A and B are denoted by ⊘. These V ′-maps are required to be compatible
with the actions of TA and TB, and to satisfy associativity and unit axioms; see
Example 3.23 of [Kou15a].
We remark that if A is a monoidal V ′-category, that is with invertible associator
and unitor, while V ′ is closed symmetric monoidal, so that V can be regarded as a
monoidal V ′-category itself, then monoidal V ′-profunctors J : A −7→ B in the sense
above can be identified with lax monoidal V ′-functors Aop⊗′B → V ′ whose images
are V-objects.
A monoidal V-profunctor J : A −7→ B satisfies the left Beck-Chevalley condition
whenever, for each x ∈ A and y1, . . . , yn ∈ B, the family of V
′-maps
A
(
x, (u1 ⊘ · · · ⊘ un)
)
⊗′ J(u1, y1)⊗′ · · · ⊗′ J(un, yn)
A
(
x, (u1 ⊘ · · · ⊘ un)
)
⊗′ J
(
(u1 ⊘ · · · ⊘ un), (y1 ⊘ · · · ⊘ yn)
)
J
(
x, (y1 ⊘ · · · ⊘ yn)
)
id⊗′J⊘
λ
defines the V-object J
(
x, (y1 ⊘ · · · ⊘ yn)
)
as the coend∫ u1,...,un∈A
A
(
x, (u1 ⊘ · · · ⊘ un)
)
⊗′ J(u1, y1)⊗
′ · · · ⊗′ J(un, yn)
in V ′, as follows from Definition 5.12 and Proposition 3.17. In the case (V ,V ′) =
(Set, Set′) this means that any morphism p : x→ (y1 ⊘ · · · ⊘ yn) in J factors as
x (y1 ⊘ · · · ⊘ yn),
(u1 ⊘ · · · ⊘ un)
p
s (q1 ⊘ · · · ⊘ qn)
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where s ∈ A and each qi ∈ J , while these factorisations are required to be unique
up to the equivalence relation defined by the coend above.
Example 6.9. Let T be the ‘free strict double category’-monad on (Set, Set′)-ProfG1 ;
we will call a horizontal T -morphism A −7→ B, between large lax double categories
A and B, a (small) double profunctor. It is given by a small G1-indexed profunctor
J : A −7→ B equipped with ‘horizontal compositions’
( A0 A1
C0 C1
J1
u0 u1
K1
θ1 , . . . ,
An′ An
Cn′ Cn
Jn
un′ un
Kn
θn
)
7→
A0 An
C0 Cn,
(J1 ⊙ · · · ⊙ Jn)
u0 un
(K1 ⊙ · · · ⊙Kn)
(θ1 ⊙ · · · ⊙ θn)
one for each path θ : J ⇒ K of cells in J . These compositions are required to be
natural with repect to the actions of A and B, and to satisfy the following coherence
axioms. The associativity axioms states that the diagram below commutes in J , for
every double path θ : J ⇒ K of cells, while the unit axiom states that iB◦θ = (θ)◦iA,
for every cell θ : J ⇒ K in J .(
(J11 ⊙ · · · ⊙ J1m1)⊙ · · · ⊙ (Jn1 ⊙ · · · ⊙ Jnmn)
)
(J11 ⊙ · · · ⊙ Jnmn)
(
(K11 ⊙ · · · ⊙K1m1)⊙ · · · ⊙ (Kn1 ⊙ · · · ⊙Knmn)
)
(K11 ⊙ · · · ⊙Knmn)
aA
(
(θ11 ⊙ · · · ⊙ θ1m1)⊙ · · · ⊙ (θn1 ⊙ · · · ⊙ θnmn)
)
(θ11 ⊙ · · · ⊙ θnmn)
aB
Next is the definition of T -cell. Notice that, when restricted to vertical cells, it
coincides with that of ‘V (T )-cell’ in the sense of Definition 6.4. In Proposition 6.12
below we will see that lax T -algebras, ‘weak’ T -morphisms, horizontal T -morphisms
and the T -cells between them form a hypervirtual double category.
Definition 6.10. Let T a monad on a hypervirtual double category and consider
a cell
A0 A1 An′ An
C D
J1
f
Jn
g
K
φ
· · ·
where f and g are lax vertical T -morphisms while J and K are paths of horizontal
T -morphisms. It is called a T -cell whenever the identity
TA0 TA1 TAn′ TAn
TC TD An
C D
TJ1
Tf
TJn
Tg an
TK
c d g
K
g¯
Tφ
K¯
· · ·
=
TA0 TA1 TAn′ TAn
TC A0 A1 An′ An
C D
TJ1
Tf a0 a1
TJn
an′ an
c
J1
f
Jn
g
K
f¯
J¯1 J¯n
φ
· · ·
holds, where in the left-hand side K¯ := K¯ if K = (C
K
−7→ D) and K¯ := idc if
K = (C); analogously the path (J¯1, . . . , J¯n) of structure cells in the right-hand side
is to be interpreted as the identity cell ida0 if J is empty.
Likewise a cell φ as above, but with colax vertical T -morphisms f and g, is called
a T -cell whenever f¯ ⊙ (K¯ ◦ Tφ) =
(
φ ◦ (J¯1, . . . , J¯n)
)
⊙ g¯.
In the case of the ‘free strict monoidal V-category’-monad, (1, 1)-ary T -cells were
described in Example 3.25 of [Kou15a].
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Example 6.11. For a G1-indexed cell ξ in (Set, Set
′)-ProfG1 , as in the top right
below, where F and G are lax double functors and the paths J and K are small
double profunctors, the T -cell axiom states the following. Consider matrices of cells
as on the left, where each row (θi1, . . . , θim) forms a composable path of cells in Ji;
remember that ξ consists of cells ξ(θ1k, . . . , θnk) : FJ0k ⇒ GJnk in K, one for each
column (θ1k, . . . , θnk). The T -axiom for ξ means that the diagram on the bottom
right commutes, for each matrix (θik); in that case we call ξ a double transformation.
A00 A01 A0m′ A0m
A10 A11 A1m′ A1m
An′0 An′1 An′m′ An′m
An0 An1 Anm′ Anm
J01
u10 u11
J0m
u1m′ u1m
J11 J1m
Jn′1
un0 un1
Jn′m
unm′ unm
Jn1 Jnm
θ11 θ1m
θn1 θnm
· · ·
...
...
· · ·
. . .
A0 A1 An′ An
C D
J1
F
Jn
G
K
ξ
· · ·
(FJ01 ⊙ · · · ⊙ FJ0m) (GJn1 ⊙ · · · ⊙GJnm)
F (J01 ⊙ · · · ⊙ J0m) G(Jn1 ⊙ · · · ⊙ Jnm)
(
ξ(θ11, . . . , θn1)⊙ · · · ⊙ ξ(θ1m, . . . , θnm)
)
F⊙ G⊙
ξ
(
(θ11 ⊙ · · · ⊙ θ1m), . . . , (θn1 ⊙ · · · ⊙ θnm)
)
Proposition 6.12. Let T be a monad on a hypervirtual double category K and let
‘weak’ mean either ‘lax’ or ‘colax’. The structure on K lifts to make lax T -algebras,
weak vertical T -morphisms, horizontal T -morphisms and T -cells into a hypervirtual
double category T -Alg(l, w), such that V (T -Alg(l, w)) = V (T )-Alg(l, w).
Analogous to the notation for 2-monads we set T -Alg(c, l) :=
(
T co-Alg(l, c)
)co
and T -Alg(c, c) :=
(
T co-Alg(l, l)
)co
. For v ∈ {c, l} we write T -Alg(v, ps) for the sub-
hypervirtual double category of T -Alg(v, l) (or, equivalently, T -Alg(v, c)) obtained
by restricting to pseudo vertical T -morphisms. By T -Alg(v, ps, lbc) ⊂ T -Alg(v, ps)
we denote the sub-hypervirtual double category obtained by further restricting to
horizontal T -morphisms that satisfy the left Beck-Chevalley condition (see Defini-
tion 6.7).
Proof. We treat the case of lax morphisms; that of colax morphisms is similar. The
structure on T -Alg(l, l) is completely determined by the requirement that it is lifted
from K, and that it reduces to V (T )-Alg(l, l). In particular the structure cell of a
vertical composite h ◦ f is given by h ◦ f := (h¯ ◦ Tf)⊙ (h ◦ f¯), as usual. Checking
that this structure on T -Alg(l, l) is well-defined is straightforward. Indeed that the
composite ψ ◦ (φ1, . . . , φn) of T -cells, as in (3), is again a T -cell is shown by the
equality (drawn schematically, leaving out all details except the shape of cells)
k¯
f¯n
L¯
T
(
ψ ◦ (φ1, . . . , φn)
)
· · · · · · · · ·
=
h¯
f¯n
· · · · · ·
Tφ1 Tφn
K¯1 K¯n
ψ
· · ·
=
h¯
f¯0
J¯11 · · · J¯1m1
· · ·
J¯n1 · · · J¯nmn
φ1 φn
ψ
,
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where the first identity follows from the fact that T preserves composites and the
T -cell axiom for ψ, and the second from the T -cell axioms for φ1, . . . , φn and the
interchange axioms (Lemma 1.2). This leaves checking that the identity cells of K
form T -cells, which clearly is the case.
The following example recovers, for a strict 2-monad T , the strict double cate-
gory of T -algebras, lax and colax T -morphisms, and the appropriate notion of cell
between those, that is considered in Example 4.8 of [Shu11].
Example 6.13. Let T = (T, µ, ι) be a strict 2-monad on a 2-category C. Its image
under the strict 2-functor Q : 2-Cat→ HypVirtMultiCat of Proposition 2.20 forms a
monad on the strict double category Q(C) of quintets in C (see Definition 2.19 and
Example 3.10). In this case Q(T )-Alg(l, l) has lax T -algebras in C as objects, lax T -
morphisms as vertical morphisms and colax T -morphisms as horizontal morphisms.
Composing the latter in the usual way, Q(T )-Alg(l, l) is again a strict double category.
Its cells are quintets φ in C as on the left below, where f : A → C and g : B → D
are lax T -morphisms and j : A → B and k : C → D are colax T -morphisms, such
that the identity on the right is satisfied. Quintets like these are called ‘generalised
T -transformations’ in [Shu11]; we will call them T -quintets.
A
C B
D
f j
k g
φ
TA
TC TB
TD
C B
D
Tf Tj
Tk
c Tg b
d
k g
Tφ
k¯ g¯
=
TA
TC TB
A
C B
D
Tf
a
Tj
c b
f j
k g
φ
f¯ j¯
Example 6.14. If in the previous example T is the restriction of ‘free strict double
category’-monad, as in Example 6.6, to the 2-category of G1-indexed categories,
functors and transformations, then a T -quintet ξ : K ◦ F ⇒ G ◦ H , where F and
G are lax double functors and H and K are colax ones, is given by a G1-indexed
transformation ξ : K ◦ F ⇒ G ◦ J that makes the diagrams
K(FJ1 ⊙ · · · ⊙ FJn) (KFJ1 ⊙ · · · ⊙KFJn)
KF (J1 ⊙ · · · ⊙ Jn) (GHJ1 ⊙ · · · ⊙GHJn)
GH(J1 ⊙ · · · ⊙ Jn) G(HJ1 ⊙ · · · ⊙HJn)
K⊙
KF⊙ (ξJ1 ⊙ · · · ⊙ ξJn )
ξ(J1⊙···⊙Jn) G⊙
GH⊙
commute, for each path J of horizontal morphisms in the source of F and H . We
will call these quintets double quintets.
The (biased variant of the) notion of double quintet was introduced by Grandis
and Paré in Section 2.2 of [GP04], without name. In fact, the sub-strict double
category of Q(T )-Alg(l, l) consisting of all pseudo double categories coincides with
(the biased variant of) the strict double category Dbl considered there, which forms
an important object of study in the subsequent [GP08] and [GP07]. We remark
that, unfortunately, when applied to Dbl our notion of pointwise right Kan extension
(horizontally dual to Definition 4.5) is not the right one. Indeed the right notion,
which generalises those of e.g. restriction and tabulation in a pseudo double category
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(see [GP07]), defines the pointwise right Kan extension of a lax double functor
D : A → M along an colax double functor J : A → B as a normal lax double
functor R : B →M (i.e. one that preserves horizontal units strictly), equipped with
a universal double quintet ε : R◦J ⇒ D. I do not know how to (smoothly) reconcile
these notions.
6.4 Representable horizontal T -morphisms
Let T be a monad on a hypervirtual double category K. In this section we will
characterise representable horizontal T -morphisms (Definition 6.7) in terms of colax
T -morphisms. This characterisation is a consequence of that of Theorem 2.21, which
characterises representable horizontal morphisms in K.
In detail, we will characterise the full sub-hypervirtual double categories
Rep(T )-Alg(l, l) ⊆ T -Alg(l, l) ⊇ opRep(T )-Alg(l, l)
generated by (op-)representable horizontal T -morphisms, where Rep and opRep de-
note the strict 2-endofunctors on HypVirtMultiCat of Proposition 2.18, that restrict
to (op-)representable horizontal morphisms. To do so recall from Theorem 2.21
the sub-2-endofunctor (Q ◦ V )∗ ⊆ Q ◦ V on HypVirtMultiCat, that maps K to the
sub-hypervirtual double category (Q ◦ V )∗(K) ⊆ (Q ◦ V )(K) consisting of all ob-
jects, all vertical morphisms, those horizontal morphisms j : A −7→ B that admit
companions in K, and all quintets between them. Horizontally dual, the sub-2-
endofunctor (Qco ◦ V )∗ ⊆ (Qco ◦ V ) restricts to horizontal morphisms j : A −7→ B
that admit conjoints. We will show that the sub-hypervirtual double categories of
T -Alg(l, l) above are equivalent to hypervirtual double categories (Q◦V )∗(T )-Alg(l, l)
and (Qco ◦ V )∗(T )-Alg(l, l) of T -quintets respectively; see Example 6.13.
Theorem 6.15. Let T be a monad on a hypervirtual double category K. Choosing,
for each j : A −7→ B in (Q◦V )∗(K), a cartesian cell εj in K that defines the companion
j∗, induces a functor
(–)T∗ : (Q ◦ V )∗(T )-Alg(l, l) → Rep(T )-Alg(l, l)
that is part of an equivalence (Q ◦ V )∗(T )-Alg(l, l) ≃ Rep(T )-Alg(l, l) of hypervirtual
double categories. While it restricts to the identity on lax T -algebras and lax T -
morphisms, (–)T∗ maps each colax T -morphism (j, j¯) : A → B to the horizontal
T -morphism (j∗, j¯∗) : A −7→ B, where j¯∗ is the unique factorisation in
TA TB
A TB
B
Tj∗
Tja
j b
j¯
Tεj
=
TA TB
A B
B.
Tj∗
a b
j∗
j
j¯∗
εj
Horizontally dual, choosing cartesian cells that define conjoints induces an equiva-
lence (Qco ◦ V )∗(T )-Alg(l, l) ≃ opRep(T )-Alg(l, l).
Proof. A formal proof can be given as follows. First show that the assignment
T 7→ T -Alg(l, l) extends to a strict 2-functor (–)-Alg(l, l) : Mnd → HypVirtMultiCat,
where Mnd denotes the 2-category of monads on hypervirtual double categories, the
lax morphisms between them and the cells between those, in the sense of [Str72]
or Section 6.1 of [Lei04]. The pseudonaturality of (–)∗ : (Q ◦ V )∗(K) ≃ Rep(K)
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(Theorem 2.21) with respect to T can then be used to lift (–)∗ to an equivalence
(Q ◦ V )∗(T ) ≃ Rep(T ) in Mnd; apply (–)-Alg(l, l) to obtain (Q ◦ V )∗(T )-Alg(l, l) ≃
Rep(T )-Alg(l, l).
The following “hands on”-approach is quicker. By Theorem 2.21 a choice of
companions j∗, for each horzontal morphism j : A −7→ B in (Q ◦ V )∗(K), induces an
equivalence (–)∗ : (Q◦V )∗(K) ≃ Rep(K) that restricts to the identity on objects and
vertical morphisms, while it maps j : A −7→ B to its companion j∗ : A −7→ B. First
we define (–)T∗ : (Q ◦ V )∗(T )-Alg(l, l) → Rep(T )-Alg(l, l) on objects and morphisms
as in the statement. To check that, for each colax T -morphism (j, j¯) : A → B, its
image (j∗, j¯∗) satisfies the coherence axioms of Definition 6.7, consider the invertible
horizontal cell γj : T j∗ ∼= (T j)∗ that is the factorisation of Tεj through εTj ; here we
use that T preserves εj by Corollary 2.12. Comparing the factorisation above with
the action (7) of (–)∗ on quintets in K, it follows that j¯∗ = (j¯)∗ ◦ γj . Similarly, by
postcomposing the coherence axioms for j¯∗ with εj , we find that they coincide with
the (–)∗ images of the coherence axioms for j¯ which, in the case of associativity, are
precomposed with Tγj. We conclude that the coherence axioms for j¯∗ are induced
by those for j¯. Even better, because (–)∗ is full and faithful, it follows that the
assignment j¯ 7→ j¯∗ gives a bijection between the colax T -morphism structures on j
and the horizontal T -morphism structures on j∗; this we will use later.
Next, on T -quintets we let (–)T∗ act simply by φ 7→ φ∗, as in (7). Similar to
the argument above, postcomposing the T -cell axiom for φ∗ with εk, shows that
it coincides with the (–)∗-image of the T -quintet axiom for φ after precomposing
it with the invertible horizontal cells γj1 , . . . , γjn . We conclude that the T -quintet
axiom for φ and the T -cell axiom for φ∗ are equivalent, showing that the assignment
φ 7→ φ∗ is well-defined. Even better, combined with the fact that (–)∗ is full
and faithful, we conclude that (–)T∗ : (Q ◦ V )∗(T )-Alg(l, l) → Rep(T )-Alg(l, l), whose
definition is now complete, is again full and faithful.
To prove that (–)T∗ is an equivalence it remains to show that it is essentially
surjective, by Proposition 1.23. To see this consider any horizontal T -morphism
(J, J¯) : A −7→ B, with J represented by j : A → B. By factoring εj through the
cartesian cell that defines J as a companion of j we obtain a horizontal isomorphism
δ : j∗ ∼= J . Clearly the composite j¯∗ := [T j∗
Tδ
=⇒ TJ
J¯
=⇒ J
δ−1
==⇒ j∗] forms a horizontal
T -morphism structure on j∗ so that, as we have already seen, it is the image of (j, j¯)
under (–)T∗ for some colax T -morphism structure cell j¯. Finally, by definition of j¯∗,
the cell δ forms a horizontal T -cell (j∗, j¯∗) ∼= (J, J¯), showing that (–)T∗ is essentially
surjective. This completes the proof.
7 Creativity of the forgetful functors U : T -Alg→ K
The classical notion of the creation of limits by ordinary functors can be generalised
to the creation of “universal constructions” by functors between hypervirtual dou-
ble categories, where by universal constructions we mean restrictions, horizontal
composites, Kan extensions, et cetera. In this section, after making this notion
precise, we describe the creation of universal constructions by the forgetful functors
U : T -Alg(v, w) → K, where T is a monad on a hypervirtual double category K and
v, w ∈ {c, l, ps}.
In any hypervirtual double category K consider a “formal universal construction”
U, whether it exists or not, that is defined by a universal cell. For example U can
be one of
- “the restriction of K : C −7→ D along f : A→ C and g : B → D”;
- “the horizontal composite of A0
J1−7→ A1, . . . , An′
Jn−7→ An”;
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- “the left Kan extension of d : A0 →M along A0
J1−7→ A1, . . . , An′
Jn−7→ An”.
Hence, for any universal construction U in K as above, as well as a cell φ in K,
we have a proposition “φ defines U in K” that either holds or fails. Furthermore
given any functor F : K → L, we can assign to each formal universal construction
U in K its “image” F [U], by replacing each reference to a K-morphism in U by its
image under F . For example, the image of the first universal property above is “the
restriction of FK : FC −7→ FD along Ff : FA → FC and Fg : FB → FD”. The
following definition is a direct translation of the classical notion of limit-creating
functor, see e.g. Section V.1 of [ML98].
Definition 7.1. Let F : K → L be a functor of hypervirtual double categories, and
consider a formal universal construction U in K. We say that F creates U if for
any cell ψ that defines F [U] in L the following holds:
- there exists a unique cell φ in K such that Fφ = ψ;
- φ defines U in K.
We remark that creation of U by F implies that F reflects U, that is for all
cells φ in K we have: if Fφ defines F [U] in L then φ defines U in K. Notice that
creation of U by F , together with the existence of F [U] in L, implies preservation
of U by F : if a cell φ defines U in K then Fφ defines F [U] in L.
7.1 Restrictions and horizontal composites
We start with the creation of restrictions and horizontal composites in T -Alg(v, w).
Recall that T -Alg(v, ps, lbc) has as horizontal morphisms the horizontal T -morphisms
whose structure cells satisfy the left Beck-Chevalley condition (Definition 5.12).
The following result generalises Proposition 4.1 of [Kou15a].
Proposition 7.2. For a monad T on a hypervirtual double category K the following
hold for each v ∈ {c, l, ps}:
(a) U : T -Alg(v, c) → K creates restrictionsK(f, g) where g is a pseudo T -morphism;
(b) U : T -Alg(v, l) → K creates restrictionsK(f, g) where f is a pseudo T -morphism;
(c) U : T -Alg(v, ps) → K creates all restrictions;
(d) U : T -Alg(v, ps, lbc) → K creates unary restrictions K(id, g) that are preserved
by T .
Sketch of the proof. We will sketch the proof of part (b) in the case v = l. Consider
a pseudo T -morphism f : A→ C, a lax vertical T -morphism g : B → D and a path
K of horizontal T -morphisms of length ≤ 1, and assume given a cartesian cell φ in
K as in the composite on the left-hand side below. We obtain a structure cell J¯ on
the horizontal source J : A −7→ B of φ by taking the unique factorisation in
TA TB
A TC TD B
C D
TJ
a Tf Tg b
f
TK
c d g
K
f¯−1
Tφ
K¯
g¯ =
TA TB
A B
C D
TJ
a b
J
f g
K
J¯
φ
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where, in the left-hand side, f¯−1 denotes the inverse of the structure cell of f , while
K¯ := K¯ if K = (C
K
−7→ D) and K¯ := idc if K = (C). We claim that J¯ forms
a well-defined T -structure on J , that this structure is unique in making φ into a
T -cell and that, thus a T -cell, φ is cartesian in T -Alg(l, l). In checking these claims
the proof of Proposition 4.1 of [Kou15a] applies almost verbatim, except that here
K might be empty and that the factorisations H ⇒ J through φ have paths H as
horizontal source, rather than a single horizontal T -morphism H .
For the proof of part (d) notice that the inclusion T -Alg(v, ps, lbc) → T -Alg(v, ps)
reflects restrictions. Since U : T -Alg(v, ps) → K creates unary restrictions, as is
sketched above, it suffices to show that, when taking f = idC in the above, the
structure cell J¯ satisfies the left Beck-Chevalley condition whenever K¯ does, pro-
vided that Tφ is again cartesian. To see this consider the following equation: in the
first identity we factor K¯ as a right pointwise cocartesian cell K¯ ′ through K(id, d),
as is possible by the Beck-Chevalley condition, while in the second identity the
composite K¯ ′ ◦Tφ (where Tφ is again cartesian) is factored through the restriction
H := K(id, d ◦ Tg); that the resulting cell K¯ ′′ is again right pointwise cocartesian
follows from Lemma 3.18.
TC TB
TC TD B
C D
TJ
Tg b
TK
c d g
K
g¯
K¯
Tφ
=
TC TB
TC TD
C TD
C D
B
TJ
Tg b
TK
c
g
K(id, d)
d
K
Tφ
K¯′ g¯
cart
=
TC TB
C TB
C TD B
C D
TJ
c
H
Tg b
K(id, d)
d g
K
K¯′′
g¯
cart
cart
Finally notice that the composite of the bottom two rows in the right-hand side
above is cartesian, by the pasting lemma and the fact that g¯ is invertible. Since, by
definition, each of the composites above factors through φ as the structure cell J¯
we conclude, by factoring the right-hand side and using the pasting lemma again,
that J¯ coincides with K¯ ′′ composed with the cartesian cell that defines H as the
restriction of K(id, d) along Tg. Since K¯ ′′ is right pointwise cocartesian, this shows
that J¯ satisfies the left Beck-Chevalley condition.
Example 7.3. In (V ,V ′)-Prof the canonical monoidal structure on the restriction
K(f, g) of a monoidal V-profunctor K : C −7→ D (Definition 6.8) along a monoidal
V ′-functor f : A → C and a lax monoidal V ′-functor g : B → D is given by the
V-maps
K(fx1, gy1)⊗
′ · · · ⊗′ K(fxn, gyn)
K⊘
−−→ K
(
(fx1 ⊘ · · · ⊘ fxn), (gy1 ⊘ · · · ⊘ gyn)
)
→ K
(
f(x1 ⊘ · · · ⊘ xn), g(y1 ⊘ · · · ⊘ yn)
)
where the second map is given by the actions of the structure transformations f−1⊘
and g⊘.
The following proposition describes the creation of horizontal composites by
the forgetful functors U : T -Alg(v, w) → K. Recall that a horizontal T -morphism
(J, J¯) : A −7→ B is said to satisfy the left Beck-Chevalley condition as soon as its
structure cell J¯ does, in the sense of Definition 5.12.
Proposition 7.4. Consider a monad T on a hypervirtual double category K and let
v, w ∈ {c, l, ps}. A horizontal composite (J1 ⊙ · · · ⊙ Jn) of horizontal T -morphisms
is created by U : T -Alg(v, w) → K whenever it is preserved by both T and T
2.
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In the case v = l or ps an analogous result holds for right pointwise horizontal
composites (J1⊙ · · · ⊙ Jn) (Definition 3.16), provided that the restrictions Jn(id, f)
and (J1⊙· · ·⊙Jn)(id, f) exist in K, for all f : B → An, and that they are preserved
by T .
Finally, if the horizontal T -morphisms J1, . . . , Jn satisfy the left Beck-Chevalley
condition then, under the assumptions above, U : T -Alg(v, ps, lbc) → K creates the
horizontal composite (J1 ⊙ · · · ⊙ Jn) as well.
Proof. We consider the case (v, w) = (l, l); the other cases are similar. Let φ be a
cocartesian cell in K, as in the left-hand side below, and assume that Tφ is again
cocartesian. It follows that the left-hand side factors uniquely through Tφ as a cell
K¯, as shown.
TA0 TA1 TAn′ TAn
A0 A1 An′ An
A0 An
TJ1
a0 a1
TJn
an′ an
J1 Jn
K
J¯1 J¯n
φ
· · ·
=
TA0 TA1 TAn′ TAn
TA0 TAn
A0 An
TJ1 TJn
TK
a0 an
K
Tφ
K¯
· · ·
We claim that K¯ makes K into a horizontal T -morphism, that is it satisfies the
associativity and unit axioms of Definition 6.7. To prove the associativity axiom
consider the equality below, where the identities follow from the factorisation above
and its T -image; the associativity axioms for J¯1, . . . , J¯n and the interchange axiom;
the factorisation above; the naturality of µ with respect to φ. Notice the left-hand
and right-hand sides below equal the corresponding sides of the associativity axiom
for K¯ after composition with T 2φ. Since the latter is cocartesian the associativity
axiom itself follows.
· · ·
T 2φ
TK¯
K¯
a¯n
=
T J¯1
J¯1
· · ·
· · ·
T J¯n
J¯n
a¯n
φ
=
µJ1
J¯1
· · ·
· · ·
µJn
J¯n
a¯0
φ
=
µJ1 · · · µJn
a¯0 Tφ
K¯
=
· · ·
T 2φ
µK
K¯
a¯0
Using the fact that φ is cocartesian, the unit axiom for K¯ can be deduced from that
for J¯1, . . . , J¯n in a similar way. The uniqueness of K¯ follows from the fact that its
defining unique factorisation above forms the T -cell axiom for φ.
It remains to show that φ is cocartesian as a T -cell. Hence consider paths
J ′ : A′0 −7→ A0 and J
′′ : An −7→ Aq of horizontal T -morphisms; we have to prove that
any T -cell ψ : J ′ ⌢ J ⌢ J ′′ ⇒ K factors uniquely through φ in T -Alg(l, l), in the
sense of Definition 3.1. Since φ is cocartesian in K such a unique factorisation
ψ = ψ′ ◦ (idJ′1 , . . . , idJ′p , φ, idJ′′1 , . . . , idJ′′q ) certainly exists in K, and it suffices to
show that ψ′ satisfies the T -cell axiom. To see this consider the equation below,
where the identities follow from the T -image of the factorisation of ψ; the T -cell
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axiom for ψ; the factorisation of ψ; the T -cell axiom for φ.
· · ·
· · · · · ·Tφ
Tψ′
K¯
g¯
=
· · ·· · · · · ·
Tψ
K¯
g¯
=
J¯′1 · · · J¯
′
p J¯1 · · · J¯n J¯
′′
1 · · · J¯
′′
q
f¯
ψ
=
J¯′1 · · · J¯
′
p J¯1 · · · J¯n J¯
′′
1 · · · J¯
′′
q
· · · φ · · ·f¯
ψ′
= J¯′1
· · ·
· · · J¯′p
· · ·
J¯′′1 · · ·
· · ·
J¯′′q
Tφ
K¯
f¯
ψ′
Since Tφ is assumed to be cocartesian, the top rows in both the left-hand and right-
hand sides above are cocartesian. Hence, because their bottom two rows equal the
sides of the T -cell axiom for ψ′, the axiom follows. This completes the proof of the
first assertion.
For the second assertion, we now assume that both φ and Tφ, in the above, are
right pointwise cocartesian in K; we have to show that φ, as a T -cell, is right point-
wise cocartesian in T -Alg(l, l). To this end consider any lax T -morphism f : B → An.
By assumpion the restriction Jn(id, f) exists in K so that, because φ is right point-
wise cocartesian, the restriction K(id, f) does too; it follows from the previous
proposition that these restrictions created in T -Alg(l, l). Thus we obtain the follow-
ing factorisation in T -Alg(l, l); we have to show that the T -cell φ
′ is cocartesian.
A0 A1 An′ B
A0 A1 An′ An
A0 An
J1 Jn(id, f)
f
J1 Jn
K
φ
cart· · ·
=
A0 A1 An′ B
A0 B
A0 An
J1 Jn(id, f)
K(id, f)
f
K
φ′
cart
· · ·
To see this, use the assumption that both φ and Tφ are right pointwise cocartesian,
and that T preserves the cartesian cells above: it follows that both φ′ and Tφ′ are
cocartesian. Applying the second part of the proof of the non-pointwise case above
to the T -cell φ′, we find that it is cocartesian.
Finally assume that each of the J1, . . . , Jn satisfies the Beck-Chevalley condi-
tion. Since the restrictions Jn(id, f) and K(id, f), where f : B → An, are assumed
to exist and be preserved by T , it follows from Proposition 7.2 that such restric-
tions are created by both U : T -Alg(v, ps, lbc) → K and U : T -Alg(v, ps) → K, and
hence preserved by the inclusion T -Alg(v, ps, lbc) → T -Alg(v, ps). Since this inclusion
(being locally full and faithful) clearly reflects cocartesian cells, it follows that it
reflects right pointwise cocartesian cells as well. Therefore, to prove creation of
(J1 ⊙ · · · ⊙ Jn) along U : T -Alg(v, ps, lbc) → K, it suffices to prove that the structure
cell K¯, as obtained above, satisfies the left Beck-Chevalley condition; that is we have
to show its factorisation K¯ ′ through K(id, an) to be right pointwise cocartesian. By
the pasting lemma (Lemma 3.19) we may equivalently show that K¯ ′ ◦ Tφ is right
pointwise cocartesian; to do so consider the following equation whose identities fol-
low form the definition of K¯ and the factorisation of J¯n through J(id, an) and that
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of φ ◦ (id, · · · , cart), in the third composite, through K(id, an).
c
K¯′
Tφ
· · ·
=
J¯1
φ
· · · J¯n
=
J¯1
φ
· · ·
· · · J¯′n
c =
J¯1
c
φ′
· · · J¯′n
Now observe that (J¯1, . . . , J¯n) satisfies the left Beck-Chevalley condition, because
all of J¯1, . . . , J¯n do and Lemma 5.14. By definition it follows that (J¯1, . . . , J¯
′
n) is
right pointwise cocartesian and, by Lemma 3.18, so is φ′. Using the pasting lemma
again we conclude that φ′ ◦ (J¯1, . . . , J¯ ′n) = K¯
′ ◦ Tφ is right pointwise cocartesian,
as required. This completes the proof.
7.2 Kan extensions
The main results of this section, Theorem 7.7 and Theorem 7.8 below, describe the
creation of algebraic Kan extensions by the forgetful functors U : T -Alg(l, w) → K
and U : T -Alg(c, w) → K respectively. The second of these, concerning colax T -
algebras, generalises the main result of [Kou15a], which describes creation of alge-
braic Kan extensions in the case of a double category K. The latter in turn is a
generalisation of a result by Getzler, on the lifting of pointwise left Kan extensions
along symmetric monoidal enriched functors, that was given in [Get09], where it
was used to obtain a coherent way of freely generating many types of generalised op-
erad. In [Web15] a variant of Theorem 7.7, considered in the setting of 2-categories,
is used to obtain algebraic Kan extensions along ‘morphisms of internal algebra
classifiers’. Theorem 7.8 can also be regarded as an extension of Kelly’s result on
‘doctrinal adjunction’, given in [Kel74], as we shall see in the next section.
Remark 7.5. Related to the results of this section, in the forthcoming [Kou15b]
the ‘lifting’ of left Kan extensions that preserve algebraic structures defined by
‘colax-idempotent’ 2-monads T , in the sense of e.g. [KL97], is considered. The
‘free category with finite products’-monad as a prime example, such monads are
special in that their pseudo T -algebra structures are ‘essentially unique’, like the
‘structure of finite products’ on a category is essentially unique. Moreover, any mor-
phism l : B →M between pseudo T -algebras is uniquely an colax T -morphism. In
[Kou15b] we consider the situation where such an colax T -morphism (l, l¯) : B →M
is the left Kan extension of morphisms d : A → M and j : A → B, where A is not
necessarily a T -algebra. Generalising a classical result on finite-product-preserving
left Kan extensions, by Adámek and Rosický [AR01], the main results of [Kou15b]
relate the invertibility of l¯ to conditions involving the morphisms d and j.
The following definition is used in stating the theorems.
Definition 7.6. Let T be a monad on a hypervirtual double category K. Consider
a (co-)lax T -algebra M = (M,m, m¯, m˜) as well as a vertical morphism d : A0 →M
and a path J = (J1, . . . , Jn) : A0 −7→ An of horizontal morphisms in K. We say that
the algebraic structure of M preserves the (pointwise) (weak) left Kan extension of
d along (J1, . . . , Jn) if, for any cell
A0 A1 An′ An
M
J1
d
Jn
l
η
· · ·
that defines l as the (pointwise) (weak) left Kan extension of d along (J1, . . . , Jn),
the composite m ◦ Tη defines m ◦ T l as the (pointwise) (weak) left Kan extension
of m ◦ Td along (TJ1, . . . , T Jn).
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In Example 7.13 we will see that the monoidal structure of any (op-)lax monoidal
V ′-category M , whose tensor product preserves small V-weighted colimits in each
variable, preserves pointwise left Kan extensions along V-profunctors J : A −7→ B
with A a small V-category.
We start with the creation of algebraic left Kan extensions between lax algebras.
For the notion of left exactness see Definition 5.12.
Theorem 7.7. Let T = (T, µ, ι) be a monad on a hypervirtual double category K
and let ‘weak’ mean either ‘colax’, ‘lax’ or ‘pseudo’. Given lax T -algebras A0, . . . , An
and M , consider the following conditions on a path of horizontal T -morphisms
(A0
J1−7→ A1, . . . , An′
Jn−7→ An) and a weak vertical T -morphism d : A0 →M , where m
and a0 denote the structure maps of M and A0:
(p) the algebraic structure of M preserves both the (weak) left Kan extension of d
along (J1, . . . , Jn) and that of m ◦ Td along (TJ1, . . . , T Jn);
(e) the path of structure cells (J¯1, . . . , J¯n) is (weak) left d-exact, while its T -image
(T J¯1, . . . , T J¯n) is (weak) left (d ◦ a0)-exact;
(l) the forgetful functor U : T -Alg(l, w) → K creates the (weak) left Kan extension
of d along (J1, . . . , Jn).
The following hold:
(a) if ‘weak’ means ‘lax’ then (p) implies (l);
(b) if ‘weak’ means ‘colax’ then (e) implies (l);
(c) if ‘weak’ means ‘pseudo’ then any two of (p), (e) and (l) imply the third.
Moreover if the restrictions Jn(id, f) exist in K and are preserved by T , for all
f : B → An, then the result analogous to (a) for pointwise (weak) left Kan extensions
holds as well. In this case the forgetful functor U : T -Alg(l, ps, lbc) → K too creates
the pointwise left Kan extension of d along (J1, . . . , Jn) (which now satisfy the left
Beck-Chevalley condition), under the assumption of (p).
We remark that in the proof below of the pointwise case of (a) above we use
the fact that, under the above assumptions, all restrictions in T -Alg(l, l) of the form
Jn(id, f) are created by U : T -Alg(l, l) → K, as we have seen in Proposition 7.2(b).
That the same need not be true in the colax case w = c, prevents us from be-
ing able to prove a pointwise variant of (b) above. It is possible however to show
that U : T -Alg(l, c) → K creates left Kan extensions satisfying a variation of Defi-
nition 4.5, by restricting it to restrictions Jn(id, f) in T -Alg(l, c) with f : B → An
a pseudo T -morphism, for such restrictions are created by U : T -Alg(l, c) → K; see
Proposition 7.2(a).
Proof. Part (a): ‘weak’ means ‘lax’. In this case d : A0 → M is equipped with a
lax T -morphism structure cell d¯ : m ◦ Td ⇒ d ◦ a0. We shall treat the creation
of pointwise left Kan extensions; a proof for the other cases can be obtained by
either choosing f = idAn in (18) below, taking the path H = (H1, . . . , Hm) to be
empty, or both. Consider a nullary cell η in K, as in the composite on the left-hand
side below, that defines l : An → M as the pointwise left Kan extension of d along
(J1, . . . , Jn). We will equip l with the structure of a lax T -morphism, with respect
to which η forms a T -cell. Thus a T -cell, we will show that η defines l as a pointwise
left Kan extension in T -Alg(l, l).
Under the assumption of (p) the composite m ◦Tη in the right-hand side below
defines m ◦ T l as a left Kan extension so that the right-hand side, where d¯ is the
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lax T -structure cell for d : A0 → M , factors as a vertical cell l¯ : m ◦ T l ⇒ l ◦ an as
shown.
TA0 TA1 TAn′ TAn
TM A0 A1 An′ An
M
TJ1
Td a0 a1
TJn
an′ an
m
J1
d
Jn
l
J¯1 J¯n
η
d¯
· · ·
=
TA0 TA1 TAn′ TAn
TM An
M
TJ1
Td
TJn
Tl an
m
l
Tη
l¯
· · ·
(17)
We claim that l¯ makes l into a lax T -morphism, that is it satisfies the associa-
tivity and unit axioms. To see that it satisfies the former consider the equation of
composites below, whose identities are explained below. Notice that its left-hand
and right-hand sides are given by the corresponding sides of the associativity axiom
for l¯, composed with m ◦ Tm ◦ T 2η on the left. By condition (p) the latter defines
m ◦ Tm ◦ T 2l as the left Kan extension of m ◦ Tm ◦ T 2d along (T 2J1, . . . , T 2Jn), so
that the axiom itself follows from uniqueness of factorisations throughm◦Tm◦T 2η.
T 2η
· · ·
T l¯
l¯
a¯n
=
T d¯
T J¯1
Tη
· · · T J¯n
l¯
a¯n
=
T d¯
d¯
J¯1
T J¯1
η
· · ·
· · ·
J¯n
T J¯n
a¯n
=
T d¯
d¯
a¯0
J¯1
µJ1
η
· · ·
· · ·
J¯n
µJn
=
m¯ d¯
J¯1
µJ1
η
· · ·
· · ·
J¯n
µJn
=
m¯
µJ1
Tη
· · · µJn
l¯
=
T 2η
· · ·
m¯ l¯
The identities above follow from the T -image of (17); the identity (17) itself; the
associativity axioms for J¯1, . . . J¯n (see Definition 6.7); the associativity axiom for d¯;
the identity (17) again; the naturality of µ.
The unit axiom for l¯ follows similarly from the equation below, whose sides form
those of the unit axiom composed with η, and the fact that the latter defines l as a
left Kan extension. The identities here follow from the naturality of ι; the identity
(17); the unit axiom for d¯; the unit axioms for J¯1, . . . , J¯n.
η
· · ·
m˜ l¯
=
m˜
ιJ1
Tη
· · · ιJn
l¯
=
m˜ d¯
J¯1
ιJ1
η
· · ·
· · ·
J¯n
ιJn
=
a¯0
J¯1
ιJ1
η
· · ·
· · ·
J¯n
ιJn
=
η
· · ·
a¯n
Now notice that the factorisation (17) forms the T -cell axiom for η (Defini-
tion 6.10). In fact, since the factorisation is unique, the lax T -structure cell l¯ is
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unique in making η into a T -cell. Thus a T -cell, it remains to prove that η defines
(l, l¯) as the pointwise left Kan extension of d along (J1, . . . , Jn) in T -Alg(l, l). In
order to do so, consider any nullary T -cell φ as on the left-hand side below, where
Jn(id, f) denotes any T -restriction of Jn along any lax T -morphism f : B → An.
Since we assume the underlying restriction Jn(id, f) to exist in K the cartesian
T -cell defining Jn(id, f) is created, and thus preserved, by U : T -Alg(l, l) → K.
A0 A1 An′ B B1 Bm′ Bm
M
J1
d
Jn(id, f) H1 Hm
k
φ
· · · · · ·
=
A0 A1 An′ B B1 Bm′ Bm
A0 A1 An′ An
M
J1 Jn(id, f) H1
f
Hm
k
J1
d
Jn
l
η
φ′
· · ·
· · ·
cart
(18)
Because η defines l as a pointwise left Kan extension in K, the cell φ factors uniquely
in K as shown, and it remains to prove that the factorisation φ′ is a T -cell. To
see this consider the following equation of composites in K, where ‘c’ denotes the
cartesian cell that defines Jn(id, f). Its identities follow from the T -cell axiom for η;
the definition of Jn(id, f) (see the proof of Proposition 7.2); the identity above; the
T -cell axiom for φ; the T -image of the identity above. Now notice that the left-hand
and right-hand sides of the equation below are the sides of the T -cell axiom for φ′,
composed with the composite m◦Tη ◦ (id, . . . , T cart) on the left. Since m◦Tη here
defines a pointwise left Kan extension by the assumption of (p), the full composite
does too, because we assume the cartesian cell to be preserved by T . From this we
conclude that the T -cell axiom for φ′ holds, which completes the proof of part (a).
Tη
· · · Tc
l¯
f¯
φ′
· · ·H¯1 H¯m
=
d¯
J¯1
· · ·
· · ·
η
Tc
J¯n
f¯
φ′
· · ·H¯1 H¯m
=
d¯
J¯1 · · ·
· · ·
η
c
Jn(id, f)
φ′
· · ·H¯1 H¯m
= d¯
J¯1 · · · Jn(id, f) H¯1 · · · H¯m
φ
=
· · ·
Tφ
· · ·
k¯ = Tη
Tc· · ·
Tφ′
· · ·
k¯
Part (b): ‘weak’ means ‘colax’. In this case d : A0 → M is equipped with an
colax T -morphism structure cell d¯ : d ◦ a0 ⇒ m ◦ Td. We shall treat the creation
of left Kan extensions; a proof for weak Kan extensions is obtained by taking the
path H = (H1, . . . , Hm) in (18) to be empty. Consider a nullary cell η in K, as
in the composite on the right-hand side below, that defines l : An → M as the
pointwise left Kan extension of d along (J1, . . . , Jn). Under the assumption of (e),
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the composite η ◦ (J¯1, . . . , J¯n) in the left-hand side below defines l ◦an as a left Kan
extension, so that the right-hand side factors as a vertical cell l¯ : l ◦ an ⇒ m ◦ T l as
shown.
TA0 TA1 TAn′ TAn
A0 TM
M
TJ1
Tda0
TJn
Tl
d m
Tη
d¯
· · ·
=
TA0 TA1 TAn′ TAn
A0 A1 An′ An TM
M
TJ1
a0 a1
TJn
an′ an Tl
J1
d
Jn
Tl m
J¯1 J¯n
η
l¯
· · ·
(19)
Analogous to the proof of part (a) above, we can show that the cell l¯ satisfies
the associativity and unit axioms, so that it makes l : An → M into an colax T -
morphism.
Indeed, the associativity axiom follows from the identity below, which itself fol-
lows from the factorisation above, the associativity axiom for d¯, the naturality of
µ and the associativity axioms for J¯1, . . . , J¯n. As before notice that the identity
below is the associativity axiom for l¯ composed on the right with the composite
η ◦ (J¯1 ◦ T J¯1, . . . , J¯n ◦ T J¯n). As a consequence of condition (e), this composite de-
fines a left Kan extension, so that the associativity axiom itself follows.
J¯1
T J¯1
η
· · ·
· · ·
J¯n
T J¯n
l¯
T l¯
m¯
= J¯1
T J¯1
η
· · ·
· · ·
J¯n
T J¯n
a¯n
l¯
The unit axiom for l¯ follows in the same way from the identity on the left below,
which itself follows from the unit axioms for J¯1, . . . , J¯n and d¯, the identity (19) and
the naturality of ι.
η
· · ·
a˜n
l¯
=
η
· · · m˜
Analogous to the reasoning in the proof of part (a), the cell l¯ is unique in making
η into a T -cell and, to show that η defines (l, l¯) as a left Kan extension in T -Alg(l, c),
we have to prove that any unique factorisation φ′ of a T -cell φ, as in (18), where
now d and k are colax T -morphisms, and where we take f = idAn , is again a T -cell.
That its T -cell axiom holds after composition with η ◦ (J¯1, . . . , J¯n), as shown below,
follows from the T -cell axiom for η, the factorisation (18) and the T -cell axiom for
φ. By assumption (e) the composite η ◦ (J¯1, . . . , J¯n) defines a left Kan extension,
so that the T -cell axiom follows. This completes the proof of part (b).
J¯1
η
· · · J¯n
l¯
Tφ′
· · ·
=
J¯1
η
· · · J¯n H¯1
φ′
· · · H¯m
k¯
Part (c): ‘weak’ means ‘pseudo’. In this case d : A0 → M is equipped with
an invertible T -morphism structure cell d¯ : m ◦ Td ⇒ d ◦ a0. To see that any
two of (e), (p) and (l) imply the third, first notice that the locally full inclusions
T -Alg(l, l) ⊃ T -Alg(l, ps) ⊂ T -Alg(l, c) reflect cells defining (weak) left Kan extensions.
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Assuming (e) and (p), we may apply (a) to find that the (weak) left Kan exten-
sion (l, l¯) : An → M of d along (J1, . . . , Jn) is created by U : T -Alg(l, l) → K, with
structure cell l¯ defined by the factorisation (17). Using the fact that (J¯1, . . . , J¯n)
is (weak) left d-exact, by (e), and that d¯ is invertible, it follows that the left-hand
side of this factorisation defines a left-hand Kan extension, from which we conclude
that l¯ is invertible. We conclude that its defining T -cell η defines (l, l¯) as a (weak)
left Kan extension in T -Alg(l, ps), that is condition (l) holds.
T d¯
d¯
J¯1
T J¯1
η
· · ·
· · ·
J¯n
T J¯n
=
T 2η
· · ·
T l¯
l¯
Next assume that both conditions (p) and (l) hold. From (l) it follows that
the (weak) left Kan extension l : A0 → M of d along (J1, . . . , Jn) in K admits an
invertible T -morphism structure cell that is unique in making its defining cell η
into a T -cell in T -Alg(l, ps). Of course, the same structure cell makes η into a T -
cell in T -Alg(l, l), so that it must coincide with the structure cell l¯ that we obtain
by applying part (a), as the unique factorisation in (17). Thus, l¯ in the right-
hand side of (17) is invertible, and it follows that the full right-hand side defines
a (weak) left Kan extension. Composing both sides on the left with d¯−1 we find
that η ◦ (J1, . . . , Jn), in the left-hand side, defines a (weak) left Kan extension too,
showing that (J1, . . . , Jn) is (weak) left d-exact. This proves the first half of (e);
for the second half, that is (T J¯1, . . . , T J¯n) is (weak) left (d ◦ a0)-exact, a similar
argument can applied to the identity above, which is itself a consequence of (17).
This shows that (p) and (l) together imply (e).
d¯
T d¯
T 2η
· · ·
= J¯1
T J¯1
η
· · ·
· · ·
J¯n
T J¯n
l¯
T l¯
The argument showing that (e) and (l) together imply (p) is horizontally dual
to the previous one: in this case the unique factorisation l¯ in (19) is invertible; it
follows that m ◦ Tη in its left-hand side defines a (weak) left Kan extension. Hence
the algebraic structure of M preserves the (weak) left Kan extension of d along
(J1, . . . , Jn); that is the first half of (p) holds. That the (weak) left Kan extension
of m ◦ Td along (TJ1, . . . , T Jn) is preserved as well follows from applying a similar
argument to the identity above, which itself is a consequence of (19).
Finally we consider the creation of pointwise left Kan extensions by the forgetful
functor U : T -Alg(l, ps, lbc) → K. Notice that, in the ‘pseudo’-case above, the proof
that (p) and (e) implies (l) only uses the first part of (e), namely the left d-exactness
of (J¯1, . . . , J¯n). Analogously, if (J1, . . . , Jn) is a path in T -Alg(l, ps, lbc), so that
(J¯1, . . . , J¯n) satisfies the left Beck-Chevalley condition by Lemma 5.14 and thus is
pointwise left d-exact by Proposition 5.15, it follows that the left Kan extension
(l, l¯) created by U : T -Alg(l, l) → K, of d along (J1, . . . , Jn), is a pseudo T -morphism
provided that l is a pointwise Kan extension in K. Now notice that, because the
restrictions Jn(id, f) are assumed to exist in K and be preserved by T , it follows
from Proposition 7.2 that the inclusion T -Alg(l, ps, lbc) → T -Alg(l, l) preserves such
restrictions. Together with the fullness of this inclusion, from this we conclude that
(l, l¯) forms a pointwise left Kan extension in T -Alg(l, ps, lbc) too, which completes
the proof.
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Next is the colax case. We will only sketch its proof in the lax case w = l, since
it is similar to parts of that above and parts of that of the main result of [Kou15a].
Theorem 7.8. Let T = (T, µ, ι) be a monad on a hypervirtual double category
K and let ‘weak’ mean either ‘colax’, ‘lax’ or ‘pseudo’. Given colax T -algebras
A0, . . . , An and M , consider the following conditions on a path of horizontal T -
morphisms (A0
J1−7→ A1, . . . , An′
Jn−7→ An) and a weak vertical T -morphism d : A0 →
M , where m and a0 denote the structure maps of M and A0:
(p) the algebraic structure of M preserves the (weak) left Kan extension of d along
(J1, . . . , Jn), while both paths (µJ1 , . . . , µJn) and (ιJ1 , . . . , ιJn) are (weak) left
(m ◦ Td)-exact;
(e) the path of structure cells (J¯1, . . . , J¯n) is (weak) left d-exact, while both paths
(µJ1 , . . . , µJn) and (ιJ1 , . . . , ιJn) are (weak) left (d ◦ a0)-exact;
(l) the forgetful functor U : T -Alg(c, w) → K creates the (weak) left Kan extension
of d along (J1, . . . , Jn).
The following hold:
(a) if ‘weak’ means ‘lax’ then (p) implies (l);
(b) if ‘weak’ means ‘colax’ then (e) implies (l);
(c) if ‘weak’ means ‘pseudo’ then any two of (p), (e) and (l) imply the third.
Moreover if the restrictions Jn(id, f) exist in K and are preserved by T , for all
f : B → An, then the result analogous to (a) for pointwise (weak) left Kan extensions
holds as well. In this case the forgetful functor U : T -Alg(c, ps, lbc) → K too creates
the pointwise left Kan extension of d along (J1, . . . , Jn) (which now satisfy the left
Beck-Chevalley condition), under the assumption of (p)
Sketch of the proof of part (a): ‘weak’ means ‘lax’. In this case d : A0 → M comes
with a lax T -morphism structure cell d¯ : m ◦Td⇒ d ◦ a0. Using the assumption (p)
we obtain, just like in the proof of the previous theorem, a cell l¯ : m ◦T l⇒ l ◦ an as
the unique factorisation in (17). The proof that l¯ makes l into a lax T -morphism,
that is it satisfies the associativity and unit axioms, is essentially the same as the
horizontal dual of that given in proof of Theorem 5.7(a) of [Kou15a], except that
the setting there is that of double categories. Briefly, the proof follows from (17),
the associativity and unit axioms for d¯, those for J¯1, . . . , J¯n (see Definition 6.7),
the naturality of µ and ι, and the fact that the composites
m ◦ µM ◦ T
2η = m ◦ Tη ◦ (µJ1 , . . . , µJn) and m ◦ ιM ◦ η = m ◦ Tη ◦ (ιJ1 , . . . , ιJn)
define left Kan extensions, where the latter is a consequence of the assumption (p)
and the left exactness assumption on the paths (µJ1 , . . . , µJn) and (ιJ1 , . . . , ιJn).
As before the unique factorisation (17) shows that l¯ is unique in making η into
a T -cell in T -Alg(c, l). Since the type of algebraic structure on objects does not
figure in proving that η, as a T -cell, defines (l, l¯) as a (pointwise) (weak) left Kan
extension in T -Alg(c, l), the argument given in the proof of Theorem 7.7(a) applies
verbatim.
For completeness we show that, in the case of pseudo T -algebras, the conditions
of Theorem 7.7 and Theorem 7.8 are equivalent, as follows.
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Lemma 7.9. Let T be a monad on a hypervirtual double category. Consider pseudo
T -algebras A0, . . . , An and M , a path (A0
J1−7→ A1, . . . , An′
Jn−7→ An) of horizontal T -
morphisms, and a vertical morphism d : A0 →M . If the (pointwise) (weak) left Kan
extension of d along (J1, . . . , Jn) exists then the conditions (p), of Theorem 7.7 and
Theorem 7.8 respectively, are equivalent, and so are their conditions (e).
Proof. We treat the case of left Kan extensions; the proof for the others is the same.
Writing η for the cell defining the left Kan extension of d along (J1, . . . , Jn), notice
that the first halves of the conditions (p) concide: they say that m ◦ Tη defines the
left Kan extension of m ◦Td along (TJ1, . . . , T Jn). Showing that their other halves
are equivalent too means showing that m ◦ Tm ◦ T 2η defines a left Kan extension
if and only if both m ◦ Tη ◦ (µJ1 , . . . , µJn) and m ◦ Tη ◦ (ιJ1 , . . . , ιJn) do. Using
the fact that the coherence cells m¯ : m ◦ Tm ⇒ m ◦ µM and m˜ : idM ⇒ m ◦ ιM
are invertible, the latter follows from the identities below, which themselves are
consequences of the interchange axiom (Lemma 1.2) and the naturality of µ and ι
(see Definition 1.14).
m¯ ◦ T 2η = (m¯ ◦ T 2d)⊙ (m ◦ µM ◦ T
2η) = (m¯ ◦ T 2d)⊙ (m ◦ Tη ◦ (µJ1 , . . . , µJn))
m˜ ◦ η = (m˜ ◦ d)⊙ (m ◦ ιM ◦ η) = (m˜ ◦ d)⊙ (m ◦ Tη ◦ (ιJ1 , . . . , ιJn))
The first halves of (e) coincide as well: they say that η ◦ (J1, . . . , Jn) defines the
left Kan extension of d ◦ a0 along (TJ1, . . . , T Jn). Showing that their other halves
are equivalent means showing that η ◦ (J¯1 ◦ T J¯1, . . . , J¯n ◦ T J¯n) defines a left Kan
extension if and only if both η ◦ (J¯1 ◦µJ1 , . . . , J¯n ◦µJn) and η ◦ (J¯1 ◦ ιJ1 , . . . , J¯n ◦ ιJ1)
do. Using the fact that the coherence cells a¯0, a˜0, a¯n and a˜n are invertible, the
latter follows from the identities(
η ◦ (J¯1 ◦ T J¯1, . . . , J¯n ◦ T J¯n)
)
⊙ (l ◦ a¯n) = (d ◦ a¯0)⊙
(
η ◦ (J¯1 ◦ µJ1 , . . . , J¯n ◦ µJn)
)
;
η ⊙ (l ◦ a˜n) = (d ◦ a˜0)⊙
(
η ◦ (J¯1 ◦ ιJ1 , . . . , J¯n ◦ ιJ1)
)
,
which themselves follow from the coherence axioms for the structure cells J¯1, . . . , J¯n;
see Definition 6.7. This completes the proof.
7.3 Adjunctions
Here we show how Theorem 7.7 and Theorem 7.8 above can be used to recover and
extend Kelly’s result on ‘doctrinal adjunction’, when applied to the vertical part
V (T ) of a monad on a unital virtual equipment K. More precisely, in that case
part (a) of the theorem below implies the ‘sufficient’-part of Theorem 1.5 of [Kel74].
In Remark 5.25 of [Shu11] it is also observed that Kelly’s result is naturally described
in the language of double categories, by using the so-called “mate correspondence”
that is induced by companions.
Consider a morphism f : A → C in a hypervirtual double category K. If the
companion f∗ : A −7→ C exists then we can regard the right adjoint of f as a universal
construction, in the sense of Definition 7.1: it is the absolute left Kan extension of
idA along f∗, as follows from combining Lemma 2.16 and Proposition 4.2.
Theorem 7.10. Let T be a monad on a hypervirtual double category K and let
‘weak’ mean either ‘colax’ or ‘lax’. Consider a pseudo T -morphism f : A → C
between weak T -algebras, whose companion f∗ exists in K. The following hold:
(a) U : T -Alg(v, l) → K creates the right adjoint of f ;
(b) U : T -Alg(v, ps) → K creates the right adjoint of f precisely if the unique fac-
torisation f¯∗, in the right-hand side below, is left f -exact.
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TA TC
A TC
C
Tf∗
Tfa
f c
f¯−1
Tcart
=
TA TC
A C
C
Tf∗
a c
f∗
f
f¯∗
cart
Proof. First notice that, f : A → C being a pseudo T -morphism, the companion
f∗ is created by the forgetful functors U : T -Alg(v, w) → K, in either case w = l or
ps, by Proposition 7.2; its T -structure cell f¯∗ is given by the factorisation above.
It follows that the right adjoint of f in T -Alg(v, w) can be regarded as a universal
construction as described above.
To start consider a nullary cell
A C
A
f∗
gη
in K and assume that it defines g as the absolute left Kan extension of idA along
f∗ or, equivalently, that the vertical cell η ◦ cocart: idA ⇒ g ◦ f , where cocart
is the cocartesian cell that defines f∗, defines an adjunction f ⊣ g in V (K); this
follows from combining Proposition 4.2 and Lemma 2.16. Because T preserves
weakly cocartesian cells defining companions (Corollary 2.12), it follows that the
images T nη, where n ≥ 0, again define T ng as an absolute left Kan extensions,
since T nη ◦ T n cocart = T n(η ◦ cocart) defines T nf ⊣ T ng in V (K). From this we
conclude that each of the composites
c ◦ Tη, c ◦ Tc ◦ T 2η, a ◦ Tη ◦ µf∗ , a ◦ Tη ◦ ιf∗ ,
c ◦ Tf ◦ Tη, c ◦ Tc ◦ T 2f ◦ T 2η, c ◦ Tf ◦ Tη ◦ µf∗ and c ◦ Tf ◦ Tη ◦ ιf∗
defines a left Kan extension in K; here the naturality of µ and ι is used, e.g.
a ◦ Tη ◦ µf∗ = a ◦ µA ◦ T
2η for the third composite.
The first row above being left Kan extensions ensures that we may apply either
Theorem 7.7(a) or Theorem 7.8(a) to obtain a lax T -structure g¯ on g that is unique
in making η into a T -cell, such that it defines (g, g¯) as the left Kan extension of idA
along (f∗, f¯∗) in T -Alg(v, l). In more detail, g¯ is obtained as the unique factorisation
η ◦ f¯∗ = (a ◦ η) ⊙ g¯ (compare (17)); it follows that g¯ is invertible if and only if f¯∗
is left idA-exact so that, in that case, η defines (g, g¯) as a left Kan extension in
T -Alg(v, ps) as well.
It remains to show that η◦cocart, as a T -cell, defines (f, f¯) ⊣ (g, g¯) in T -Alg(v, l).
Again using Proposition 4.2 and Lemma 2.16, for this it suffices to show that f ◦ η
defines (f, f¯) ◦ (g, g¯) as a left Kan extension. That it does follows from applying
either Theorem 7.7(a) or Theorem 7.8(a) again, which is possible because the second
row of composites above define left Kan extensions. This concludes the proof.
7.4 Cocomplete T -algebras
In this final subsection we show how the creation of left Kan extensions can be
used to “lift” cocomplete T -algebras along the forgetful functors U : T -Alg(v, l) → K
and U : T -Alg(v, ps, lbc) → K, where v ∈ {c, l, ps}. Given an ideal S of left extension
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diagrams M
d
←− A
J
−7→ B in K (see Definition 5.18), we denote for each v ∈ {c, l, ps}
by
S(v, l) := {(d, J) | (Ud, UJ) ∈ S}
the ideal of left extension diagrams in T -Alg(v, l) that is the preimage of S under
the forgetful functor U : T -Alg(v, l) → K. Similarly we write
S(v, ps, lbc) := {(d, J) ∈ S(v, ps) | J satisfies the left Beck-Chevalley condition}
for the restriction of S(v, ps) to horizontal T -morphisms that satisfy the left Beck-
Chevalley condition (see Definition 6.7).
Proposition 7.11. Let T = (T, µ, ι) be a monad on a hypervirtual equipment K
that preserves unary restrictions. Let S be a ideal of left extension diagrams in
K, and let ‘weak’ mean either ‘colax’ or ‘lax’. Consider a weak T -algebra M =
(M,m, m¯, m˜) whose underlying object M is S-cocomplete in K and whose algebraic
structure preserves, for each (d, J) ∈ S(M), the pointwise left Kan extension of d
along J . The following hold:
(a) if ‘weak’ means ‘colax’ then M is both S(c, l)-cocomplete in T -Alg(c, l) and
S(c, ps, lbc)-cocomplete in T -Alg(c, ps, lbc) provided that, for each (d, J) ∈ S(M),
the cells µJ and ιJ of are pointwise left (m ◦ Td)-exact;
(b) if ‘weak’ means ‘lax’ then M is both S(l, l)-cocomplete in T -Alg(l, l) as well
as S(l, ps, lbc)-cocomplete in T -Alg(l, ps, lbc) provided that its algebraic structure
preserves, for each (d, J) ∈ S(M), the pointwise left Kan extension of m ◦ Td
along TJ .
In either case, for any (d, J) ∈ S(v, l)(M) (resp. S(v, ps, lbc)(M)), the pointwise left
Kan extension of d along J is created by the forgetful functor U : T -Alg(v, l) → K
(resp. U : T -Alg(v, ps, lbc) → K)).
Finally, any lax (resp. pseudo) T -morphism (f, f¯) : M → N , between weak T -
algebras that both satisfy the appropriate condition above, is S(v, l)-cocontinuous
(resp. S(v, ps, lbc)-cocontinuous) as soon as its underlying morphism f is S-cocontinuous.
Notice that, as a consequence of K being a hypervirtual equipment and Propo-
sition 7.2, the inclusion T -Alg(ps, l) → T -Alg(l, l) preserves restrictions of the form
J(id, f) and hence reflects pointwise left Kan extensions. It follows that any pseudo
T -algebra M is S(ps, l)-cocomplete in T -Alg(ps, l) whenever it is S(l, l)-cocomplete in
T -Alg(l, l). An analogous implication holds for S(v, ps, lbc)-cocompleteness.
Proof. In either case consider (d, J) ∈ S(v, l) (resp. (d, J) ∈ S(v, ps, lbc)); we have
to show that the pointwise left Kan extension of d along J exists in T -Alg(v, l)
(resp. T -Alg(v, ps, lbc)). The S-cocompleteness of M in K ensures that the pointwise
left Kan extension of the morphisms underlying d and J exists in K. Since the
remaining assumptions on M allow us to apply the final part of either Theorem 7.7
or Theorem 7.8, it follows that the pointwise left Kan extension of d along J is
created by the forgetful functor U : T -Alg(v, l) → K (resp. U : T -Alg(v, ps, lbc) → K).
For the final assertion consider a lax T -morphism (f, f¯) : M → N between weak
T -algebras, whose S(v, l)-cocompleteness is lifted along U : T -Alg(v, l) → K in the
above sense, and assume that f is S-cocontinuous. Let
(
(d, d¯), (J, J¯)
)
∈ S(v, l)(M)
and let (l, l¯) : B →M be the lax T -morphism that is the pointwise left Kan extension
of (d, d¯) along (J, J¯) created by U ; we have to show that (f◦l, f ◦ l) forms a pointwise
left Kan extension as well. But this is clear:
(
(f ◦ d, f ◦ d), (J, J¯)
)
∈ S(v, l) because
the latter is an ideal, so that the pointwise left Kan extension of (f ◦ d, f ◦ d) along
(J, J¯) is created, and hence reflected, along the forgetful functor U . By the S-
cocontinuity of f the composite f ◦ l forms the pointwise left Kan extension of f ◦ d
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along J inK, from which we conclude that (f◦l, f ◦ l) forms that of (f◦d, f ◦ d) along
(J, J¯). Clearly the previous argument applies to the case of S(v, ps, lbc)-cocontinuity
as well; this completes the proof.
Example 7.12. Let V → V ′ be a symmetric universe enlargement (Definition 1.10)
and let S be the ideal of left extension diagrams in (V ,V ′)-Prof described in Ex-
ample 5.20, consisting of pairs (d, J) where J : A −7→ B is a V-profunctor between
V-categories with A small. Consider the ‘free strict monoidal V ′-category’-monad
T = (T, µ, ι) on (V ,V ′)-Prof, that was described in Example 6.2, whose (co-)lax
algebras are (op-)lax monoidal V ′-categories M = (M,⊘, a, i) (Example 6.5).
Using Proposition 3.17 it is straightforward to show that, for any V-profunctor
J : A −7→ B, the cells µJ and ιJ satisfy the left Beck-Chevalley condition (Defini-
tion 5.12), so that by Proposition 5.15 they are pointwise left exact. Moreover, given
an (op-)lax monoidal category M it follows from the next example that, for each
(d, J) ∈ S, its monoidal structure preserves both the pointwise left Kan extension
of d along J as well as that of m ◦ Td along J , provided that its tensor prod-
uct ⊘ preserves small V-weighted colimits in each variable. Thus, if moreover M is
small V-cocomplete as a V-category, by the proposition above it admits all monoidal
pointwise left Kan extensions of (op-)lax monoidal V ′-functors d : A → M with A
small. Moreover, if d is a monoidal V ′-functor (with invertible compositors) then a
pointwise left Kan extension of d along a monoidal V-profunctor J : A −7→ B is again
monoidal whenever J satisfies the left Beck-Chevalley condition; see Example 6.8.
In [IK86] a monoidal V-categoryM is called ‘monoidally cocomplete’ if it is small
cocomplete as a V-category and its tensor product –⊘ – preserves small V-weighted
colimits on both sides. Thus, in terms of the previous and in view of the proposition
above, monoidal cocompleteness implies S(ps, l)-cocompleteness in T -Alg(ps, l).
The following example is adapted from Example 5.3 in [Kou15a]. Recall the
tensor product on (V ,V ′)-Prof, as described before Lemma 4.22.
Example 7.13. Given an (op-)lax monoidal V ′-category M = (M,⊘, a, i), assume
that each of its n-any tensor products ⊘n := [M⊗
′n ⊂ TM
⊘
−→ M ] preserves small
V-weighted colimits in each variable; of course if M is a monoidal category, with
invertible a and i, then it suffices that its binary tensor product ⊘2 : M ⊗
′M →M
does so.
Given any V-profunctor J : A −7→ B with A a small V-category, we claim that
the algebraic structure of M preserves all pointwise left Kan extensions along J , in
the sense of Definition 7.6. To see this let η be any cell in (V ,V ′)-Prof that defines
a pointwise left Kan extension along J into M ; we have to show that m ◦ Tη, as in
the bottom of the left-hand side below, again defines a pointwise left Kan extension.
Equivalently by Proposition 4.20 we may show that, for each y = (y1, . . . , yn) ∈ TB,
the composite of the bottom three cells below defines (ly1⊘· · ·⊘ lyn) as a TJ(id, y)-
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weighted colimit of m ◦ Td.
A⊗
′n A⊗
′n′ A⊗
′n′′ A I ′
TA I
TA TB
TM
M
I⊗
′n′
A
⊗′J(id, yn)
⊂
I⊗
′n′′
A
⊗′J(id, yn′)
J(id, y1)
TJ(id, y)
y
TJ
Td T l
m
χ
Tη
· · ·
cart
=
A⊗
′n A⊗
′n′ A⊗
′n′′ A I ′
M
d⊘
n
⊘
i=2
lyi
I⊗
′n′
A
⊗′J(id, yn)
d⊘n
I⊗
′n′′
A
⊗′J(id, yn′)
d⊘n
′
⊘ lyn
d⊘n
′′
⊘ lyn′ ⊘ lyn
J(id, y1)
n
⊘
i=1
yi
δ⊘n
′
⊘ ηn
δ⊘n
′′
⊘ηn′⊘lyn
η1 ⊘
n
⊘
i=2
lyi
· · ·
· · ·
Next we will describe a cell χ, as in the left hand side above, that is right pointwise
cocartesian, so that by the vertical pasting lemma (Lemma 4.9), we may equiv-
alently show that the whole composite on the left defines (ly1 ⊘ · · · ⊘ lyn) as a
weighted colimit. At the sequences of objects x0 ∈ A⊗
′n, x1 ∈ A⊗
′n′ , . . . , xn′ ∈ A
the component of χ is given by
n′⊗′
i=1
A(x0i, x1i)⊗
′ J(x0n, yn)⊗
′
n′′⊗′
i=1
A(x1i, x2i)⊗
′ J(x1n′ , yn′)⊗
′ · · · ⊗′ J(xn′ , y1)
∼=
n⊗′
i=1
A(x0i, x1i)⊗
′ · · · ⊗′ A(x(n−i)′i, x(n−i)i)⊗
′ J(x(n−i)i, yi)→
n⊗′
i=1
J(x0i, yi)
where the isomorphism reorders the factors and the unlabelled map is given by
the action of A on J . Using Proposition 3.17, checking that χ is right pointwise
cocartesian is straightforward.
Finally consider the right-hand side above, where the nullary cells δ : IA ⇒ M
are simply given by the action of d on the hom-sets of A, and where each cell ηi
denotes the restriction of η along J(id, yi). That the two sides coincide follows from
the equivariance of the cells ηi, with respect to the actions of A. Hence, using the
horizontal pasting lemma (Lemma 4.8), we conclude that the claim follows if each
of the cells in the right-hand side defines a pointwise left Kan extension. That that
is the case, finally, follows easily from Lemma 4.22 and the assumption that the
tensor products of M preserve J(id, yi)-weighted colimits in each variable.
8 Lifting algebraic yoneda embeddings
Given a monad T on a hypervirtual double category K, the following theorem de-
scribes the lifting of yoneda embeddings along the forgetful functor U : T -Alg(c, l) →
K. Stating and proving this result forms the main motivation of this paper. Re-
call that an (op-)lax T -algebra A = (A, a, a¯, a˜) is called normal if its unitor a˜ is
invertible.
Theorem 8.1. Let T = (T, µ, ι) be a monad on a hypervirtual double category K.
Consider an colax T -algebra A = (A, a, a¯, a˜) and a good yoneda embedding y : A→ Â
in K. Assume that
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- the conjoint a∗ exists;
- the right pointwise composite (a∗ ⊙ Ty∗) exists (Definition 3.16);
- the cell µJ is pointwise left (y ◦a)-exact for each J : A −7→ B (Definition 5.12);
- the cell µT y∗ is pointwise left (y ◦a ◦ µA)-exact, while ιy∗ is pointwise left
(y ◦a)-exact;
- T preserves any unary cartesian cell with y∗ as horizontal target.
The morphism v := (a∗ ⊙ T y∗)
λ : T Â → Â, that is given by the yoneda axiom
(Definition 5.2), and that comes equipped with a cartesian cell
A TÂ,
Â
(a∗ ⊙ T y∗)
y v
cart
extends to an colax T -algebra structure (v, v¯, v˜) on Â. With respect to this structure
y : A→ Â admits a pseudo T -morphism structure that makes it into a good yoneda
embedding in T -Alg(c, l). The following hold:
(a) Â is normal precisely if A is;
(b) assuming that a¯ is invertible, the associator v¯ is invertible if and only if the
T -image of the cocartesian cell defining (a∗⊙T y∗) is left (y ◦a)-exact (e.g. if
the cocartesian cell is preserved by T ).
If the conditions above are satisfied, so that the lift of y forms a pseudo T -morphism
between pseudo T -algebras, then y forms a good yoneda embedding in T -Alg(ps, l) as
well.
Finally, if the restrictions H(id, a) exist in K, for all H : C −7→ A, then the lift
of y forms a good yoneda embedding in T -Alg(c, ps, lbc) (resp. T -Alg(ps, ps, lbc)) too.
Example 8.2. Let V → V ′ be a symmetric universe enlargement, such that V has
an initial object that is preserved by its tensor product ⊗ on both sides, and let
T = (T, µ, ι) be the ‘free strict monoidal V ′-category’-monad on (V ,V ′)-Prof, that
was described in Example 6.2. Remember that T is strong and preserves cocartesian
cells, while it is easily checked to preserve all cartesian cells. That the cells µJ and
ιJ , for each V-profunctor J : A −7→ B, are pointwise left exact was briefly described
in Example 7.12.
Thus given a monoidal V-category A = (A,⊘, a, i) (Example 6.5), whose yoneda
embedding y : A → Â exists by Proposition 5.5, we may apply the theorem above
as soon as the V ′-coends on the right below are V-objects; e.g. in the case that A is
small and V is small cocomplete.
(p1 ⊘ · · · ⊘ pn)(x) ∼=
∫ u1,...,un∈A
A
(
x, (u1 ⊘ · · · ⊘ un)
)
⊗′ p1u1 ⊗
′ · · · ⊗′ pnun
In that case the monoidal structure on A lifts to one on Â, which we will again
denote by ⊘ : TA → A. Its defining cartesian cell, in the theorem above, ensures
that its action on V-presheaves p1, . . . , pn on A is given by the coends above, as
shown; that is (p1 ⊘ · · · ⊘ pn) is the Day convolution of the presheaves p1, . . . , pn,
as introduced (in a biased form) in Section 4 of [Day70].
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With respect to the monoidal structure on Â above, the yoneda embedding
y : A → Â lifts to form a pseudomonoidal functor between A and Â such that it
becomes a good yoneda embedding in the hypervirtual double categories T -Alg(ps, l)
and T -Alg(ps, ps, lbc), of monoidal V-profunctors and monoidal V-profunctors that
satisfy the left Beck-Chevalley condition (see Example 6.8). In particular it satisfies
the following monoidal Yoneda’s lemma: for any monoidal V-profunctor J : A −7→ B
there exists a lax monoidal functor Jλ : B → Â such that J ∼= Â(y, Jλ) as monoidal
V-profunctors. On objects Jλ is given by Jλy := J(–, y), while is lax monoidal
structure Jλ⊘ : (J
λy1 ⊘ · · · ⊘ Jλyn) ⇒ Jλ(y1 ⊘ · · · ⊘ yn) is induced by the V ′-maps
below; it is invertible precisely when J satisfies the left Beck-Chevalley condition.
A
(
x, (u1 ⊘ · · · ⊘ un)
)
⊗′ J(u1, y1)⊗′ · · · ⊗′ J(un, yn)
A
(
x, (u1 ⊘ · · · ⊘ un)
)
⊗′ J
(
(u1 ⊘ · · · ⊘ un), (y1 ⊘ · · · ⊘ yn)
)
J
(
x, (y1 ⊘ · · · ⊘ yn)
)
id⊗′J⊘
λ
Proof of Theorem 8.1. The proof consists of the following steps: complete the defi-
nition of the colax T -algebra structure on Â, define the pseudo T -morphism struc-
ture on y : A→ Â and show that (y, y¯) forms a good yoneda embedding in T -Alg(c, l).
It is useful to abbreviate by η the composite on the left below, and by η′ its fac-
torisation through the cartesian cell defining y∗, as shown.
η :=
TA T Â
A TA TÂ
A T Â
Â
T y∗
a
a∗
T y∗
(a∗ ⊙ T y∗)
y v
cocart
cocart
cart
=
TA T Â
A Â
Â
T y∗
a v
y∗
y
η′
cart
(20)
We claim that η defines v as a pointwise left Kan extension. To see this first notice
that, by Proposition 4.12, we may equivalently prove that its composition with the
cartesian cell defining a∗ does which, by the conjoint identities (horizontally dual to
those in Lemma 2.11), coincides with the composite of the bottom two rows on the
left above. To see that the latter composite defines a pointwise left Kan extension
remember that y is dense (Lemma 5.1), so that the bottom cartesian cell defines a
pointwise left Kan extension, followed by applying Corollary 4.10 to the cocartesian
cell defining (a∗ ⊙ T y∗), which is right pointwise by assumption.
Step 1: the colax T -algebra structure on Â. Having obtained a structure mor-
phism v : T Â→ Â, it remains to define associator and unitor cells v¯ : v◦µÂ ⇒ v◦Tv
and v˜ : v ◦ ιÂ ⇒ idÂ, and show that (Â, v, v¯, v˜) satisfies the usual coherence axioms
for colax algebras; see (23) below. In order to define the associator v¯ notice that
the composite η ◦ µy∗ in the right-hand side below defines v ◦ µÂ as a left Kan ex-
tension, since µy∗ is assumed pointwise left (y ◦a)-exact; we take v¯ to be the unique
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factorisation of the left-hand side through this composite, as shown.
T 2A T 2Â
TA TA T Â
A
Â
T 2 y∗
µA Ta Tv
a
T y∗
a
v
y
Tη′
a¯
η
=
T 2A T 2Â
TA T Â
A
Â
T Â
T 2 y∗
µA µ
Â
Tv
T y∗
a
v
y
v
µy∗
η
v¯ (21)
Analogously the composite η ◦ ιy∗ in the right-hand side below defines v ◦ ιÂ as
a left-Kan extension, by the assumption that ιy∗ is pointwise left (y ◦a)-exact; we
take the unitor v˜ to be the factorisation as shown.
A Â
TA
A Â
Â
y∗
ιA
a y∗
y
a˜
cart
=
A Â
TA T Â
A
Â
y∗
ιA ι
Â
T y∗
a
v
y
ιy∗
η
v˜ (22)
Before proving the coherence axioms for (v, v¯, v˜) we consider the assertions (a)
and (b) of the statement. To prove (a) first notice that a˜ is invertible if and only if
y ◦a˜ is, where we use that y is full and faithful (Lemma 5.4) so that idy is cartesian.
Both the first column in the right-hand side above as well as the second column in
the right-hand side define left Kan extensions; the latter because of the density of y
(Lemma 5.1). That v˜ being invertible is implied by y ◦a˜ being so now follows from
uniqueness of left Kan extensions. Conversely, if v˜ is invertible then both sides above
define left Kan extensions so that, composing the left-hand side with the weakly
cocartesian cell defining y∗, we find that y ◦a˜ is invertible by using Proposition 4.13.
To prove (b) assume that a¯ is invertible. Composing both sides of (21) with
a¯−1 we see that v¯ is invertible if and only if the composite η ◦ Tη′ in the left-hand
side defines a left Kan extension. The defining identity (20) of η′ implies that
we can rewrite η′ = cart′ ◦ cocart◦(cocart, idT y∗), where cart
′ is the factorisation
(a∗ ⊙ T y∗)⇒ y∗ of the cartesian cell defining v through y∗, which is again cartesian
by the pasting lemma (Lemma 2.5), and where the cocartesian cells are those already
in the composite η. Composing η ◦ Tη′ on the left with the T -image of the weakly
cocartesian cell that defines a∗, we conclude that it defines a left Kan extension if and
only if η ◦ T cart′ ◦T cocart does; here we use Proposition 4.12 and the horizontal
conjoint identity for a∗ (horizontally dual to that in Lemma 2.11). In the latter
composite η◦T cart′ defines the left Kan extension of y ◦a along (a∗⊙T y∗), because
η defines v as a pointwise left Kan extension while T preserves the cartesian cell cart′
by assumption. We conclude that η ◦T cart′ ◦T cocart defining a left Kan extension
is the same as the T -image of the cocartesian cell, which defines (a∗ ⊙ T y∗), being
left (y ◦a)-exact; since we have shown that the former is equivalent to v¯ being
invertible, the proof of (b) follows.
We return to proving the associativity and unit axioms for (v, v¯, v˜). Below they
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are drawn schematically where, as always, empty cells denote identity cells.
v¯
T v¯
=
v¯ v¯ v¯ v˜
=
v¯
T v˜
= idv (23)
To prove the associativity axiom, on the left above, consider the equation below,
whose identities follow the associativity axiom for T ; the identity (21); the T -image
of (21) after both of its sides have been factorised through the cartesian cell defining
y∗; the associativity axiom for A; the identity (21) again; the naturality of µ; the
identity (21) once more. Now notice that the left and right-hand sides below coincide
with both sides of the associativity axiom for Â after composition on the left with
η ◦µy∗ ◦µT y∗ . By the exactness assumptions on µy∗ and µT y∗ , the latter composite
defines v ◦µÂ ◦µTÂ as a left Kan extension, so that the associativity axiom follows.
η
µy∗
µTy∗
v¯
T v¯
=
η
µy∗
Tµy∗
v¯
T v¯
= a¯
Tη′
Tµy∗
η
T v¯
= a¯
T a¯
η
Tη′
T 2η′
= a¯ a¯
η
Tη′
T 2η′
= a¯
v¯
η
µy∗
T 2η′
= a¯
v¯
η
µTy∗
Tη′
=
v¯ v¯
η
µTy∗
µy∗
To prove the first unit axiom, in the middle of (23), consider the following equation,
where ‘c’ denotes the cartesian cell defining y∗, and whose identities follow from the
identity (21); the naturality of ι; the identity (22); the first unit axiom for A;
the identity (20) and the unit axiom for T . Notice that the left and right-hand
sides below coincide with the first unit axiom for Â composed on the left with
η ◦ µy∗ ◦ ιT y∗ = η. Since the latter defines a left Kan extension the unit axiom
follows.
v¯ v˜
η
ιTy∗
µy∗
= a¯
v˜
η
ιTy∗
Tη′
= a¯
v˜
η
ιy∗
η′
= a¯ a˜
c
η′
=
c
η′
=
η
µy∗
ιTy∗
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This leaves the second unit axiom, on the right of (23). Analogous to the arguments
above, it follows from the equation below, whose identities follow from the unit
axiom for T ; the identity (21); the T -image of (22) after factorising it through the
cartesian cell defining y∗; the second unit axiom for A. This completes the definition
of the colax T -algebra Â = (Â, v, v¯, v˜).
η
v¯
T v˜
=
η
µy∗
Tιy∗
v¯
T v˜
= a¯
Tη′
Tιy∗
η
T v˜
= a¯
T a˜
η
= η
Step 2: the pseudo T -structure on y : A → Â. Consider the composite γ on
the left below; we claim that it makes y : A → Â into an colax T -morphism, that
is it satisfies the associativity and unit axioms. Indeed: these follow directly from
composing both sides of the identities (21) and (22) with the (T 2-image of) the
cocartesian cell that defines y∗, by using the naturality of µ and ι together with the
fact that η′ = (cocart ◦a)⊙ η (for the latter notice that composing either side with
the cartesian cell defining y∗ results in η).
γ :=
TA
TA TÂ
A
Â
T y
T y∗
a
v
y
η
Tcocart
idy =
A
A A
A Â
Â
Â(y, y)
y
y∗
y
id′y
cart
cart
(24)
It remains to show that γ is invertible. Since the cell η, in the composite γ, defines
v as a pointwise left Kan extension it suffices to prove that T y is full and faithful,
by Proposition 4.13. To this end consider the the factorisation of idy on the right
above and notice that both cartesian cells here are preserved by T : the bottom
one by Corollary 2.12 and the one in the middle row by assumption. Because y is
full and faithful (Lemma 5.4) the top cell id′y is cocartesian by Corollary 3.15; it
is preserved by T as well by Corollary 3.14. We conclude that idT y factors as a
cocartesian cell through the restriction T Â(y, y), so that T y is full and faithful by
applying Corollary 3.15 once more. We write y¯ := γ−1, completing the definition of
(y, y¯) : A→ Â as a pseudo T -morphism.
Step 3: (y, y¯) : A→ Â forms a good yoneda embedding in T -Alg(c, l). To complete
the proof we show that, with the T -algebra structures (v, v¯, v˜) and y¯ on Â and y
above, (y, y¯) defines a good yoneda embedding in T -Alg(c, l). First notice that,
because (y, y¯) is a pseudo T -morphism, for any lax T -morphism g : B → Â the
restriction Â(y, g) in T -Alg(c, l) is created by the forgetful functor U : T -Alg(c, l) → K,
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by Proposition 7.2(b). Thus, once we have shown that (y, y¯) is a yoneda embedding,
it is in fact a good yoneda embedding, in the sense described after Definition 5.2.
Now to show that (y, y¯) satisfies the yoneda axiom (Definition 5.2), consider a
horizontal T -morphism J : A −7→ B. By the yoneda axiom for y in K there exists a
cartesian cell as on the left below; we have make it into a cartesian cell in T -Alg(c, l),
by supplying a lax T -morphism structure for Jλ : B → Â.
A B
Â
J
y Jλ
cart =
A B
A Â
Â
J
Jλ
y∗
y cart
cart′
(25)
Writing cart′ for the factorisation as shown above, remember that it is again carte-
sian by the pasting lemma, and that it is preserved by T by assumption. Because
η defines a pointwise left Kan extension, it follows that the composite η ◦ T cart′ in
the right-hand side below defines v ◦ TJλ as a left Kan extension; consequently the
left-hand side, where J¯ denotes the structure cell of J , factors uniquely as a vertical
cell J¯λ as shown.
TA TB
A B
Â
TJ
a b
J
y Jλ
J¯
cart
=
TA TB
TA TÂ
A
Â
B
TJ
TJλ
b
T y∗
a
v
y
Jλ
η
J¯λ
Tcart′
(26)
We claim that J¯λ makes Jλ into a lax T -morphism and that, with this structure, the
cartesian cell defining Jλ lifts to form a cartesian T -cell in T -Alg(c, l). In view of the
proof of Proposition 7.2, the latter follows immediately from the fact that the first
column of the right-hand side above coincides with γ ⊙ (v ◦ T cart), which in turn
follows from the definition of γ, substituting (25), and the horizontal companion
identity for y∗. This leaves proving that (J
λ, J¯λ) forms a lax T -morphism; that is
it satisfies the associativity and unit axioms.
That the two sides of the associativity axiom coincide after composition on
the left with the composite η ◦ µy∗ ◦ T
2 cart′ is shown below, where the identities
follow from the identity (21); the T -image of the identity above factorised through
the cartesian cell defining y∗; the identity above; the associativity axiom for J
(Definition 6.7); the identity above; the naturality of µ. The associativity axiom
itself now follows from the fact that η ◦µy∗ ◦T
2 cart′ = η ◦T cart′ ◦µJ defines a left
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Kan extension, as µJ is assumed to be left (y ◦a)-exact.
v¯
T J¯λ
J¯λ
η
T 2c′
µy∗
=
a¯
T J¯λ
J¯λ
η
T 2c′
Tη′
=
a¯
η
Tc′
T J¯
J¯λ
=
a¯
c
J¯
T J¯
=
c
J¯
µJ¯
b¯
=
η
Tc′
µJ¯
J¯λ
b¯
=
η
µy∗
T 2c′
J¯λ
T J¯λ
The unit axiom for J¯λ follows likewise from the following equation, where η◦ιy∗◦cart
′
defines a left Kan extension by the assumption on ιy∗ , and whose identities follow
from the naturality ι; the identities (26); the unit axiom for J¯ ; the identity (22).
η
ιy∗
c′
J¯λ
b˜
=
η
Tc′
ιJ
J¯λ
b˜
=
c
J¯
ιJ¯
b˜
= a˜
c
c′
=
η
ιy∗
c′
v˜
To finish the proof we will show that (y, y¯) : A → Â is dense in T -Alg(c, l); see
Lemma 5.1. Hence consider a cartesian T -cell as on the left below; we have to show
that it defines the lax T -morphism l : B → Â as a left Kan extension of y along J .
As before it will be useful to consider the factorisation ζ′ of ζ through the cartesian
cell defining y∗, as shown.
A B
Â
J
y lζ =
A B
A Â
Â
J
l
y∗
y
ζ′
cart
(27)
To start we notice that ζ is preserved by the forgetful functor U : T -Alg(c, l) → K,
so that it is cartesian in K. This follows immediately from the fact that U creates
the restriction Â(y, l) in T -Alg(c, l), as we have already seen, so that the existence
of an invertible horizontal T -cell J ∼= Â(y, l) follows. Of course this isomorphism is
preserved by the forgetful functor U , and we conclude that ζ is cartesian in K.
Thus any T -cell φ as on the left below factors uniquely through ζ in K as shown,
and we have to prove that the factorisation φ′ forms a T -cell.
A B B1 Bn′ Bn
Â
J
y
H1 Hn
k
φ
· · ·
=
A B B1 Bn′ Bn
Â
J
y
H1
l
Hn
k
ζ φ′
· · ·
That it does follows from the equation below, whose identities follow from the
identity γ ⊙ (v ◦ Tζ) = η ◦ Tζ′ (a consequence of the definitions of γ and ζ′, as well
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as the horizontal companion identity for y∗); the T -cell axiom for ζ; the factorisation
above; the T -cell axiom for φ; the T -image of the factorisation above; the identity
γ ⊙ (v ◦ Tζ) = η ◦ Tζ′ again.
η
Tζ′
l¯
H¯1
φ′
· · · H¯n
= γ
Tζ
l¯
H¯1
φ′
· · · H¯n
=
ζ
J¯ H¯1
φ′
· · · H¯n
=
J¯ H¯1
φ
· · · H¯n
= γ
Tφ
· · ·
k¯
= γ
Tζ Tφ′
· · ·
k¯ =
η
Tζ′ Tφ′
· · ·
k¯
Finally, notice that ζ′ is cartesian in K because ζ is, by the pasting lemma; hence T
preserves ζ′ by assumption. Because η defines v as a pointwise left Kan extension
it follows that the first column η ◦Tζ′, in the left-hand and right-hand sides above,
defines v ◦ T l as a pointwise left Kan extension. Since these sides coincide with
T -cell axiom for φ′ after it has been composed with η ◦Tζ′ on the left, we conclude
that the T -cell axiom itself holds.
This completes the proof of the main assertion of the theorem. Next we re-
mark on the case in which A and Â are pseudo T -algebras. Since the inclusion
T -Alg(ps, l) → T -Alg(c, l) is locally full (see Definition 1.21) it creates cartesian cells;
it follows immediately that y, as a pseudo T -morphism, also satisfies the yoneda
axiom in T -Alg(ps, l). Since the inclusion reflects cells defining left Kan extensions
as well the argument above, that shows that y is dense in T -Alg(c, l), can be applied
to show that y is dense in T -Alg(ps, l) as well; we conclude that therein it forms a
yoneda embedding too.
Finally assume that the restrictions H(id, a) exist in K, for any H : C −7→ A; we
will show that the pseudo T -morphism (y, y¯) : A→ Â forms a good yoneda embed-
ding in T -Alg(c, ps, lbc). To see that it satisfies the yoneda axiom in T -Alg(c, ps, lbc)
consider a horizontal T -morphism that satisfies the left Beck-Chevalley condition.
By Proposition 5.15 it follows that the structure cell J¯ is pointwise left exact so
that the lax T -structure cell J¯λ on Jλ : B → Â, that is obtained in (26), is invert-
ible. Since the inclusion T -Alg(c, ps, lbc) → T -Alg(c, l) is locally full it follows that the
cartesian T -cell in T -Alg(c, l), that comes with (J
λ, J¯λ), is cartesian in T -Alg(c, ps, lbc)
as well.
Next, to prove that (y, y¯) is dense in T -Alg(c, ps, lbc), again by the locally full-
ness of the latter in T -Alg(c, l) it suffices to prove that any cartesian cell ζ in
T -Alg(c, ps, lbc), of the form as on the left-hand side in (27), is cartesian in T -Alg(c, l).
The latter in turn follows from showing that, for any pseudo T -morphism g : B → Â,
the restriction Â(y, g) in T -Alg(c, l), that is created by U : T -Alg(c, l) → K, satisfies
the left Beck-Chevalley condition, so that it is cartesian in T -Alg(c, ps, lbc). To see
this remember from the proof of Proposition 7.2 that the created T -structure Â(y, g)
on Â(y, g) is the unique factorisation of the composite on the left-hand side below
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through the cartesian cell that defines Â(y, g), where γ = y¯−1 as before.
TA TB
A TÂ B
Â
TÂ(y, g)
T ya Tg
b
y
v
g
γ g¯
T cart
=
TA TB
TA TÂ
A
Â
B
TÂ(y, g)
T y
Tg
b
T y∗
a
v
y
g
η
g¯
Tcocart
T cart
=
TA TB
TA TÂ
A
Â
B
TÂ(y, g)
Tg
b
T y∗
a
v
y
g
η
g¯
T cart′
Now notice that, by using Corollary 3.24, all assumptions for the equivalence
(a) ⇔ (c) of Proposition 5.15 are satisfied. Thus, it suffices to prove that Â(y, g) is
pointwise left y-exact. Now remember that the cartesian cell defining Â(y, g) also
defines g as the pointwise left Kan extension of y along Â(y, g), by density of y
(Lemma 5.1); it follows that we have to show that the composite on the left-above
defines g ◦ b as a pointwise left Kan extension. To see this, finally, consider the full
equation above, whose first identity follows from the definition of γ, as on the left
of (24), while the second one follows from composing the cocartesian and cartesian
cell in the middle composite to form the cartesian cell cart′ in the right-hand side,
which is the factorisation through y∗ of the cartesian cell that defines Â(y, g); it is
again cartesian by the pasting lemma. At the beginning of this proof we saw that
η defines v as a pointwise left Kan extension; together with the assumption that T
preserves the cartesian cell cart′, and the fact that g¯ is invertible, we conclude that
the right-hand side above, and thus all composites above, define g ◦ b as a pointwise
left Kan extension. This completes the proof.
In the following proposition we consider the uniqueness of the colax structures
(v, v¯, v˜) on presheaf objects Â, as obtained in the previous theorem.
Proposition 8.3. When regarded as an colax T -morphism the lifted yoneda embed-
ding (y, γ) : (A, a, a¯, a˜)→ (Â, v, v¯, v˜), obtained in Theorem 8.1, is unique as follows.
Any colax T -morphism (y, φ) : (A, a, a¯, a˜) → (Â, w, w¯, w˜) between colax T -algebras
factors uniquely through (y, γ) as an colax T -morphism (id, φ′) : Â→ Â. If (y, φ) is
a pseudo T -morphism then (id, φ′) is too precisely if the composite below defines w
as a pointwise left Kan extension of w ◦ T y along T y∗.
TA T Â
T Â
Â
T y∗
T y
w
cart
Proof. The invertible colax structure cell γ : y ◦a ⇒ v ◦ T y for y was defined in
(24) in terms of the composite cell η, as in the right-hand side below, which in
turn was defined in (20). In the discussion that followed η was shown to define a
pointwise left Kan extension; we take the colax structure cell φ′ on idÂ to be the
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unique factorisation through η as shown below.
TA T Â
A T Â
Â
T y∗
T ya
y w
φ
Tcart
=
TA T Â
A
Â
T y∗
a
y
v
w
η
φ′
We claim that φ′ makes idÂ into an colax T -morphism (Â, v, v¯, v˜) → (Â, w, w¯, w˜);
notice that, by precomposing both sides above with the T -image of the weakly
cocartesian cell defining y∗, it follows from the definition (24) of γ that φ
′ is unique
such that (id, φ′) ◦ (y, γ) = (y, φ). Also notice that the final assertion can be read
off: if φ is invertible then, as follows from the identity obtained by composing both
sides above with φ−1 on the left together with uniqueness of Kan extensions, φ′ is
invertible precisely if w ◦ T cart defines w as a pointwise left Kan extension.
We return to the claim that φ′ forms an colax T -structure cell for idÂ; that is
it satisfies the associativity and unit axioms. The former follows from the equation
below, where η ◦µy∗ defines a left Kan extension because η does and the left exact-
ness assumption on µy∗ in Theorem 8.1, and where the identities follow from the
definition (21) of v¯; the identity above and the definition (20) of η′; the T -image of
the identity above; the associativity axiom for φ; the naturality of µ; the identity
above.
η
µy∗
v¯
φ′
Tφ′
=
a¯
η
Tη′
φ′
Tφ′
=
a¯
φ
Tη Tφ′
=
a¯
φ
Tφ
T 2c
=
φ w¯
T 2c
=
φ
Tc
µy∗
w¯ =
η
µy∗
φ′
w¯
Similarly the unit axiom follows from the following equation, where η ◦ ιy∗ defines
a left Kan extension by the exactness assumption on ιy∗ , and where the identities
follow from the identity defining φ′ above; the naturality of ι; the unit axiom for φ;
the definition (22) of v˜.
η
ιy∗
φ′
w˜ =
φ
Tc
ιy∗
w˜ =
φ w˜
c
=
a˜
c
=
η
ιy∗
v˜
This completes the proof.
By combining Theorem 5.19, Proposition 7.11 and the previous proposition, the
theorem below describes the sense in which a lifted algebraic yoneda embedding, as
obtained in Theorem 8.1, defines a free cocompletion.
Theorem 8.4. Let T = (T, µ, ι) be a monad on a hypervirtual equipment K such
that T preserves unary restrictions. Given an colax T -algebra M = (M,m, m¯, m˜)
and a good yoneda embedding y : M → M̂ in K, assume that the hypotheses of Theo-
rem 8.1 are satisfied so that y lifts to a yoneda embedding (y, y¯) : (M,m, m¯, m˜)→ (M̂, v, v¯, v˜)
in T -Alg(c, l). Let S be an ideal of left extension diagrams in K such that
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(e) for each (d, J) ∈ S(M̂) there exists a pointwise left y-exact cell
M A B
M B
M̂(y, d) J
K
φ
whose T -image is pointwise left (y ◦m)-exact;
(m) for each (d, J) ∈ S(M̂) both cells µJ and ιJ are pointwise left (m ◦Td)-exact;
(y) (f, y∗) ∈ S for all f : M → N .
The yoneda embedding (y, y¯) defines M̂ as the free S(c, l)-cocompletion of M in
T -Alg(c, l) while, if it lifts to a yoneda embedding in T -Alg(c, ps, lbc) as well, then
it defines M̂ as the free S(c, ps, lbc)-cocompletion of M there too. Moreover M̂
is S-cocomplete in K and, for each (d, J) ∈ S(c, l)(M̂) (resp. S(c, ps, lbc)(M̂)), the
pointwise left Kan extension of d along J is created by U : T -Alg(c, l) → K (resp.
U : T -Alg(c, ps, lbc) → K).
Finally let N be an colax T -algebra that satisfies the hypotheses of Proposi-
tion 7.11, so that its S(c, l)-cocompleteness is lifted along U : T -Alg(c, l) → K. A
lax T -morphism (f, f¯) : M̂ → N is S(c, l)-cocontinuous if and only if its underlying
morphism f is S-cocontinuous. The analogous result for S(c, ps, lbc)-cocontinuity of
pseudo T -morphisms M̂ → N in T -Alg(c, ps, lbc) holds as well.
Proof. We first prove the final assertion. The assumptions (e) and (y) above ensure
that we may apply Theorem 5.19 to find that M̂ is S-cocomplete in K. To prove
that the forgetful functors U : T -Alg(c, l) → K and U : T -Alg(c, ps, lbc) → K create
all algebraic pointwise left Kan extensions of T -morphisms d along a horizontal T -
morphisms J , with (d, J) ranging over S(c, l)(M̂) (resp. S(c, ps, lbc)(M̂)), it suffices to
show that M̂ = (M̂, v, v¯, v˜) satisfies the hypotheses of Proposition 7.11(a). Besides
S-cocompleteness of M̂ and assumption (m) above, the hypothesis that remains to
be checked asks that the algebraic structure of M̂ preserves the pointwise left Kan
extension of d along J , for each (d, J) ∈ S(M̂). From the proof of Proposition 5.16
we know how to construct this Kan extension: it is defined by the cell η that is
the factorisation defined in (16), and we have to show that v ◦ Tη again defines a
pointwise left Kan extension.
M A B
M B
M M̂
M̂
M̂(y, d) J
K
l
y∗
y
φ
cart′
cart
=
M A B
M M̂
M̂
M̂(y, d) J
d l
y∗
y
η
cart′′
cart
TM TA TB
TM TM̂
TM̂
M̂
TM̂(y, d) TJ
Td T l
T y∗
T y
v
Tη
T cart′′
T cart (28)
To see this we first factor either side of (16) through y∗, as shown on the left
above. Here φ is the pointwise left y-exact cell whose existence is assumed by
condition (e) above, while cart′ and cart′′ are the factorisations of the cartesian
cells in (16) through y∗; they are again cartesian by the pasting lemma. Notice that
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T cart′ is again cartesian by the hypotheses of Theorem 8.1, so that it is pointwise
left (y ◦m)-exact by Lemma 4.6(b). It follows that the T -image of the composite
cart′ ◦φ in the left-hand side is pointwise left (v ◦T y)-exact, by assumption (e) and
the fact that y ◦m ∼= v ◦ T y; a consequence of (y, y¯) being a pseudo T -morphism.
Now consider the composite on the right above, whose top row is the T -image
of the right-hand side of the identity on the left. Applying the previous proposition
to the identity on (M̂, v, v¯, v˜) we find that the composite v ◦T cart here defines v as
a pointwise left Kan extension. As we have seen the T -image of both factorisations
through y∗, on either side of the identity on the left, is pointwise left (v ◦T y)-exact,
so that it follows that the full composite on the right defines v◦T l as a pointwise left
Kan extension. Finally, since T preserves the cartesian cell cart′, its first column
defines v ◦ Td as a pointwise left Kan extension, so that by the horizontal pasting
lemma (Lemma 4.8) we may conclude that its second column, that is v ◦Tη, defines
a v ◦ T l as a pointwise left Kan extension, as required. This completes the proof of
the final assertion of the theorem.
To prove the first assertion, that is (y, y¯) defines M̂ = (M̂, v, v¯, v˜) as the free
S(c, l)-cocompletion of M in T -Alg(c, l), it suffices to show that we can apply Theo-
rem 5.19 to the lifted yoneda embedding (y, y¯) in T -Alg(c, l). That the second hy-
pothesis of the latter theorem is satisfied, that is
(
(f, f¯), (y, y¯)
)
∈ S(c, l) for each lax
T -morphism (f, f¯) : M → N , follows immediately from the assumption (y) above.
It remains to prove its first hypothesis, which asks for a pointwise left (y, y¯)-exact
horizontal T -cell
(
M̂(y, d), J
)
⇒ K to exist for each
(
(d, d¯), (J, J¯)
)
∈ S(c, l)(M̂). We
will show that the horizontal cell φ, that is supplied by the assumption (e) above,
lifts to form such a T -cell.
To see this first notice that
(
(d, d¯), (J, J¯)
)
∈ S(c, l)(M̂) implies (d, J) ∈ S(M̂), so
that the pointwise left Kan extension l : B → M̂ of d along J exists in K: indeed,
it is defined by the cell η in the left-hand side of the identity on the left above. We
already know that the pointwise left Kan extension of (d, d¯) along (J, J¯) is created
by U : T -Alg(c, l) → K, that is there exists a lax T -structure l¯ on l that is unique
in making η a T -cell that defines (l, l¯) as this Kan extension. Likewise the nullary
restriction K of y along l in T -Alg(c, l), as in the left-hand side of the identity above,
is created by U ; see Proposition 7.2. We claim that the thus created horizontal
T -structure cell K¯ on K makes φ into a T -cell. Indeed the equation below shows
that its T -cell axiom holds after composition with the cartesian cell that defines
K, where ‘c’ has been used to denote both the cartesian cell defining K and that
defining M̂(y, d), and where γ := y¯−1. The identities follow from the definition of
K¯ (see the proof of Proposition 7.2); the T -image of the identity on the left of (28);
the T -cell axiom for η; the definition of M̂(y, d) (again see Proposition 7.2); the
identity on the left of (28) itself.
c
K¯
Tφ
= γ Tc
Tφ
l¯ = γ
Tc Tη
l¯
= γ
Tc
d¯
η
J¯
=
c
M̂(y, d)
η
J¯
=
c
φ
M̂(y, d) J¯
Thus a T -cell, it remains to prove that φ is pointwise left (y, y¯)-exact in T -Alg(c, l).
To see this we return to the identity on the left of (28) once more, now regarding
both its sides as compositions of T -cells. By the density of the lifted yoneda embed-
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ding (y, y¯) (Lemma 5.1) both composites of cartesian T -cells, in either side, define
pointwise left Kan extensions. Because η was reflected as a T -cell that defines (l, l¯)
as a pointwise left Kan extension, it follows from the horizontal pasting lemma that
the full left-hand side does so too. From this we conclude that φ, now as a T -cell,
is pointwise left (y, y¯)-exact. This concludes the proof of the first assertion.
Next, if the lift of y also forms a good yoneda embedding in T -Alg(c, ps, lbc),
then the T -cell φ :
(
M̂(y, d), J
)
⇒ K considered above is in fact a T -cell between
horizontal T -morphisms satisfying the left Beck-Chevalley condition, provided that(
(d, d¯), (J, J¯)
)
∈ S(c, ps, lbc). Indeed, in that case both M̂(y, d) and K are nullary
restrictions of M̂ along (y, y¯) and a pseudo T -morphism (d and l respectively),
and such restrictions satisfy the the left Beck-Chevalley condition in T -Alg(c, ps, lbc):
indeed y∗ does because (y, y¯) forms a good yoneda embedding, so that M̂(y, d) and
K do by Proposition 7.2(d). We conclude that in this case too the hypotheses of
Theorem 5.19 are satisfied, so that the lift of y defines M̂ as the free S(c, ps, lbc)-
cocompletion of M in T -Alg(c, ps, lbc) as well.
To complete the proof consider a lax T -morphism (f, f¯) : M̂ → N where N is
an colax T -algebra satisfying the hypotheses of Proposition 7.11 so that its S(c, l)-
cocompleteness lifts along U : T -Alg(c, l) → K, while (f, f¯) is S(c, l)-cocontinuous
whenever f is S-cocontinuous. Conversely assume that (f, f¯) is S(c, l)-cocontinuous.
Using the density of y in T -Alg(c, l) (Lemma 5.1) it follows that the composite of f
and the cartesian T -cell defining y∗ defines f as the pointwise left Kan extension of
f ◦y along y∗. Because N is assumed to be S-cocomplete in K, the latter pointwise
left Kan extension is created, and hence preserved, by U : T -Alg(c, l) → K; it follows
that f forms a pointwise left Kan extension along y∗ in K too, so that it is S-
cocontinous by Proposition 5.22. That the same argument applies in the case of
S(c, ps, lbc)-cocontinuity too is clear. This concludes the proof.
Example 8.5. Let V → V ′ be a symmetric universe enlargement such that V has
an initial object preserved by ⊗ on both sides, let T be the ‘free strict monoidal
V ′-category’-monad on (V ,V ′)-Prof (Example 6.2), and let S be the ideal of left ex-
tension diagrams in (V ,V ′)-Prof described in Example 5.20, consisting of pairs (d, J)
where J : A −7→ B is a V-profunctor between V-categories with A small. It follows
from the discussion at the beginning of Example 8.2 that the hypotheses of the pre-
vious theorem are satisfied so that, for any monoidal V-category M = (M,⊘, a, i),
the presheaf V-category M̂ equipped with Day convolution (Example 8.2) forms
both the free S(c, l)-cocompletion of M in T -Alg(c, l) as well as the free S(c, ps, lbc)-
cocompletion of M in T -Alg(c, ps, lbc). In particular for any small V-cocomplete
monoidal V-category N , whose tensor product ⊘ preserves small V-weighted colim-
its in each variable (see Example 7.13), we obtain an equivalence of categories of
(V-small cocontinuous) lax monoidal functors
MonCat(l, cocts)(M̂,N) ≃ MonCatl(M,N)
that is given by precomposition with y : M → M̂ and that restricts to an equivalence
of categories of monoidal functors. This recovers Theorem 5.1 of [IK86].
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